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395 John Ireland Boulevard
Saint Paul, Minnesota 55155-1899

Janumy 15,2013

Senator Dibble, Chair
Senate Transp and Public Safety
III State Capitol
75 Rev. Martin King Jr.
S1. Minnesota 55155

Senator Pederson, Ranking Minority M(~mlber

Senate Transp and Safety
27 State Office Building
100 Rev. Dr. Martin Jr.
St. Minnesota 55155

Representative Hornstein, Chair
House Transportation Finance
471 State Office Building
100 Rev. Dr. Mmiin Luther King Jr.
St. Paul, Minnesota 55155

Representative GOP Lead
House Transportation Finance
207 State Office HUllldlIlg
100 Rev. Dr. lr. Blvd.
S1. Minnesota 55155

Representative brllarcit,
House Transportation Policy
543 State Office Building
100 Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
S1. Minnesota 55155

Representative Runbeck, GOP Lead
House Transportation Policy
295 State Office Building
100 Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd.
St. Paul, Minnesota 55155

Subject: Rulemaking Submission Required by Mimlesota Statutes, Section 14.116(a)

Dear Senators and Representatives:

Minnesota Statutes, section 14.116(a), directs the agency to submit to you by January 15 of year, its
rulemaking docket maintained under section 14.366, and record required under
section 14.365 for any rule adopted during the calendar year.

Therefore, as required by Minn. Stat. 11 Minnesota Department of TranspOliation is enclosing
the official rulemaking records for two rules that were adopted by agency calendar year
2012 and a copy of the dej:lartmeIlt's rul(~m'lklrlgdocket.

.lJU11H6 the calendar year of 20 12, the Minnesota Depmiment of Transportation adopted the following two
rules:

1) In the Matter of the Proposed Relating to Local State-Aid Route Standards,
vU'''JJlI''l 8820; OAR Docket No. 8-3000-22409-1; Governor's Tracking No. AR 587

2) In the Matter of the Exempt Adopted Rules of the Department of TranspOliation Chapter 8820,
Relating to Local State-Aid Route Standards; Chapter 8820; OAR Docket No. 60-
3000-23088; Governor's Tracking No. AR 2001

An equal opportunity employer



If you have any questions regarding this submission, please contact me at 651/366-3066.

Sincerely,

Laura Nehl-Trueman
MnDOT Rules Coordinator

cc: Bernie Arseneau, Deputy Commissioner
Betsy Parker, Office of Chief Counsel
Scott Peterson, Office of Government Relations
Cindy Carlsson, Office of Government Relations /'



of Pending Rulemaking Proceedings

Local State-Aid
Route Standards,
Financing, Minn. R.
Chapter 8820.

Minn. Stat.
§§162.02,162.09
and 162.155

Exempt
rulemaking
process
authorized under
Minn. Stat.
§14.386

State-Aid
Office

None Paul Stine
State -Aid Operations Engineer
MnDOT
395 Jolm Ireland Blvd; St. Paul,
MN 55125; Mail Stop 500
(651) 366 3830
PauJ.stine@state.mn.us

Rule was published in the State Register on Monday,
November 5, 2012. The rule was effective upon
publication in the State Register.

Pursuant to the December 12,2012, Office of
Administrative Hearings Order, an Errata is to be published
in the State Register to correct in inadvertent omission in
the amended rules. The Errata is expected to be published
in January or February, 2013.

Note: For additional questions please contact Laura Neh1-Trueman, MnDOT rulemaking coordinator at (651) 366-3066
laura.nehl-trueman@state.mn.us



The Honorable Raymond R. Krause
Chief Administrative Law Judge
Office of Administrative Hearings
600 North Robert Street

Box 64620
Saint Paul, Minnesota 55164-0620

November 8, 2011

395 John Ireland Boulevard
Saint Paul, Minnesota 55155-1899

Re: the Matter of the Proposed Expedited Rules of the State Depaximent of TranspOliation
Relating To Local State-Aid Route Standards, Request for Approval of
Expedited Rules; Govemor's Tracking #AR 587

Dear Chief Judge Krause:

The Minnesota Department of Transportation proposes to adopt the above-named expedited rules
governing Local State-Aid Route Standards. The authority for these expedited rules is stated
Minnesota Statutes, sections 162.02 and 162.09. This letter requests that the Office of
Administrative Hearings review and approve these rules under Minnesota Statutes, section
14.389.

Enclosed are the documents required by the OAH Rules, pali 1400.2410, subpali 2, items
to K. Paragraphs A to K of this letter are keyed to items A to K ofpart 1400.2410. Each
paragraph states whether the document is enclosed and, if the document is not enclosed, the
reason why the document is not applicable to these rules.

Enclosed: proposed rules, including the Revisor's approval.

Enclosed: Notice Intent to Adopt Expedited Rules as LU"'UVU. and published
State Register on August 29, 2011.

C. Celiificate of Mailing Notice
the Certificate of Accuracy Mailing

to Adopt Expedited

bn(~lo~;ed: the Celiificate ofAdditional Notice.

E. Enclosed: urrittp·n comments and submissions on the proposed rules.

Not Enclosed: of withdrawal he,lnrtg requests related documents
because no hearing requests were rpr'pnJPn during this rulemaking.

An equal opportunity employer



G. Enclosed: a copy of the adopted rules dated October 25, 1. The modification to
proposed rules is reflected the rules as adopted and approved by the Revisor of
Statutes.

Not Enclosed: a notice of adopting substantially different rules because
did not adopt substantially different rules.

Department

1. Enclosed: the Order Adopting Rules
1400.2090.

complies with pmi

J. Not Enclosed: a notice of submission of ruks to the Office of Administrative Hearings
and related documents because no one requested to be notified of the submission.

K. Not Enclosed: any other document or evidence to
rule which Depmiment is to follow

,
compliance with

adopting these rules.
other or

If you have questions about the enclosed documents or the proposed expedited rules, please
contact me at 651-366-3066.

After completing your review, please send any correspondence to me at the following address:

Laura Nehl-Trueman
Office of Chief Counsel, MS 130
Minnesota Department of Transportation
395 John Ireland Blvd.
St. Paul, MN 55155

Yours very truly,

Laura Nehl-Trueman
Coordinator
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3.

engineer employed as

each municipality.

1.1

1.2

1.3

1.4

1.5

1.6

1.7

. 1.8

1.9

1.10

1.11 minimum in-slope dimensions indicated in the design charts of this chapter.

1.12 [For text of subps 4 and 4a, see M.R.T

1.13 Subp. 5. "County highway engineer" means a registered

1.14 licensed professional engineer employed as county highway engineer, county engineer, .

1.15 or the public works, county engineer of each county.

1.16

1.17 Subp. l3b. resurfacing, or

1.18 of structure to extend effectively

1.19 address safety operations needs improvements to the existing

1.20 facility. projects generally existing and vertical

1.21 alignment, or geometric improvement, and reqUITe

1.22 or no light-of-way. Reconditioning changes vertical or

1.23 horizontal involving no more length of project.

1.24

1.25

8820.0100 1 Approved by Revisor



KLLIKJ RD3980

2.1 Disabilities Act of 1990, United States Code, title 42, section 12101 et seq. Work does not

2.2 normally beyond the existing ditch bottom.

2.3

2.4

2.5 Subvart 1. [Repealed by amendment, 8 SR 2146]

2.6 Subp.2. L'lI,ne-aIU '-'''All.,'' "",_,,"'. Upon rec~ell)t of an abstract bids, a certification as to

2.7 the execution a contract a for bond, and a payment request,

2.8 the commissioner shall promptly release from the funds available to the county or

2.9 municipality to 95 percent of the state-aid portion of the contract. Upon further receipt

2.10 of a signed supplemental agreement, including by means of an electronic signature, for a

2.11 major addition to the contract, or appraised values for additional right-of-way costs, the

2.12 commissioner shall promptly release from the funds available to county or urban

2.13 municipality to 95 percent of the state-aid portion of the supplemental agreement or

2.14 right-of-way appraised value. The commissioner shall keep the remaining percentage of

2.15, the state-aid share of the contract, except of approved right-of-way claims uThllrh

2.16 , paid in proofof acquisition and of project is 95

2.17 percent or more completed as substantiated by the county or engmeer.

2.18 Upon receipt of the project acceptance cost by the county

2.19 or city engineer, upon concurrence project acceptance state

2.20 engineer, the commissioner shall promptly release available any remaining

2.21 money due to state-aid portion of the contract.

2.22

2.23

2.24

8820.2500 2



REVISOR KLL/KJ RD3980

3.1 Subp. 3. The minimum widths of right-of-way for state-aid routes·

3.2 must be at least 60 feet within cities and 66 feet areas, except that the right-of-way

3.3 may be less for routes that are within a city, that were constructed before November 13,

3.4 1995, and that can be reconstructed to new construction standards within the previously

·35 . existing right-of-way. Before construction, the governing body shall acquire control of

3.6 the additional widths right-of-way as may be necessary to properly maintain the

3.7 section, drainage structures, the reeo ",ery Melt clear zone. Permanent easements for

3.8 highway purposes are considered be right-of-way for the purposes of subpart.

3.9 LPor text of subp 4, see M.R.l

3.10 GENERAL

3.11 IPor text of subp 1, see M.R.J.

3.12 Subp~ 2. areas. The cost of roadway and bridge lighting of

3.13 locations at which accidents are likely to occur or are otherwise hazardous is an eligible

3.14 expense if that lighting:

3.15

3.16

3.17 Subp. 9a. lli~~~J

3.18

3.19

consisting of the following members:

3.20

3.21

.:sUbpart 1. AP1PolIltment. COmmISSIOner aDIJOl]lt a local road resem:ch

3.22

3.23

3.24

8820.3200

C. two Department of lfansj:lortatH)n staff en~smt;en'.L2~.QL~Q.!TI~~~!!!Q

3



08/08/11 REVISOR KLLlKJ RD3980

4.1

4.2 Subp.2.

IFor text of items D and E, see M.R.l.

Jl..v-,- .n-,-",. Appointments of county highway and city engineers, except

4.3 . unexpired terms, are for furee four years. The other members shall serve at will of

4.4 the commissioner.

4.5

4.6

4.7

4.8

4.9

4.10

4.11

4.12

4.13

4.14

4.15

4.16

4.17

4.18

4.19

4.20

New or reconstruction projects for suburban undivided roadways must meet

or exceed the dimensions indicated the following design chart.

Projected Lane Shoulder Design Sur- Structural Bridges
ADT Width slope Area Ed) Speed facing Design to

Wm fg7 fe1ill Clear .fe1M· Strength Remain

W ffl~

Width
Curb to
Curb

rise:
feet feet run feet tons feet

0-49 11 1 1 7 22

50-149 11 3 1:4 9 22

4.21

4.22

4.23

4.24

4.25

4.26

4.27

300-749 12

750-1499

4

4

4.28

4.29

1500 and
over 30 40-60 Paved 30

4.30 Engineering judgment to choose a or shoulder-width

4.31 dimension other

8820.9920

md.1Cated m for roadways. Factors to consider

4·



08/08/11 REVISOR KLLIKJ RD3980

5.1 may be safety, speed, population/land use, benefit/cost analysis, traffic mix, peak hourly

5.2 traffic, farm equipment, environmental impacts, terrain limitations, bicycle traffic,

5.3 pedestrian traffic, other nonmotorized uses, functional classification, or other factors.

5.4 Widths less than those indicated inthe chart require a variance accordance with parts

5.5 8820.3300 and 8820.3400.

5.6 W For roadways, use the geometric design standards

5.7 Road Design Manual, a ten tons 40 mph

5.8 design speed.

5.9 fb1 (a) Use the existing traffic for highways not on the state-aid system.

5.10 web) Applies to slope within clear zone only.

5.11 . (d) Obstacle flee ztrea (measured from.. edge of traffic lane).J:S Culverts less

5.12. than 30-inch vertical height allowed without protection the recovery 2l:fca clear zone.

5.13 Guardrail is required to be installed at all bridges where the design speed exceeds

5.14 40 mph, and either the existing ADT exceeds 400 or the bridge clear width is less

5.15 the sum of the lane and shoulder widths.

to 20 feet

chapter 8818.

8820.0100,

Mailbox supports must be in accordance

For roadways areas as defined

zone may be to a ten feet for prc)lelcteCl

for projected of 1,000 or over. Wherever legal posted speed

less, the be redUCE~d to a width of

5.16

5.17

5.18

5.19

5.20

5.21 to terrain. areas, design speed

5.22 to legal posted speed where the legal posted speed is 30 or greater.

5.23 rating of narrower these U71rlthc

5.24 place bridge is not structurally or hyclrallllcallj

5.25 Shoulders are required to be a width of eight feet for highways

5.26 classified as minor arterials greater 1,500 projected,

5.27 at least two of must be ..... ""CT""rI

8820.9920 5



RD3980

6.1 (11) Phased projects must be constnieted to atterill design strength within three years of

6.2 completion of final gmding. In suburban areas, the minimUlTl structural design strength

6.3 is .tune toriS or ten tons as needed for system eontinuit~y.

6.4 (g) Except within municipal corporate limits, ten-ton staged structural design must be

6.5

6.6 if needed for system continuity. Roadbed width must accommodate ultimate ten-ton

6.7

6.8

6.9 Approach sideslopes must be 1:4 or flcitter when ADT exceeds 400.

6.10 HS 25 loading with Standard Specifications or HL-93 loading load

6.11 and resistance factor design is required for new orreconstructed bridges. 18

6.12 loading is required for all rehabilitated bridges. The curb-to-curb minimum width for new

6.13 Of reconstructed bridges must be no less than either the minimum required lane plus

6.14 shoulder width widths or the proposed lane plus shoulder width widths, whichever is

6.15 greater, but in no case less than the minimum lane widths plus four feet, and in no case

6.16 less than required per Minnesota Statutes, section 165.04.

6.17 roundabout design, design criteria of current of

6.18 State Aid Roundabout Guide are recommended.

6.19

6.20

6.21

6.22

6.23 New bridge, bridge replacement, or bridge rehabilitation projects

6.24 roadways on rural or suburban roadways that are not on state-aid system

6.25 must meet or exceed dimensions indicated following design chart.

8820.9922 6



08/08111 REVISOR KLLlKJ RD3980

7.1

72

7.3

7.4

7.5

Existing ADT Lane Width
(a)

Shoulder
Width

Inslope
(b)

Recoyery
Arezt Clear
Zone

Design Speed

7.9 . Engineering judgment may be used to choose a or shoulder-width

7.10 dimension other than widths indicated chart for roadways. Factors to COllS11d.er

7.11 may be safety, speed, population, land use, benefit/cost analysis, traffic mix,

7.12 equipment, environmental impacts, terrain LLLLLLLUCc.>.VLL0, bicycle traffic, pedestrian traffic,

7.13 other nonmotorized uses, functional classification, or other factors. U/,rHh" less than

7.14 those indicated the chart require a variance in accordance with parts 8820.3300 and

7.15 8820.3400.

7.16 (a) For existing ADT greater than 400, part 8820.9920 standards apply.

7.17 (b) Applies to. slope within ~~":l"V"-ftft'':5'r_=...;;.;;;;.;;.,;;,,;;;;...===only.

7.18 (c) Obstacle free Mea (measured fmm edge of tr2tffie lane). less

7.19 vertical height allowed ... ~.u'V"'L protection

to1

"ff":l'':tT'i:i'f'1'''if"'"ft1''t'':7l".....;;;.;=~=may be reduced to

for projected

~For roadways in suburban areas,

of ten feet for DfOllected.a

721

7.22

7.23 1,000 or over. Wherever the legal posted speed is 40 miles or less, the

7.24 may be red.uce:d. to a---- ten

7.25

7.26 25 loading with r1r,.U.L.L Standard Specifications or loading load

7.27 resistance factor design IS new or reconstructed bridges. HS 18

7.28 lOaOll1lg is required all rehabilitated bridges. The curb-to-curb ll1lIUmUm for new

8820.9922 7



08/08/11 KLLlKJ RD3980

8.1 or reconstructed bridges must be equal to the proposed lane plus shoulder widths, but in

8.2 no case less than the minimum lane width plu~ four feet, and no case less than re(IUll~ed

8.3 per Minnesota Statutes, section 165.04.

8.4 Bridge stnictures of minimum 20-foot clear width may be constructed where existing

8.5 is less than 50, potential for increasing is low, and the local government

8.6 agency finds the bridge can operate effectively at that width the expected

8.7 life of the bridge.

8.8

8.9

8.10 New or reconstruction projects for urban roadways must meet or exceed the illlmrnmll

8.11 dimensions indicated the following design chart.

8.12

8.13

8.14

8.15

8.16

8.17

8.18

8.19

8.20

8.21

8.22

8.23

Functional Design Speed Lane Width Curb Parking Lane
Classification and (a) Reaction IWil
Projected Traffic Distance
Volume (e)

mph feet feet feet

Collectors or Locals 30-40 (b) 11 2 8
ADT < 10000

over 12 2 11

Collectors or Locals 13 (b) 11 (c) 4 10
ADT ;::: 10000 and

Arterials

over 1 (c) 4 (d)

8.24

8.25

8.26

8.27

8.28

8820.9936 8



08/08/11 REVISOR KLLIKJ RD3980

9.1 Widths less than those indicated in the chart require a variancein accordance with parts

9.2 8820.3300 and 8820.3400.

9.3 (a). One-way turn lanes must be at least ten feet wide, except 11 feet is required if

9.4 the design speed is over 40 mph.

9.5 (b) Wherever possible, lane widths of feet, rather than 11 feet, should be used.

9.6 (c) May be to two feet there are four or more traffic lanes on one-way

9.7 streets.

9.8

9.9

(d) No parking is allowed for six or more traffic lanes or when

lirnitexceeds 45

posted speed

9.10 (e) reaction must be provided only where is not r.rr"Tu'!pr!

9.11 One-way streets must have at least two through-traffic lanes.

9.12 When a median is included the design of the two~way roadway, a one-foot reaction

9.13 , distance to the median is required on either side of the median. Minimum median width is

9.14 four feet.

9.15 Urban design roadways must a minimum nine tons structural axle load design.,-er

9.16 ten tons if needed for system continuity. Phased projects must be constructed to attain

9.17

9.18 Roadways not on state-aid system are not subject to structural

9.19 design strength requirements.

9.20 curb-to-curb of a new bridge be the street HT1fith·

9.21 no case less than Minnesota Statutes, section 165.04. 25 loading

9.22 AASHTO Standard Specifications or loading with and resistance factor

9.23 'design (LRFD) is required for new or bridges a of 18

9.24 loading is for all rehabilitated bridges. Where the new bridge approach roadway

9.25 includes elements for the accommodation of pedestrians or bicycles, the new bridge

9.26 must also provide for or bicycles unless pedestrians or bicycles are

9.27 otherwise accommodated.

8820.9936 9



08/08/11 KLLIKJ RD3980

10.1 For ADT less than 150, the widths of bridges to remain must be at least the sum of

10.2 lanes. greater than or equal to 150, the widths of bridges to remain must

10.3 be at least the sum of the lanes plus half the sum of the shoulders, parking lane, and

10.4 reaction distance.

10.5 Clearance of 1 feet from the face of the curb to objects must be provided

10.6 the posted speed is 40 45 mph. ten-:-foot clear reCOye11f Mea zone measured from the

10.7 .' driving lane must be provided when the posted speed exceeds 45

10.8 For volumes greater 15,000 projected at least four through-traffic lanes ate

10.9 a capacity analysis

10.10 demonstrates that a different lane configuration achieves level of service or better

10.11 aehieyed iit the higher traffic folume. If the capacity analysis demonstriites thiit ztdditional

10.12 lztncs Me requircd only during peiik tlaffie hOUlS, thcn each' ztdditionztl driving lane filzty be

10.13 used as a parking lane during nonpeiik hours.

10.14 "Level cif service" has the meaning given it the Highway Capacity Manual, Special'

10.15 Report 209, as revised and published by the Transportation Research Board of the National

10.16 Research Council, Washington, definition is incorporated by reference, is not

10.17 frequent change, and located at the Minnesota State Law 25

10.18 King Blvd.,5t. Minnesota

10.19 For rolmaablout design, the design V.LLL.VU.U. of curreIit edition of the Minnesota

10.20 State Aid KOUnaalJOllt Guide are recommended.

10.21

10.22

10.23 Subpart 1. the following design total IS

10.24 face-to-face of curbs.

10.25 Reconditioning projects roadways must meet or exceed

10.26

8820.9946

the chart.

10



08/08/11 RD3980

ILl

11.2

11.3

11.4

Number of Through Total Width
Lanes, Functional Class, No
and Present Traffic Volume Parking

Total Width with Total Width with Proposed
Parking on One Parking on Both Structural
Side Sides Design.

Strength

11.5

11.6

11.7

2-Lane Collector or Local 26
with < 10000

32 38 (b) 9

11.8

11.9 with
44 (b) 9

lLlO 2-Lane Collector or Local
lLll ;:;: 10000 or
1Ll2 2-Lane Arterial

11.13 . 4-Lane Collector or Local 44
1Ll4 with ADT ;:;: 10000 or
1Ll5 4:..Lane Arterial

32

54

42

64

9

9

lLl6

11.17

6-Lane Collectors or
Arterials

66 (c) (c) 9

lLl8 Engineering judgment may be used to choose a lane-width or shoulder-width

11.19 dimension other than the widths indicated in the chart for roadways. Factors to consider

11.20

11.21

11.22

11.23

11.24

11.25 (a) Permissible for present t-rCl1rnr- volumes less than LJ.'JVV

11.26 (b) When less 5,000, seven tons is allowable.

11.27 (c) No parking is allowed.

11.28 a meman IS LH""LU~~'-'''''' design the two-way roadway, a one-foot reaction.

11.29 distanceto Hi...·UiU.H IS reClull~ed on either side of the median. MlmrnUlm median IS

11.30

8820.9946 11



08/08/11 REVISOR KLLIKJ

12.1

- 12.2

- For

the lanes.

less than 150, the widths of bridges to remain mustbe at least the sum of

greater than or equal to 150, the widths of bridges to remain must

12.3 be at least the sum of the lanes plus half the sum of the shoulders, parking lane, and

12.4 curb reaction distance.

12.5 For roundabout design, design criteria of the current edition of the Minnesota

12.6 - State Roundabout Guide are recommended.

12.7

12.8

12.9

12.10

12.11

AND STATE PARKACCESS .'-".. 'V'.EelL.';U

RECONSTRUCTION

12.12 Subpart 1. I New or reconstruction projects for type I natural

12.13 preservation routes, designated national forest highwaysH71f-h1n national forests, and

12.14 state park access roads within state parks must meet or exceed theIlllIUI1lUm dimensions

12.15 indicated in the following design chart.

12.16

12.17

12.18

Surface
Type

Design Lane
Speed

Shoulder
Width

Inslope Recovery Design
Strength Bridge to

(mph) - (feet) (feet) (rise: (feet) (tons) (feet)

(a) (b) (c)

30 11 1 1:3 3 22

30 11 2 1:3 9 9 22

(a) route has scenic vistas require parking vehicles along shoulder,

at these locations is acceptable. designer will provide a

paved shoulder the is a popular bicycle route.

12.19

12.20

12.21

12.23

12.24

12.25

12.26

12.22

8820.9981 - 12



RD3980KLLIKJ08/08/11

(b) Applies to slope within 'ff';f':t'rV~f-7rt'f':7t.-,t=he--:...:cl.:...;..e-,-,ar.:.....::..;=only. Other design features,13.1

13.2 such as guardrails or retaining walls, should be considered particularly sensitive areas

13.3 of reconstructing the inslope in accordance with part 8820.4060.

13.4 (c) Ob.staclc fICC arca (measurcd from cdge of traffic lalie).

load

sumis less

chapter 8818.

exceeds 400 or the bridge

Guardrail is required to be ULGC<U.LvU- at bridges where the design speed exceeds 40

and either the existing

lane and shoulder H"rlrhC'

Mailbox supports must be accordance

rernmu in place if the bridge is not deficient structurally or hydraulically.

HS 20 loading with AASHTO Standard Specifications or HL-93 loading

(d) Inventory rating HS is required. bridge narrower

13.5

13.6

13.7

13.8

13.9

13.10

13.11

13.12 and resistance factor design is required for new bridges. HS 18 loading is required

13.13 for rehabilitated bridges. The curb-to-curb minimum width for new or reconstructed

13.14 bridges is the sum of the lane and shoulder widths plus four feet.

13.15 Ditch depths and widths must be kept to the minimum required to function

13.16 and to provide for adequate snow st9rage when a standard

designer shall specify the special provisions IS

to be kept absolute sensitive areas; the clearance a

working room zero otherwise special

Curb gutter may be used of a section paved

13.17 negativelyImpa<::t the surroundings.

13.18

13.19

13.20

13.21

13.22 lane width, shoulder

13.23 designated natIonal forest highways

13.24 roads within state parks, subpart applies is less

access

13.25 unless the route has been designated as a natural preservation route.

13.26 For ... v~<uucu.L!'L!""~ design, design ,-,LLeVL'."" of the '-' ....... L'-"......~ edition

13.27 State Aid Roundabout Guide are reCOIIlffit~nded.

8820.9981 13



08/08/11 REVISOR KLLIKJ RD3980

Subp. 2. New or reconstruction projects for type II natural

preservation routes, designated national forest highways within national 'forests, and

state park access roads within state parks must meet or exceed the minimum dimensions

indicated in the following design

Surface Design Lane Shoulder Inslope Recovery, Design
Type Speed fu'ctt Clear Strength Bridge to

Zone Remain

(mph) (feet) (feet) (rise: (feet) (tons) (feet)

(a) (b) (c)

1:3 9 22

22

Paved 40 11 3 1:4 9 9 2214.13

14.11

14.12

14.8

14.9

14.10

14.4

14.3

14.2

14.1

14.5

14.6

14.7

14.14 .(a) The designer will provide asix-foot paved shoulder if route is a popular

14.15 bicycle route. the route has scenic vistas' require parking vehicles along the

14.16 shoulder, widening the shoulder at these locations is acceptable..

14.17 (b) Applies to slope within.lecO'v-ery tll'eit clear zone only. Other design features, such

.14.18 as gmrrdl:ail or retaining walls, ClUVLUU be considered particularly sensitive areas lieu

14.19 reconstructing the inslope accordance part 8820.4060. Approach sideslopes

14.20 must be 1:4 or flatter n1ifhiT'l' the '!"f'ol'~'i"'f"\~~ when the---- exceeds 400.

14.21 iU2lfdl:allls reClUll:eCl

either14.22 be installed at all bridges where

14.23 exceeds 400 or the bridge

design speed exceeds

is less than the sum of the shoulder widths.

14.24 H.U,uJ.L/VA supports be accordance chapter 8818.

14.26 ~Inventory rating of HS required. A bridge narrower than these widths may

14.27 remam place if the bridge does not qualify for fed~ral-aid bridge funds.'·

8820.9981 14



08/08/11 REVISOR KLLIKJ RD3980

Standard Specifications or HL-93 loading with load15.1

15.2

20 loading with

and resistance factor design is required for new bridges. 18 loading is required

15.3 for all rehabilitated bridges. The; curb-to-curb minimum width for new or reconstructed

15.4 bridges is the sum of the lane and shoulder widths, but may not be less than 30 feet.

hydraulically, to be traversable if HT1thul

aC1E~qUate snow storage

15.5

15.6

15.7

depths widths be to the minimum required to function

~~~~~--'-----.:.---'-~,and to provide for

negatively impact the surroundings.

15.8 designer shall specify special provisions that clearing

15.9 to be kept to the absolute minimum. sensitive areas, normal clearance U'H'VVL.U to a

15.10 contractor for working room is zero unless required for special conditions;

15.11 For designated national forest highways within national forests, and state park access

is less15.12 roads within state parks, this subpart may be applied only where theprojected

15.13 than 300, unless the route has been designated as a preservation route.

15.14 For roundabout design, the design criteria of the current edition of the Minnesota

15.15 . State Aid Roundabout Guide are recommended.

Bridge to
Remain

Design
~ Clear Strength

Design Lane
Speed

Subp. 3.

Surface
Type

15.16 New or rec;onstfllctlon projects

15.17 preservation ....rnl't"''' designated nalllOll1al forest highways <nithin national forests, and

must meet or exceed thE~ mlim.mllm dimensions15.18 state park access roads

15.19 indicated

15.20

15.21

15.22

15.23

15.24

(mph) (feet) (feet) (rise: (feet) (tons) (feet)

15.25

15.26

15.27

15.28

(a)

3

4

4

9

9

24

24

24

8820.9981. 15



08/08/11 KLLIKJ RD3980

16.1 (a) designer will provide a six-foot paved shoulder the route is a popular

16.2 bicycle route. the route has scenic vistas which require parking vehicles along the

16.3 shoulder, widening the shoulder at these locations is acceptable.

16.4 (b) Applies to slope within recovcly area: the clear zone only. Other design features, .

16.5 such as guardrail or retaining walls, should be considered particularly sensitive areas in

16.6 lieu of reconstructing the inslope . accordance part 8820.4060. Approach sideslopes

16.7 must be 1 or flatter H"th," the 'IT':f~~r7HT';7t when the
--"'.:...=~..;.;;;.;.;;;.

exceeds 400.

16.9 Guardrail is reC1U]J~ed to be .LU0LU..LlvU at bridges where the design speed exceeds 40

16.10 mph, and the existing ADT exceeds 400 or the bridge is less than the sum

16.11 of the lane and shoulder widths.

16.12· Mailbox supports must be accordance with chapter 8818.

16.13 (d) Inventory rating of HS 15 is required. bridge narrower than these widths may

16.14 remam place if the bridge does not qualify. federal-aid bridge funds.

16.15 (e) This standard may be applied only when the project is located in a subdivided

16.16 area or an area a detailed development process, and physical restraints are present

16.17 prevent reasonable application of another level of these standards.

load

32 feet.

loading

18 loading is

be less

Standard Specifications or

new bridges.

loading

design

re]lat,ili1tatE~dbridges. The CUJrD-[o-CUlLD rrurulmllm width for new or reconstructed

sum of the lane. bridaes is. b

16.18

16.19

16.20

16.21

16.22 depths and widths must be minimum required to function

the surroundings.

16.23 hydraulically, to traversable

. 16.24 adequate snow storage negatively

to nrr,ulrlp. for

16.25 The designer shall specify and special provisions that the clearing IS

16.26 to be kept to the absolute rrllJmnmTIo.. sensitive areas, normal clearance allowed to a
16.27 contractor for working room is zero unless required for special vv,....'-L........vuC).

8820.9981 16



08/08/11 REVISOR KLLIKJ RD3980

17.1 For roundabout design, the design criteria of the current edition of the Minnesota

17.2 State Aid Roundabout Guide are recommended.

17.3

17.4 MilniIllum Hlr'Ur'!P Path Standards(a)

17.5

17.6

For Off-Road Bike Path Design, the following apply:

Minimum Surface Width (two-way) 8 ft (b)

17.7 Shoulder/Clear Zone 2 ft (c) (d)

17.8 . Inslope IM:2 (rise:run)

17.9 Design Speed 20 mph (e)

17.10

17.11

Vertical Clearance over lane and te-ft 9 ft-9 in (7 ft~9 in if passage of emergency
shoulder or maintenance vehicles is not required)

17.12

17.13

17.14

17.15

. (a) For on-road bicycle facilities, the appropriate tables in the Pvfinnesota Bicycle

Transportation Planning. and current Minnesota Department of Transportation bicyCle

design guidelines are recommended design purposes.

(b) Ten feet is desired for a combined bicycle/pedestrian path. Five feet is required

'" II J'"'' J be

be

17.16 for a one-way bicycle path.

17.17 (c) Whenever practicable, the shoulder/clear zone of an

17.18 carried across bridges through underpasses. MlniInUJm c1,r11f'nllep clear width

plus shoulder/clear

bicycle safetywidth of the structure, then

of the bridge or un(lerpas:s. As an alternative

of the approach bike path (surface

the proposed

the17.19

17.20 zone) is greater

17.21 railing is ".arnH,~arl at each

17.22 bicycle safety railing, of approach bike may be narrowed at a

17.23 1 taper shoulder/clear zone H"_.~H~.h

17.24 . the structure.

17.25 (d) Clear zone is measured from edge of bicycle travel lane.

500 feet and greaterdesign speed for grades longer17.26

17.27

. (e)Usea30

~a,·~a.~;. from the point nThp,"p grade equals four percent to 500 beyond

8820.9995 17
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18.1 downhill point where the grade becomes less than four percent. The maximum allowable

18.2 grade is 8.3 percent.

18.3 Minnesota Rules, part 8820.3100, subpart 9a,is repealed.

8820.9995 . 18
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lntrolductilon. The Department of Transportation intends to adopt rules under the
expedited rulemaking process following the rules of the Office of Administrative Hearings~

Minnesota Rules, part 1400.2410, and the Administrative Procedure Act, Minnesota Statutes,
section 14.389. You may submit written comments on the proposed expedited rules until
September 28,2011.

£">.F,,,",U''''.' L:onta(~t Pierson. You must submit comments or questions on the rules to: Paul
Stine, Minnesota Department of Transportation, Division of State-Aid for Local Transportation,
MS 500,395 John Ireland Boulevard, St. Paul, Minnesota 55155, (651) 366-3830, Fax:
(651)366-3801, e-mail: paul.stine@state.mn.us . TTY users may call the Department of
Transportation at 1-800-627-3529..

Expe{1lte:d. Rules The proposed expedited
rules are amendments to update and clarify Chapter 8820, Rules Relating to Local State-Aid
Roads. The department is also seeking the repeal ofpart 8820.3100, subp. 9a, General State-Aid
Limitations, Flexible or rigid pavement. Amendments have been proposed with the advice ofthe
State-Aid Rules Advisory Committee for the following rule parts: 8820.0100, subp. 3, 3c, 5, and
13b, Definitions of City Engineer, Clear Zone, County Highway Engineer and Reconditioning;
8820.1500, Construction Funds, subp. 2, State-aid contracts; 8820.2500, subp. 3, Right-of-way;
part 8820.3100 General State-Aid Limitations, subp. 2. Lighting hazardous areas; 8820.3200
Local Road Research Board, subp. 1. Appointment, subp. 2 Terms; 8820.9920 Minimum Design
Standards; Rural and Suburban Undivided; New or Reconstruction Projects; 8820.9922
Minimum Design Standards; New Bridge, Bridge Replacement, or Bridge Rehabilitation
Projects and Approach Roadways on Rural or Suburban Undivided Roadways that are not on the
State-Aid System; 8820.9936 Minimum Design Standards, Urban; New or Reconstruction
Projects; 8820.9946 Minimum Design Standards, Urban; Reconditioning Projects; 8820.9981
Minimum Design Standards: Natural Preservation Routes, Designated National Forest Highways
Within National Forests, and State Park Access Roads Within State Parks; New or
Reconstruction Projects; and 8820.9995 Minimum Bicycle Path Standards.

The statutory authority to adopt the rules and to use the expedited rulemaking process
under Minnesota Statutes, section 14.389'is Minnesota Statutes, ,section 162.02, subdivision 2,
and section 162.09, subdivision 2. Afree copy ofthe rules is available upon request from the
agency contact person listed above. copy of the proposed rules is published in the State
Register. copy of the proposed expedited rules and a copy of the department justification



memorandum, which further explains the proposed rule amendments, may also be viewed at
http://www.dot.state.mn.us/stateaid/

L'omrneIlts. You have until 4:30 p.m. on Wednesday, September 28,2011, to submit
written comment in support of or in opposition to the proposed expedited rules and any part or
subpart of the rules. Your comment must be in writing and received by the agency contact person
by the due date. The Department encourages comment. Your comment should identify the
portion of the proposed expedited rules addressed and the reason for the comment. In addition,
you are encouraged to propose any <;hange desired. You must also make any comments on the
legality of the proposed rules during this comment period.

Mlodiltlc:atilons. The agency may modify the proposed expedited rules using either oftwo
avenues: The agency may modify the rules directly so long as the modifications do not make
them substantially different as defined in Minnesota Statutes, section 14.05, subdivision 2,
paragraphs (b} and (c). Or the agency may adopt substantially different rules if it follows the
procedure under Minnesota Rules, part 1400.2110. If the final rules are identical to the rules
originally published in the State Register, the agency will publish a notice of adoption in the
State Register. If the final rules are different from the rules originally published in the State
Register, the agency must publish a copy of the changes in the State Register. If the proposed
expedited rules affect you in any way, the agency encourages you to participate in the
rulemaking process.

Alternative Upon request, tlus information can be made available in an
alternative format, such as large print, Braille, or audio. To make such a request, please contact
the agency contact person at the address or telephone number listed above.

LOlhml1st 1{{;gl~;tr:atilon.Minnesota Statutes, chapter 10A, requires each lobbyist to
register with the State Campaign Finance and Public Disclosure Board. You may direct questions
regarding this requirement to the Campaign Finance and Public Disclosure Board at: Suite #190,
Centennial Building, 658 Cedar Street, St. Paul, Minnesota 55155, telephone 651-296-5148 or
1-800-657-3889.

oflB:X1Pcclit{;d H"t.U,","'. The agency may adopt the rules at the end of
the comment period. The agency will then submit rules and suppOliing documents to the Office
of Adnlinistrative Hearings for review for legality. You may ask to be notified of the date that
the agency submits the rules. you want to be so notified, or want to receive a copy of the
adopted rules, or want to register with the agency to receive notice of future rule proceedings,
submit your request to the agency contact person listed above.

August 12,2011 Thomas K. Sorel, Commissioner
Minnesota Department of Transportation



7001.0090 REVIEW OF PERMITAPPLICATIONS.
The conunissioner shall review all pelmit applications for completeness. Ifthe commissioner fInds that the application is incomplete

or otherwise defIcient, the commissioner shall plOmptly ad vis~ the applicant in M iting of the incompleteness 01 defi~ieney·. 111C
~01ll1llissioliel shall suspend ttll ther pi oeessing ofthe pOltion ofthe application affected by the deficiency tmtil the applieaut hM supplied
the neeessil1} infOllI1atioli 0, othCl wise eoneeted the deficiency notify the project proposer as required under Minnesota Statutes. section

116.03. subdivision 2b. paragraph (d).

7001.1050 CONTENTS OF NPDES PERMIT APPLICATION.
[For text ofsubp 1. see MR. 7

Subp.2. commercial, and silvicultl.lral discharges. If the applicant is requesting the issuance, modifIca-
tion, revocation and reissuance, or reissuance ofa national pollutant discharge elimination system permit for a manufacturing, corrnnercial,

mining, or silvicultural discharge, the applicant shall submit the following infonnation to the commissioner:
[For text ofitems A to M see MR. 7

N. If the applicant wishes to request that the cOlmnissioner, in establishing a technology-based effluent limitation to be included in
the conditions of the pennit, establish an effluent limitation which is different than the effluent limitation which would result ii-om the
nonnal application ofthe relevant effluent limitation guideline, then the applicant shall submit;-either in the application 01 in a supplement
to the applieation filed 110 later thttll the last day of tlIe eOllinent peliod established in palt 7001.0188, wbpzrrt 4, the following

infom1ation:
[For text ofsubitems (I) to (5). see MR. 7

[For text ofitem 0 see MR. 7

Provisions exist for the Commissioners of some state agencies to adopt expedited rules when conditions exist that do
not allow the Commissioner to comply with the requirements for normal nIles. The Commissioner must snbmit the nIle to the
attorney general for review and must publish a notice of adoption that includes a copy of the rule and the conditions.
Expedited mles are effective upon publication in the State Register, and may be effective up to seven days before
publication under certain conditions.

Expedited rules are effective for the period stated or up to 18 months. Specific Minnesota Statute citations accompany
ing these expedited rules detail the agency's rulemaking authority.

KEY: Proposed Rules - Underlining indicates additions to existing rule language. Strikeert:tts indicate deletions from existing
rule language. If a proposed rule is totally new, it is designated "all new material." Adopted Rules - Underlining indicates additions
to proposed rule language. Btrik:eottt indicates deletions from proposed rule language.

sul:lpart9a

INTENT TO
Prclpo:sed EXlpe(:lited Permanent Rules Relatirlg

018820.31

A PUBLIC HEARING
Stamdardls Minnesota

Introduction. The Department ofTral1sportation intends to adopt mles under the expedited rulemaking process following the mles of
the Office of Administrative Hearings, Minnesota Rules, part 1400.2410, and the Administrative Procedure Act, JVfinnesota Statutes,

section 14.389. You may submit written COllli11ents on the proposed expedited mles until September 28, 2011.
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Contact Person. You must submit comments or questions on the rules to: Paul Stine, Minnesota DepaIiment ofTransporta

tion, Division ofState-Aid for Local Transportation, MS 500, 395 Jolm IrelaIld Boulevard, St. Paul, Minnesota 55155, phone: (651) 366

3830, Fax: (651)366-3801, e-mail: paul.stine@State.lnn.us . TTY users may call the Department ofTraI1Sportation at 1-800-627-3529.

Subject of the Rules ami Statutory Authority. The proposed expedited rules are aInendments to update aIld c1aI"ify

Chapter 8820, Rules Relating to Local State-Aid Roads. The department is also seeking the repeal ofpaIi 8820.3100, subp. 9a, General

State-Aid Limitations, Flexible or rigid pavement. Amendments have been proposed with the advice of the State-Aid Rules Advisory

Committee for the following rule parts: 8820.0100, subp. 3, 3c, 5, and 13b, Definitions of City Engineer, Clear Zone, County Highway

Engineer and Reconditioning; 8820.1500, Construction Funds, subp. 2, State-aid contracts; 8820.2500, subp. 3, Right-of-way; paIi

8820.3100 General State-Aid Limitations, subp. 2. Lighting hazardous areas; 8820.3200 Local Road Research BOaI'd, subp. I. Appoint

ment, subp. 2 TelIDs; 8820.9920 Minimum Design Stalldards; Rural aIld Suburban Undivided; New or Reconstruction Projects; 8820.9922

Minimum Design Standards; New Bridge, Bridge Replacement, or Bridge Rehabilitation Projects aIld Approach Roadways on Rural or

Suburban Undivided Roadways that are not on the State-Aid System; 8820.9936 Minimum Design StaIldards, Urban; New or Reconstruc

tion Projects; 8820.9946 Minimum Design StandaI"ds, Urban; Reconditioning Projects; 8820.9981 Minimum Design StalldaI'ds: Natural

Preservation Routes, Designated National Forest Highways Within National Forests, and State Park Access Roads Within State Parks;

New or Reconstruction Projects; and 8820.9995 Minimum Bicycle Path Standards.

The statutory authority to adopt the rules aIld to use the expedited rulemaking process tmder lJIil1nesota Statutes, section 14.389 is

Minnesota Statutes, section 162.02, subdivision 2, aIld section 162.09, subdivision 2. A free copy ofthe rules is available upon request

from the agency contact person listed above. A copy of the proposed rules is published in the State Register. A copy of the proposed

expedited rules aIld a copy ofthe depaIiment justification memorandum, which fmiher explains the proposed rule amendments, may also

be viewed at http://www.dot.state.lnn.uslstateaidl

Comments. You have until 4:30 p.m. on Wednesday, September 28, 2011, to submit VI~1tten comment in support ofor in opposition

to the proposed expedited rules and any part or subpaIi of the rules. Your comment must be in writing and received by the agency contact

person by the due date. The DepaIiment encourages comment. Your conunent should identify the pOliion ofthe proposed expedited rules

addressed aIld the reason for the comment. In addition, you aI'e encouraged to propose any challge desired. You must also make ally

comments on the legality of the proposed mles during this comment period.

Modifications. The agency may modify the proposed expedited rules using either of two avenues: The agency may modify the nLles

directly so long as the modifications do not make tJlem substantially different as defined in Minnesota Statutes, section 14.05, subdivision

2, paragraphs (b) and (c). Or the agency may adopt substantially different rules if it follows the procedure tmder Minnesota Rules, paIi

1400.2110. Ifthe finalmles are identical to the rules Oliginally published in the State Register, the agency will publish a notice ofadoption

in the State Regista Ifthe final rules aI'e different from the rules originally published in the State Register, the agency must publish a copy

offue changes in the State Register. Ifthe proposed expedited rules affect you in aI1Y way, the agency encourages you to paIiicipate in the

rulemalcing process.

Alternative Format. Upon request, this infonnation can be made available in an altemative fonnat, such as large print, Braille, or audio.

To make such a request, please contact the agency contact person at the address or telephone number listed above.

LOlbb,yi;,H~e~~isj!ratioll.MinnesotaStatutes, chapter lOA, requires each lobbyistto register with the State Campaign Finance and Public

Disclosure Board. You may direct questions regarding this requirement to the Campaign Finance and Public Disclosure Board at: Suite

#190, Centennial Building, 658 Cedar Street, St. Paul, Minnesota 55155, telephone: (651) 296-5148 or 1-800-657-3889.

Adoptioll alld Review ofExpedited Rules. The agency may adopt the rules at the end of the COlmnent period. The agency will then

submit rules and supporting documents to the Office ofAdministrative HeaI1ngs for review for legality. You may ask to be notified of the

date that the agency submits the JUles. Ifyou WaIlttO be so notified, or Wallt to receive a copy ofthe adopted rules, or wantto register with

the agency to receive notice of nlture rule proceedings, submit your request to the agency contact person listed above.

Dated: August 12, 2011 Thomas K. Sorel, Commissioner

Minnesota Depmiment of Transportation
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8820.0100 DEFINITIONS.
[For teJl.i of subps 1 to 2f. see M.R.]

Subp.3. City engineer. "City engineer" means a [egistoed licensed professional engineer employed as the city engineer or the director

of public works, city engineer of each urban municipality.
[For text of subps 3a and 3b. see M.R.]

Subp.3c. Clear zone. "Clear zone" is the distance measured from the ede:e ofthe outside throue:h-traffic lane. which must be free of
fixed objects and meet or exceed the minimum in-slope dimensions indicated in the desie:n charts ofthis chapter.

[For texi ofsubps 4 and 4a. see M.R.]

Subp.5. COllnty highway "County highway engineer" means a [egisteted licensed professional engineer employed as the
county highway engineer, county engineer, or the director ofpublic works, county engineer ofeach county.

[For text of subps 6 to ]3a. see M.R.]

Subp. 13b. "Reconditioning" includes resurfacing, replacement, orrehabilitation ofthe pavement structure to extend
the life of the roadway and effectively address critical safety and operations needs through minor improvements to the existing facility.
Reconditioning projects generally utilize the existing horizontal and vertical alignment, may entail minor widening or geometric improve
ment, and normally require little or no additional right-of-way. Reconditioning may include changes in veliica] or horizontal alignment

involving no more than 20 percent ofthe length ofthe project. Reconditioning' may include curb replacement along' no more than 20 percent
of the lene:th of the project. not including' curb replacement for pUl:poses of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990. United States

Code. title 42. section 12101 et seq. Work does not nOlmally extend beyond tile existing ditch bottom.
[For text of subps 13c to 22. see M.R.]

8820.1500 CONSTRUCTION FUNDS.
Subpart 1. [Repealed by amendment, 8 SR 2146]

Subp. 2. State-aid contracts. Upon receipt of an abstract of bids, a celiification as to the execution of a contract that includes a
requirement for bond, and a payment request, the commissioner shall promptly release from ilie funds available to the cOlmty or urban
municipality up to 95 percent of the state-aid pOliion ofthe contract. Upon further receipt ofa signed supplemental agreement. including
bv means of an elech'onic sie:nature. for a major addition to the contract, or appraised values for additional right-of-way costs, the
commissioner shall promptly release fi'om the funds available to the cOlmty or urban municipality up to 95 percent ofthe state-aid portion
of the supplemental agreement or right-of-way appraised value. The commissioner shall keep the remaining percentage of the state-aid
share ofthe contract, except ofapproved right-of-way claims which will be paid in full upon proofofacquisition and availability offunds,
lmtil the project is 95 percent or more completed as substantiated and requested by the county or city engineer.

Upon receipt of the final project acceptance and fmal cost detel111ination by the county or city engineer, and upon concurrence of
project acceptance by the district state aid engineer, the commissioner shall promptly release from the funds available any remaining

money due to the state-aid portion of the contract.
[For text of subps 3 to 12. see M.R.]

8820.2500 MINIMUM STATE-AID STANDARDS.
[For text of subps 1 to 2. see M.R.]

Subp.3. Right-of-way. The minimum widths of right-of-way for state-aid routes must be at least 60 feet within cities and 66 feet in
nrral areas, except that the right-of-way may be less for routes that are within a city, that were constmcted before November 13, 1995, and
that can be reconstructed to new construction standards wiiliin the previously existing right-of-way. Before constmction, the goveming

body shall acquire control of the additional widths ofright-of-way as may be necessaJy to properly maintain the ditch section, drainage
structures, and the [eCOid' mea clear zone. Pel111anent easements for highway purposes are considered to be right-of-way for the

purposes of this subpaJi.
[For texi of subp 4. see M.R.]

8820.3100 GENERAL STATE-AID LIMlTATIONS.
[For text of subp ]. see M.R.]
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Subp.2. hazardous areas. The cost ofroadway and bridQe lighting oflocations at which accidents are likely to occur or are

otherwise hazardous is an eligible expense ifthat lighting:

[For text of items A and B. see M.R.]

[For text of subps 3 to 9. see M.R.]

Subp. 9a. [See repealer.]

[For text of subp 10. see M.R.]

8820.3200 LOCAL ROAD RESEARCH BOARD.

Subpart 1. Appointment. The commissioner shall appoint a local road research board consisting of the following members:

[For text of items A and B. see M.R.]

C. two Department ofTransportation staff engineers. one of whom must be the depmiment's state-aid enQineer;

[For text of items D and E. see M.R.]

Subp. 2. Terms. Appointments of COWlty highway and city engineers, except for unexpired temls, are for three four yem·s. The other

members shall serve at the will of the commissioner.

[For text of subp 3. see M.R.]

8820.9920 l\lINIMUM DESIGN STANDARDS; RURAL AND SUBURBAN UNDIVIDED; l\'EW OR RECONSTRUCTION

PROJECTS.

New or reconstruction projects for rural and suburban lmdivided roadways must meet or exceed the minimum dimensions indicated in

the following design chart.

Projected Lane Shoulder In- Recovery Design Surfacing Structural Bridges

ADT (b) Width Width (g) slope Area (d) Speed Design to Remain

(a) (c) (b) Clear Zone (e) (d) Strength (h) (0 (e)

(c) Width

Curb to Curb

feet feet rise: feet mph tons feet

nm

0-49 II 1:3 7 30-60 Agg. 22

50-149 II 3 1:4 9 40-60 Agg. 22

150-299 12. 4: 1:4 12 40-60 Agg./Paved 7-toniI0-ton 28
Staged (g)

t5-El 300- 12 4 1:4 15 40-60 Paved '1 10-ton 28

749 StaQed (g)

750-1499 12 4 1:4 25 40-60 Paved 9 lO-ton 28

StaQed (Q)

1500 and 12 6fg]-Mf) 1:4 30 40-60 Paved 10 30

over

Engineeringjudgnlent may be used to choose a lane-width or shoulder-width dimension other than the widths indicated in the chmi for

roadways. Factors to consider may be safety, speed, population/land use, benefit/cost analysis, traffic mix, peak hourlv traffic. farm

equipment, environmental impacts, terrain limitations, bicycle traffic, pedestlian traffic, other nonmotorized uses, functional classifica

tion, or other factors. Widths less than those indicated in the chart require a variance in accordance with parts 8820.3300 and 8820.3400.

W For rural divided roadways, use the geometric design stmldards of the Mn/DOT Road Design Manual, with a minimum ten tons

structmal design and minimum 40 mph design speed.
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Wm Use the existing traffic for highways not on the state-aid system.

fe7JJ;UApplies to slope within l~eover:i' mea the clear zone only.

Ed) Obstacle fl~e mea EmGtsUled flam edge oftraffielooe).fu Culverts with less than 30-inch vertical height allowed without protection

in the leeovery mGt clear zone.

Guardrail is required to be installed at all bridges where the design speed exceeds 40 mph, and either the existing ADT exceeds 400 or

the bridge clear width is less than the sum of the lane and shoulder widths.

Mailbox supports must be in accordance with chapter 8818.

For roadways in suburban areas as defined in paIt 8820.0100, the lecovery area clear zone may be reduced to a width often feet for

projectedADT under 1,000 and to 20 feet for projectedADT ofl,OOO or over. Wherever the legal posted speed limit is 40 mph orless, the

Icco,ery' alca clear zone may be reduced to a width often feet.

fe7idl Subject to telTain. In suburban areas, the minimum design speed may be equal to the CUlTent legal posted speed where the legal

posted speed is 30 mph or greater.

ffl--Ccl Inventory rating ofH 15 is required. A bridge naITOWer than these widths may remain in place if the bridge is not deficient

structurally or hydraulically.

f67i.D. Shoulders are required to be a minimum width ofeight feet for highways classified as minor aIterials and principal aIterials with

greater than 1,500 ADT projected, at least two feet of which must be paved.

Ell) Phased projects mast be constructed to attain design str ength within tin ec j ~ar s of completion of final gr acling. In sabttlban 51eas,

the InillilllUtit sttuetUlal design strength is nine tons or ten tons as needed far system continuity.

eg) Except within municipal corporate limits. ten-ton staged structural design must be able to CaITV ten-ton axle loads except during

spling load-restriction periods. or vear-round if needed for svstem continuity. Roadbed width must accommodate ultimate ten-ton

pavement overlav thickness and ultimate 1:4 side-slope. Within municipal corporate limits. minimum structural design must support nine

ton axle strength.

Approach sideslopes must be 1:4 or flatter when the ADT exceeds 400.

HS 25 loading with AASHTO Standard Specifications or HL-93 loading with load and resistance factor design (LRFD) is required for

new or reconstmcted bridges. HS 18 loading is required for all rehabilitated bridges. The curb-to-curb minimum width for new or

reconstructed bridges must be no less thaII either the minimum required laIle plus shoulderwtelth widths or the proposed laIle plus shoulder

wtelth vvidths, whichever is greater, but in no case less than the minimum lane widths plus four feet, and in no case less than required per

]v[innesota Statutes, section 165.04.

For roundabout design, the design criteria of the current edition ofthe Minnesota State Aid Roundabout Guide are recommended.

8820.9922 MINIMUM DESIGN STA1".'DARDS; NEW BRIDGE, BRIDGE REPLACEMENT, OR BRIDGE REHABILITATION
PROJECTS AND APPROACH ROADWAYS ON RURAL OR SUBURBAN UNDIVIDED ROADWAYS THATARE NOT ON THE
STATE-AID SYSTEM.

New bridge, bridge replacement, or bridge rehabilitation projects and approach roadways on rural or suburban undivided roadways that

are not on the state-aid system must meet or exceed the minimum dimensions indicated in the following design chaIt.
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ExistingADT

(a)

0-49

50-149

150-400

Lane Width

(feet)

11

11

12

Shoulder Width

(feet)

3

4

Inslope (b)

(rise: run)

1:3

1:4

1:4

Rceovely Alea Design Speed

Clear Zone (c) fe7iQ)

(feet) (mph)

7 30-60

9 30-60

t:5fd-l15(e) 30-60

Engineeringjudgnlent may be used to choose a lane-width or shoulder-width dimension other than the widths indicated in the chart for

roadways. Factors to consider may be safety, speed, population, land use, benefit/cost analysis, traffic mix, fann equipment, environmen

tal impacts, te!Tain limitations, bicycle traffic, pedestrian traffic, other nomnotorized uses, functional classification, or other factors.

Widths less than those indicated in the chart require a variance in accordance with parts 8820.3300 and 8820.3400.

(a) For existing ADT greater than 400, part 8820.9920 standards apply.

(b) Applies to slope within leeo,-elY alea the clear zone only.

(c) Obstacle-free mea (meastlled from edge of tr affie IMe). Culverts with less than 30-inch vertical height allowed without protection

in the leeO\-ery area clear zone.

(d) Subject to tmain_

Lcl..For roadways in suburban areas, the leeo ,ely mea clear zone may be reduced to a width often feet for projectedADT under 1,000

and to 20 feet forprojectedADT ofl,OOO or over. Wherever the legal posted speed limit is 40 miles per hour orIess, the lCeo,ery area clear

zone may be reduced to a width of ten feet.

(e) 8tlbjeet to tCllain.

HS 25 loading with AASHTO Standard Specifications or HL-93 loading with load and resistance factor design (LRFD) is required for

new or reconstructed bridges. HS 18 loading is required for all rehabilitated bridges. The curb-to-curb minimum width for new or

reconstructed bridges must be equal to the proposed lane plus shoulder widths, but in no case less than the minimum lane width plus four

feet, and in no case less than required per Minnesota Statutes, section 165.04.

Bridge structures ofminimtm120-foot clear width may be constructed where existingADT is less than 50, potential for increasingADT

is low, and the local govel11ment agency finds that the bridge width can operate effectively at that width for the expected life of the bridge.

8820.9936 l\fiNIMUM DESIGN STANDARDS, URBAN; NEW OR RECONSTRUCTION PROJECTS.
New or reconstruction projects for urban roadways must meet or exceed the minimum dimensions indicated in the following design

chart.

Functional Classification

and Projected Traffic

Vohnne

Collectors or Locals with

ADT < 10000

Collectors or Locals with

ADT 2: 10000 and AIierials

(Cite 36 SR 185)

Design Speed Lane Width (a) Curb Reaction Parking Lane

Distance (e) Width

mph feet feet feet

30-40 (b) 11 2 8

over 40 12 2 10

30-40 (b) 11 (c) 4 10

over 40 12 (c) 4 (d) 10
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Emdneerim!jud£Jl1ent may be used to choose a lane-width or shoulder-width dimension other than the widths indicated in the chart for

roadwavs. Factors to consider mav be safety. speed. population/land use. benefit/cost analvsis. traffic mix. peak hourly traffic. fann

equinment. environmental impacts. terrain limitations. bicvcle traffic. pedestrian traffic. other nonmotorized uses. functional classifica

tion. or other factors. Widths less than those indicated in the chart require a variance in accordance with parts 8820.3300 and 8820.3400.

(a) One-way tum lanes must be at least ten feet wide, except 11 feet is required if the design speed is over 40 mph.

(b) Wherever possible, lane widths of 12 feet, rather than 11 feet, should be used.

(c) May be reduced to two feet if there are four or more traffic lanes and on one-way streets.

(d) No parking is allowed for six or more traffic lanes or when the posted speed limit exceeds 45 mph.

(e) Curb reactionl11ust be provided only where parking is not provided.

One-way streets must have at least two through-traffic lanes.

When a median is included in the design of the two-way roadway, a one-foot reaction distance to the median is required on either side

ofthe median. Minimum median width is four feet.

Urban design roadways must be a minimum nine tons struchrral axle load design, 01 tell tollS ifl,eeded fell s::,,-stelll eontinuitj. Ph&sed

proj-eets--1uust be corrstlUvted to attain design str ellgth hithin tblee yea! s ofcomplctiolt of finalISt ading.

Roadways not on the state-aid system are not subject to the minimmn structural design strength requirements.

The minimum curb-to-curb width of a new bridge must be the required street width, but in no case less than required per Minnesota

Statutes, section 165.04. HS 25 loading with AASHTO Standard Specifications or HL-93 loading with load and resistance factor design

(LRFD) is required for new or reconstlUcted bridges and a minimum ofHS 18 loading is required for all rehabilitated bridges. Where the new

bridge approach roadway includes elements for the accommodation ofpedestrians or bicycles, the new bridge width must also provide for

pedestrians or bicycles unless pedestrians or bicycles are otherwise accommodated.

ForADT less than 150, the widths of bridges to remain must be at leastthe sum ofthe lanes. For ADT greater than or equal to 150, the

widths ofbridges to remain must be at least the SlUl1 ofthe lanes plus halfthe SlUl1 ofthe shoulders, parking lane, and curb reaction distance.

Clearance of 1.5 feet ii-om the face ofthe curb to fixed objects must be provided when the posted speed is 40 to 45 mph. A ten-foot clear

I eeo vcry alea zone measured from the driving lane must be provided when the posted speed exceeds 45 mph.

For volumes greater than 15,000 projected ADT, at least four through-traffic lanes are required. Additional a 'c, age daily tr affic may be

aIIo "cd if. unless a capacity analysis demonstrates that a different lane confil!uration achieves level ofservice D or better is achie vcd at tbe

highCl traffic iolutlle. If the capacity analysis demonstrates tbat additiollallalJes Ilfe requited onl} duritlg peak llaffie hoU1s, then each

additional chiving lane may be used as a parking larK clur;u/!, IlOllpeak hoU1s.

"Level of service" has the meaning given it in the Highway Capacity Manual, Special Repoli 209, as revised and published by the

Transportation Research Board of the National Research Council, Washington, D.C. The defmition is incorporated by reference, is not

subject to frequent change, and is located at the Minnesota State Law Library, 25 Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd., St. Paul,

Minnesota 55155.

For roundabout design, the design criteria of the CUlTent edition of the Minnesota State Aid Roundabout Guide are recommended.

8820.9946 MINIMUM DESIGN STANDARDS, URBAN; RECOl\'DITIONING PROJECTS.
Subpart I. Two-way streets. In the following design chart, total width is from face-to-face ofcmbs.

Reconditioning projects for two-way urban roadways must meet or exceed the minimum dimensions indicated in the chart.
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Number ofThrough

Lanes, Functional

Class, and Present

Traffic Volume

2-Lane Collector

or Local with ADT <
10000

Total Width Total Width Total Width Proposed

with with Parking with Parking Structural

No Parking on One Side on Both Sides Design

Strength

(feet) (feet) (feet) (tons)

26 32 38 (b) 9

4-Lane Collector

or Local with ADT <
10000

2-Lane Collector

or Local with ADT 2:
10000 or 2-Lane

Arterial (a)

4-Lane Collector

or Local with ADT 2:
10000 or 4-Lane

Arterial

6-Lane Collectors

or Arterials

44

26

44

66

52

32

54

(c)

60

42

64

(c)

(b) 9

9

9

9

Engineering judgment mav be used to choose a lane-width or shoulder-width dimension other than the widths indicated in the chart for

roadwavs. Factors to consider may be safety. speed. population/land use. benefit/cost analvsis. traffic mix. peak hourlv traffic. fmm

equipment. environmental impacts. ten'ain linlitations. bicycle traffic. oedestrian traffic. other nonmotorized uses. functional classifica

tion. or other factors. Widths less than those indicated in the chart require a variance in accordance with pmis 8820.3300 and 8820.3400.

(a) Pemlissible for present traffic volumes less than 15,000 ADT.

(b) WhenADT is less than 5,000, seven tons is allowable.

(c) No parking is allowed.

When a median is included in the design ofthe two-way roadway, a one-foot reaction distmlce to the median is required on either side

of the median. Minimum median width is four feet.

For ADT less than 150, the widths of bridges to remain must be at least the sum of the lanes. For ADT greater than or equal to 150, the

widths ofbridges to remain must be at least the sum ofthe lanes plus halfthe sum ofthe shoulders, parking lane, and curb reaction distance.

For roundabout design, the design criteria of the current edition ofthe Minnesota State Aid Roundabout Guide are recommended.
[For text of subps 2 mld 3. see M.R.]

8820.9981 lVlINIMUM DESIGN STANDARDS: NATURAL PRESERVATION ROUTES, DESIGNATED NATIONAL FOREST

HIGHWAYS WITHIN NATIONAL FORESTS, AND STATE PARK ACCESS ROADS WITHIN STATE PARKS; NEW OR

RECONSTRUCTION PROJECTS.

Subpart L I route. New or reconstmction projects for type 1 natural preservation routes, designated national forest highways

within national forests, and state park access roads within state parks must meet or exceed the minimum dimensions indicated in the

following design chart.
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Suiface

Type

Aggregate

Paved

Design Lane Shoulder

Speed Width Width

(mph) (feet) (feet)

(a)

30 11

30 11 2

Inslope

(rise: run)

(b)

1:3

1:3

Recovcl)

-frrca-Clear

Zone

(feet)

(c)

3

9

Design

Strength

(tons)

9

Bridge to

Remain

(feet)

(d)

22

22

(a) If the route has scenic vistas that will reqllire parking vehicles along the shoulder, widening the shoulder at these locations is

acceptable. The designer will provide a four-foot paved shoulder if the route is a popular bicycle route,

(b) Applies to slope within lCCOvelj area the clear zone only. Other design features, such as guardrails or retaining walls, should be

considered in particularly sensitive areas in lieu of reconstructing the inslope in accordance with part 8820.4060,

(c) Obstacle-flee area (meastued from cdgc ofl1affielllilv),

Guardrail is required to be installed at all bridges where the design speed exceeds 40 mph, and either the existing ADT exceeds 400 or

the bridge width is less than the sum of the lane and shoulder widths.

Mailbox supports must be in accordance with chapter 8818.

(d) Inventory rating of HS 15 is required, A bridge narrower than these widths may remain in place if the bridge is not deficient

structurally or hydraulically.

HS 20 loading with AASHTO Standard Specifications or HL-93 loading with load and resistance factor design (LRFD) is required for

new bridges. HS 18 loading is required for all rehabilitated bridges. The curb-to-curb minimum width for new or reconstructed bridges is

the sum of the lane and shoulder widths plus four feet.

Ditch depths and widths must be kept to the minimmn required to function hydraulically and to provide for adequate snow storage

when a standard ditch would negatively impact the surroundings,

The designer shall specify in the plan and special provisions that the cleming width is to be kept to the absolute minimum. In sensitive

m'eas, the nonnal clearance allowed to a contractor for working room is zero unless otherwise required for special conditions.

Curb and gutter may be used in lieu ofa ditch section under the paved option, The lane width, shoulder width, and leeO,e,j- area clear

zone must be maintained.

For designated national forest highways within national forests, and state park access roads within state parks, this subpart applies

only where the projected ADT is less than 100, unless the route has been designated as a natural preservation route.

For roundabout design, the design criteria of the current edition ofthe Minnesota State Aid Roundabout Guide m'e recommended.

Subp. 2, II route. New or reconstmction projects for type n natural preservation routes, designated national forest highways

within national forests, and state pm'k access roads within state parks must meet or exceed the minimum dimensions indicated in the

following design chart.
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Surface

Type

Aggregate

Paved (e)

Paved

Design Lane Shoulder

Speed Width Width

(mph) (feet) (feet)

(a)

30 11 2

30 11 3.

40 11 3

Inslope

(rise: run)

(b)

1:3

1:4

Rc"oiery

ttreaClear

Zone

(feet)

(c)

9

9

Design

Strength

(tons)

9

Bridge to

Remain

(feet)

(d)

22

22

(a) The designer will provide a six-foot paved shoulder if the route is a popular bicycle route. If the route has scenic vistas that will

require parking vehicles along the shoulder, widening the shoulder at these locations is acceptable.

(b) Applies to slope within reco,er,- mea clear zone only. Other design features, such as guardrail or retaining walls, should be

considered in particularly sensitive areas in lieu of reconstructing the inslope in accordance with part 8820.4060. Approach sideslopes

must be 1:4 or flatter within the recovery mea clear zone when theADT exceeds 400.

(c) Obstacle-flee mea (measUled fiom edge oftraffie 11l1ic). Guardrail is required to be installed at all bridges where the design speed

exceeds 40 mph, and either the existing ADT exceeds 400 or the bridge width is less than the sum ofthe lane and shoulder widths.

Mailbox suppOlis must be in accordance with chapter 8818.

(d) This standard mav be applied onlv when the proiect is located in a subdivided area.

.@LInventory rating ofHS 15 is required. A bridge nalTower than these widths may remain in place if the bridge does not qualify for

federal-aid bridge funds.

HS 20 loading with AASHTO Standard Specifications or HL-93 loading with load and resistance factor design (LRFD) is required for

new bridges. HS 18 loading is required for all rehabilitated bridges. The curb-to-curb minimum width for new or reconstmcted bridges is

the sum of the lane and shoulder widths, but may not be less than 30 feet.

Ditch depths and widths must be kept to the minimum required to function hydraulically, to be traversable ifwithin the 1"eo Vel} alea

clear zone, and to provide for adequate snow storage when a standard ditch would negatively impact the smroundings.

The designer shall specify in the plan and special provisions that the clearing width is to be kept to the absolute minimum. In sensitive

areas, the normal clearance allowed to a contractor for working room is zero unless required for special conditions.

For designated national forest highways within national forests, and state park access roads within state parks, this subpart may be

applied only where the projected ADT is less than 300, wlless the route has been designated as a natural preservation route.

For roundabout design, the design criteria of the CUlTent edition of the Minnesota State Aid Roundabout Guide are recommended.

Subp.3. lIT rOllte. New or reconstruction projects for type III natural preservation routes, designated national forest highways

within national forests, and state park access roads within state parks must meet or exceed the minimum dimensions indicated in the

following design chart.
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Surface

Type

Aggregate

Paved (e)

Paved

Design Lane Shoulder

Speed Width Width

(mph) (feet) (feet)

(a)

30 12 3

30 11 .4

40 12 4

Inslope

(lise: run)

(b)

1:4

1:4

Reco,cry
1rreaClear

Zone

(feet)

(c)

10

10

15

Design

Strength

(tons)

2.

9

Blidge to

Remain

(feet)

(d)

24

24

(a) The designer will provide a six-foot paved shoulder if the route is a popular bicycle route. If the route has scenic vistas which will

require parking vehicles along the shoulder, widening the shoulder at these locations is acceptable.

(b) Applies to slope within lCCOicrJ ElICEl the clear zone only. Other design features, such as guardrail or retairring walls, should be

considered in particularly sensitive areas in lieu of reconstructing the inslope in accordance with part 8820.4060. Approach sideslopes

must be 1:4 or flatter within the l~CO'Cl) arCEl clear zone when the ADT exceeds 400.

(c) ObstElelc-flcc arca (tnCMUlcd flom cdgc ofttaffic lanc).

Guardrail is required to be installed at all blidges where the design speed exceeds 40 mph, and either the existing ADT exceeds 400 or

the bridge width is less than the sum of the lane and shoulder widths.

Mailbox supports must be in accordance with chapter 8818.

(d) Inventory rating ofHS 15 is required. A bridge narrower than these widths may remain in place if the bridge does not qualify for

federal-aid bridge funds.

(e) This standard may be applied only when the project is located in a subdivided area or an area in a detailed development process, and

physical restraints are present that prevent reasonable application of another level of these standards.

HS 25 loading with AASHTO Standard Specifications or HL-93 loading with load and resistance factor design (LRFD) is required for

new blidges. HS 18 loading is required for all rehabilitated bridges. The curb-to-curb minimum width for new or reconstructed bridges is

the sum of the lane and shoulder widths, but may not be less than 32 feet.

Ditch depths and widths must be kept to the minimum required to function hydraulically, to be traversable if within the Icce vCI} El,ca
clear zone, and to provide tor adequate snow storage when a standard ditch would negatively affect the surroundings.

The designer shall specify in the plan and special provisions that the clearing width is to be kept to the absolute minimum. In sensitive

areas, the nonnal clearance allowed to a contractor for working room is zero unless required for special conditions.

For rOlmdabout design, the design cliteria of the cun-ent edition of the MiImesota State Aid Roundabout Guide are reconmlended.

8820.9995 MINIMUM BICYCLE PATH STANDARDS.
Minimum Bicycle Path Standardsial

For Off-Road Bike Path Design, the following shall apply:

Mininnun Surface Width (two-way)

Shoulder/Clear Zone

Inslope
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Design Speed

Vertical Clearance over lane and shoulder

20 mph (e)

-l:-B--if 9 ft-9 in (7 ft-9 in ifpassal<e of emerl<encv or

maintenance vehicles is not required)

(a) For on-road bicycle facilities, the app,opriate tables ill the 1fimlCsota Bicycle Ttansportation Planning and current Milmesota

Department of Transportation bicvcle design guidelines are recommended for design purposes.

(b) Ten feet is desired for a combined bicycle/pedestrian path. Five feet is required for a one-way bicycle path.

(c) Whenever practicable, the shoulder/clear zone ofan off-road bike path should be carried across bridges and through underpasses.

Minimum stmcture clear width must be 12 feet. When the full width of the approach bike path (sUliace width plus shoulder/clear zone)

is greater than the proposed clear width ofthe stmcture, then lead-in bicycle safety railing is required at each end ofthe bridge or underpass.

As an alternative to lead-in bicycle safety railing, the surface \vidth of the approach bike path may be narrowed at a 1:50 taper while

maintaining minimum surface width and shoulder/clear zone through the suucture.

(d) Clear zone is measured from the edge ofthe bicycle u·avellane.

(e) Use a 30 mph design speed for grades longer than 500 feet and greater than four percent, from the uphill point where the grade equals

four percent to 500 feet beyond the downhill point where the grade becomes less than four percent. The maximum allowable grade is 8.3

percent.

REPEALER. Minnesota Rules. part 8820.3100. subpart 9a. is repealed.

The governor has the authority to issue written statements or orders, called Executive Orders. as well as Emergency Executive
Orders. The governor's authority is specified in the Constitution of the State of Minnesota, Article V, and in Jvfinnesota Statutes § 4.035.
Emergency Executive Orders, for protection from an imminent threat to health and safety, become effective immediately, are filed
with the secretary of state, and published in the State Register as soon as possible after they are issued. Other Executive Orders
become effective 15 days after publication in the State Register and filing with the secretary of state. Unless otherwise specified, an
executive order expires 90 days after the date the governor who issued the order vacates office.

I, MARK DAYTON, GOVERNOR OFTHE STATE OF MINNESOTA, by virtue ofthe authOlity vested in me by the Constitution

and applicable statutes, including Minnesota Statutes, chapter 12 and section 221.0269, do hereby issue tlus Emergency Executive Order:

\VHEREAS, the recent spring flooding, the extremely hot weather, and dismptions in refinery production in Minnesota and other

states have caused a disruption in the norn1al supply ofgasoline and diesel fuels in MiJmesota; and
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I certify that on August 22,2011, at least 33 days before the ofthe comment period, at St.
Paul, Ramsey County, Minnesota, I mailed Notice of Intent to Adopt Expedited Rules by
depositing a copy the State ofMinnesota's central system for to all persons and
associations on the rulemaking mailing list established by Minnesota Statutes, section
subdivision lao Copies of the Notice of the mailing list are attached to

tiU0' fkffW"----
Laura Nehl-Truerb.an
MnDOT Rule Coordinator



INTENT

In1troaucnon. The Department of Transportation intends to adopt rules under the
expedited rulemaking process following the rules of the Office of Administrative Hearings,
Minnesota Rules, part 1400.2410, and the Administrative Procedure Act, Minnesota Statutes,
section 14.389. You may submit written comments on the proposed expedited rules until
September 28,2011.

Agency You must submit comments or questions on the rules to: Paul
Stine, Minnesota Department of TranspOliation, Division of State-Aid for Local Transportation,
MS 500,395 John Ireland Boulevard, St. Paul, Minnesota 55155, (651) 366-3830, Fax:
(651)366-3801, e-mail: paul.stine(cV.state.mn.us . TTY users may call the Department of
TranspOliation at 1-800-627-3529..

M~ltutOI"yA"utJ110ruy The proposed expedited
rules are amendments to update and clarify Chapter 8820, Rules Relating to Local State-Aid
Roads. The department is also seeking the repeal ofpmi 8820.3100, subp. 9a, General State-Aid
Limitations, Flexible or rigid pavement. Amendments have been proposed with the advice of the
State-Aid Rules Advisory Committee for the following rule pmis: 8820.0100, subp. 3, 3c, 5, and
13b; Definitions of City Engineer, Clear Zone, County Highway Engineer and Reconditioning;
8820.1500, Construction Funds, subp. 2, State-aid contracts; 8820.2500, subp. 3, Right-of-way;
pmi8820.3100 General State-Aid Limitations, subp. 2. Lighting hazardous areas; 8820.3200
Local Road Research Board, subp. 1. Appointment, subp. 2 Terms; 8820.9920 Minimum Design
Standards; Rural and Suburban Undivided; New or Reconstruction Projects; 8820.9922
Minimum Design Standards; New Bridge, Bridge Replacement, or Bridge Rehabilitation
Projects and Approach Roadways on Rural or Suburban Undivided Roadways that are not on the
State-Aid System; 8820.9936 Minimum Design Standards, Urban; New or Reconstruction
Projects; 8820.9946 Minimum Design Standards, Urban; Reconditioning Projects; 8820.9981
Minimum Design Standards: Natural Preservation Routes, Designated National Forest Highways
Within National Forests, and State Park Access Roads Within State Parks; New or
Reconstruction Projects; and 8820.9995 Minimum Bicycle Path Standards.

The statutory authority to adopt the rules and to use the expedited rulemaking process
under Minnesota Statutes, section 14.389 is Minnesota Statutes, section 162.02, subdivision 2,
and section 162.09, subdivision 2. A free copy of the rules is available upon request from the
agency contact person listed above. A copy of the proposed rules is published in the State
Register. A copy of the proposed expedited rules and a copy of the department justification
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Willmar, MN 56201

Hanson Silo Co., Limited Partnership
Steven B. Johnson

11587 County Road 8 SE
Lake Lillian, MN 56253

City of Brooklyn Center
Steve Lillehaug

6301 Shingle Cr~ek Parkway
Brooklyn Center, MN 55430 -

City of Pine Riber
Wanda M. Mongan

PO Box
Pine River, MN 56474-0087

City of Burnsville
Bud Osmundson

100 Civic Center Parkway
Burnsville, MN 55337-3817

MnDOT - Innovative Construction
Tom Ravn
MS650

S1. Paul, MN 551

Laidlaw Education Services
Kurt A. Schumann

7225 Winnetka Avenue North
Brooklyn Park, MN 55428



MnDOT
Sue Staebell

2505 Transportation Road
Willmar, MN 56201

Legislative Coordinator - CMSN
Chad Thuet

State Office Building
MN 55155

Company
Dean Swanson

201 South Sherman
Fergus Falls, MN 56238-0496

County of Washington
Don J. Theisen

11660 Myeron Road North
Stillwater, MN 55082-2411

Rubenstein Logistics Service
Bruce Hocum

6960 Madison Avenue West
Golden Valley, MN 55427

Gary Thaden
766 Transfer Road

St. Paul, MN 55114-1404

City of Maplewood
Michael Thompson, City Engineer

1902 County Road BEast
Maplewood, MN 55109-2702

City of Brainerd
Jeff Hulsether

City Hall
Brainerd, MN 56401

Association of Transportation Consultant, Inc.
Howard S. Markus

840 Hampden Ave., Suite 207
S1. Paul, MN 55114-1225



KelatiIJlg to

I certify that the list of persons and associations who have requested that their~1~W¢s be
placed on the Department of TranspOliation rulemaking mailing list under Minnesota St'atut~s,

section subdivision is accurate, complete, and current as of August 22, 2011. ~bPY
of the mailing list is attached to this Certificate.



Izaak Walton League of
555 Park Street, Suite 140
St. Paul, MN 55103-2110

SW Regional Development Commission
Annette Bair

2401 Broadway Avenue
Slayton, MN 56172-1338

City of St. Cloud
Stephen Gaetz

400 Second Street South
St. Cloud, MN 56301-3699

Minnesota Trucking Association
John K. Hausladen

. 2515 Wabash Avenue, Suite 150
. St. Paul, MN 55114-1020

MnDOT
Darlene Hynding

100 Trunk Highway 10 West
Detroit Lakes, MN 56501-2205

MnDOT - Transportation Ombudsman
. Debra Ledvina

MS 110
St. Paul, MN 55

of Chanhassen
Paul Oehme
PO Box 147

Chanhassen, MN 55317-9683

FMCSA
Daniel Drexler
380 Jackson Street

S1. Paul, MN 55101-2904

Office of Administrative Hearings
Sam Ruhle

PO Box 64620
S1. Paul, MN 55164-0620

Daniel Anderson
3725 12th Street North

St. Cloud, MN 56303-2103

MnDOT - Land Management
Bob S. Brown

MS 630
St. Paul, MN 55155-3174

County of Carver
Roger M. Gustafson

11360 Highway)12 West, Suite 1
Cologne, MN 55322-8016

Minnesota Industries
Ray Higgins

324 Superior Street West, Suite 903
Brainerd, MN 56401

MnDOT - Office of Civil Rights
Mary Prescott

MS 170
St. Paul, MN 55155-1899

City of Anoka
Craig Lee

2015 First Avenue
Anoka, MN 55303-2245

City of Eagan
Russ Matthys

3830 Pilot Knob Road'
Eagan, MN 810

MnDOT - Environmental Stewardship
Frank Pafko

MS620
S1. Paul, MN

City of Bloomington
Shelly Pederson

1700 W98th Street
Bloomington, MN 55431-3027

Laidlaw Education Services
Troy Schreifels

11911 Champlin Drive
Champlin, MN 55316

Tim Anderson
380 Jackson Street, Suite 500

S1. Paul, MN 55101

Minnesota Government Report
Jean L. Dawson

B12 Capitpl Building
St. Paul, MN 55155-0001

MnDOT - Office of Commissioner
Tracy Hatch

MS 140
St. Paul, MN 55155

MnDOT
.Jon A. Huseby

2505 Transportation Road
Willmar, MN 56201

Hanson Silo Co., Limited Partnership
Steven B. Johnson

11587 County Road 8 SE
Lake Lillian, MN 56253

City of Brooklyn Center
Steve Ullehaug

6301 Shingle Creek Parkway
Brooklyn Center, MN 55430 -

City of Pine Riber
Wanda M. Mongan

PO Box 87
Pine River, MN 56474-0087

.City of Burnsville
Bud Osmundson

100 Civic Center Parkway
Burnsville, MN 55337-3817

MnDOT - Innovative Construction
Tom Ravn

MS 650
St. Paul, MN 55155

Laidlaw Education Services
Kurt A. Schumann

7225 Winnetka Avenue North
Brooklyn Park, MN 55428



Sue Staebell
2505 Transportation Road

Willmar, MN 56201

Legislative Coordinator - CMSN
Chad Thuet

51 State Office Building
S1. Paul, MN 55155

Dean Swanson
201 South Sherman

Fergus Falls, MN 56238-0496

County of Washington
Don J. Theisen

11660 Myeron Road North
Stillwater, MN 55082-2411

Rubenstein Logistics Service
Bruce D. Hocum

6960 Madison Avenue West
Golden Valley, MN 55427

Gary Thaden
766 Transfer Road

S1. Paul, MN 55114-1404

City of Maplewood
Michael Thompson, City Engineer

1902 County Road BEast
Maplewood, MN 55109-2702

City of Brainerd
Jeff Hulsether

City Hall
Brainerd, MN 56401

Association of Transportation Consultant, Inc.
Howard S. Markus

840 Hampden Ave., Suite 207
S1. Paul, MN 55114-1225



Kelatllng to

I certify that on August 22,2011, at least 33 days before the end of the comment period,
at Ramsey County, Minnesota, the Notice of to Adopt Expedited Rules was sent
to all persons and associations on the attached lists by sending an electronic copy via e-maiL
Copies of both the Notice of Intent to Adopt mailing lists are attached to this Certificate.

i vWl' 11;~(LtL-----
LauraNehl-Truem~n' ,
MnDOT Rule Coordinator



From:
Sent:
To:

Attachments:

fyi

Stine, Paul (DOT)
Monday, August 22, 2011 4:24 PM
Nehl-Trueman, Laura (DOT)
FW: Notice of Proposed Rule Making
State Aid-2011 Notice of Intent to Adopt.docx; ATT00001 .. txt

From: ceam-bounces@lists.state.mn.us [mailto:ceam-bounces@lists.state.mn.us] On Behallf
Sent: Monday; August 22; 2011 4:23 PM
To: ceam@lists.state.mn.us
SlIibje~ct: [Ceam] Notice of Proposed Rule Making

Paul (DOT)

Dear City and Engineers, Please see the attached Notice of Intent to
the rules and make comment are within the Notice. Thank you.

Paul H. Stine, P.E.
State Aid Operations Engineer
Minnesota Department of Transportation
395 John Ireland Blvd; St. Paul, MN 55125; Mail Stop 500
(651) 366 - 3830
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list of members of ceam

adamna@bolton-menk.com
.brotzler@ci.rosemount.mn.us

banderso@yaggy.com
bangerman@Whks.com
bdefrang@cityhall.luminet.net
bloney@ci.shakopee.mn.us
bmoberg@ci.plymouth.mn.us
bmonk@chaska.net
bob.zimmerman@ci.moorhead.mn.u5
bolson@ci.ramsey.mn.us
bradde@bolton-menk.com
brian.miller@bdmce.com
brian@ci.oakdale.mn.us
brianma@bolton-menk.com
bruce.westby@ci.monticello.mn.us
bryan.benjamin@bonestroo.com
bweiss@Wsbeng.com
bwells@ci.orono.mn.u5
carltonmoore@cityofmound.com
ccavett@sehinc.com

.ahl@ci.maplewood.mn.u5

.dorniden@ci.rosemount.mn.us
cityengnr@ci.waseca.mn.us
clair.hanson@ci.moorhead.mn.us
cmanson@cityofapplevalley.org
craig.gray@ci.bemidji.mn.us
craigj@hakanson-anderson.com
cvoigt@duluthmn.gov
d.haffield@ci.worthington.mn.us
dan.edwards@ci.fergus .mn.us
dan.erickson@state.mn.us
danfa@bolton-menk.com
daniell.ural@zeusmail.org
dave.kildahl@Wsn.us.com
dberkowitz@ci.andover.mn.us
dbetts@sehinc.com
deb.bloom@ci.roseville.mn.u5
dellingson@mfra.com
dgilyard@sehinc.com
dhankee@Wsbeng.com
djessup@ci.woodbury.mn.us
don.anderson@wsn.us.com
don.elwood@ci.minneapolis.mn.us
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ha!~dE:r(alst<3te. mn. us
dparr'ott(alsellirlC. com
dsalo@saloeng.com
dstrauss@yaggy.com
duane.schwartz@ci.roseville.mn.us
eric@bm-eng.com
eshukle@ci.jordan.mn.us
garys@ci.international-falls.mn.us
gatlin@ci.coon-rapids.mn.us
gboppre@fscps.com
geheren.cl@tkda.com
glee@ci.anoka.mn.us
glenn.olson@marshallmn.com
grant.wyffels@newbrightonmn.gov
greg.coughlin@state.mn.us
greg.lee@ci.mounds-view.mn.us
gregory.kern@state.mn.us
info@rbengr.com
jack.griffin@tkda.com
jaredvo@bolton-menk.com
jason .quisberg@bonestroo. com
jay.owens@ci.red-wing.mn.us
jbenning@ci.duluth.mn.us
jbourdon@bonestroo.com
jbradford@hopkinsmn.com
jbriol@ci.savage.mn.us
jcaven@ci.hastings.mn.us
jdoering@ci.redwood-falls.mn.us
jeff.kuhn@Wsn.us.com
jeffdo@bolton-menk.com
jeffj@ci.owatonna.mn.us
jeremy.mathiasen@bonestroo.com
jerichson@ci.austin.mn.us
jfemrite@ci.elk-river.mn.us
jhulsether@ci.brainerd.mn.us
jjohnson@ci.chisholm.mn.us
jjohnson@city.mankato.mn.us
jkeely@ci.blaine.mn.us
jkennedy@Wsbeng.com
jkoenen@Wsbeng.com
jlandini@ci.shorewood.mn.us
jlaw@ci.andover.mn.us
jlevitt@cottage-grove.org
joan.peters@state.mn.us
jody.bertrand@ci.moorhead.mn.us
joedu@bolton-menk.com
joep@hakanson-anderson.com

maczko@ci. .mn.us
.sachi@southstpaul.org

johnrm@mendota-heights.com
joliver@ci. .mn.us

.pratt@ultieg.com
jonri@bolton-menk.com
joseph.macpherson@state.mn.us
jpowell@ci.savage.mn.us
jprusak@ci.cloquet.mn.us
jrhein@bonestroo.com
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julee.puffer@state.mn.us
julie.skallman@state.mn.us
jweyandt@ci.shakopee.mn.us
kasher@cityofrichfield.org
kashfeld@ci.maple-grove.mn.us
katy.gehler-hess@ci.northfield.mn.us .
keckles@ci.woodbury.mn.us
kelvin.howieson@state.mn.us
kevin.hansen@ci.columbia- .mn.us
kevin.larson@brooklynpark.org
kevin.muellerleile@aecom.com
kevinbi@bolton-menk.com
kexner@ci.hutchinson.mn.us
kmuetzel@ci.redwood-falls.mn.us
knelson@ci.lakeville.mn.us
knelson@ci.winona.mn.us
koslucharj@ci. .mn.us
kregsc@bolton-menk.com .
kristine.giga@ci.roseville.mn.us
kschorzman@ci.farmington.mn.us
ktorve@Wenck.com
lelfering@elferingeng.com
19ustafson@ci.minnetonka.mn.us
llinton@ci.ramsey.mn.us
Ipoppler@cityofpriorlake.com
luane.tasa@dot.state.mn.us
markka@bolton-menk.com
marshall.johnston@state.mn.us
maryann.hillyer@state.mn.us
matt.saam@ci.west-saint-paul.mn.us
mborseth@citytrf.net
mburch@Whitebearlake.org
mculver@ci.maple-grove.mn.us
meastling@ci.richfield.mn.u5
mel.odens@state.mn.us
merichson@Wsbeng.com
merle.earley@state.mn.us

. merry.daher@state.mn.us
mgraham@cityvadnaisheights.com
mhanson@bonestroo.com
michael.p.kowski@state.mn.us
milL! leI"'..!... thompson@ci. .mn. US

mick. cyert@ci. .mn. US

mmaloney@ci.shoreview.mn.us
mmccarty@city.mankato.mn.us
morgan.dawley@ci.rosemount.mn.us
mrardin@stlouispark.org
nancy.stone@state.mn.us
neil.britton@Wsn.us.com
nick.debar@ci.mounds-view.mn.us
nickegger@ci.hastings.mn.us
ottesonl@ci.fridley.mn.us
patti.loken@state.mn.us

.kurtz@ci.stpaul.mn.us
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pOI2hnne@Jci.chanhassen.mn.us
pwillenbring@wsbeng.com
rbeckwith@ci.plymouth.mn.us
rfreese@rochestermn.gov
rich.clauson@Wsn.us.com
rick.kjonaas@state.mn.us
rmatthys@cityofeagan.com
rmccoy@ci.robbinsdale.mn.us
ron.gregg@co.cottonwood.mn.us
ron.rosenthal@ci.red-wing.mn.us
ronald.bumann@state.mn.us
ronw@hakanson-anderson.com
rrue@edenprairie.org
rsabart@sehinc.com
rsanders@co.polk.mn.us
rseifert@mfra.com
ruth.cordes@state.mn.us
rverkinnes@ci.robbinsdale.mn.us
rwest@co.otter-tail.mn.us
ryan.peterson@ci.burnsville.mn.us
salbrecht@cityofpriorlake.com
saltirhelp.dot@state.mn.us
sbot@ci.st-michael.mn.us
sbrink@stlouispark.org
sjahnke@city.albertlea.org
slillehaug@ci.brooklyn-center.mn.us
spederson@ci.bloomington.mn.us
ssanders@ci.stillwater.mn.us
steve.koehler@ci.new-ulm.mn.us
steven.foss@ci.stcloud.mn.us
steven.kirsch@state.mn.us
steven.kotke@ci.minneapolis.mn.us
sthureen@ci.inver-grove-heights.mn.us
stu.peters~n@state.mn.us

tblank@sehinc.com
tcolbert@cityofeagan.com
tcollins@rfcengineering.com
terry.maurer@ci.arden-hills.mn. us
terryma@bolton-menk.com
thaas@ci.andover.mn.us
thanson@ci.champlin.mn.us
thimmer@ci.ramsey.mn.us
thubmer@Wsbeng.com
tim.schoonhoven@Wsn.us.com
timlo@bolton-menk.com
tkaldunski@invergroveheights.org
tkellogg@bonestroo.com
tmurray@ci.faribault.mn.us
tnemmers@fairmont.org
tom.mathisen@ci.crystal.mn.us
tom.trowbridge@ci.moorhead.mn.us
tpagel@ci.grand-rapids.mn.us
trevorw@ci.baxter.mn.us
twotzka@sehinc.com
vierzba@ci.coon-rapids.mn.us
vvandertop@Wenck.com
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mdawley@Wsbeng.com
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Department of Transportation intends to adopt rules under the
expedited rulemaking process following the rules Office ofAdministrative He:anrlgs,
Minnesota Rules, part 1400.2410, and the Administrative Act, Minnesota Statutes,
section 14.389. may submit comments on the proposed expedited rules
September 28, 2011 .

.tlJ;:;l:lll;.Y Lonta(:t Pierson. You must submit comments or questions on the rules to:
Stine, Minnesota Department of Transportation, Division of State-Aid for Local Transportation,
MS 500, 395 John Ireland Boulevard, S1. Minnesota 55155, (651) 366-3830, Fax:
(651)366-3801, e-mail: paul.stinecmstate.nm.us . users may call the Department of
Transportation at 1-800-627-3529.

Subject proposed expedited
rules are amendments to update and clarify Chapter 8820, Rules Relating to Local State-Aid
Roads. The department is also seeking the repeal ofpart 8820.3100, subp. 9a, General State-Aid
Limitations, Flexible or rigid pavement. Amendments have been proposed with the advice of the
State-Aid Rules Advisory Committee for the following rule parts: 8820.0100, subp. 3, 3c, 5, and
13b, Definitions of City Engineer, Clear Zone, County Highway Engineer and Reconditioning;
8820.1500, Construction Funds, subp. 2, State-aid contracts; 8820.2500, subp. 3, Right-of-way;
part 8820.3100 General State-Aid Limitations, subp. 2. Lighting hazardous areas; 8820.3200
Local Road Research Board, subp. 1. Appointment, subp. 2 8820.9920 Minimum Design
Standards; and Submban Undivided; New or Reco~struction Projects; 8820.9922
Minimum Design Standards; New Replacement, or Bridge Rehabilitation
Projects and Approach Roadways on Rmal or Submban Undivided Roadways that are not on
State-Aid System; 8820.9936 Design Standards, Urban; New or Reconstruction
Projects; 8820.9946 Minimum Design Standards, Urban; Reconditioning Projects; 8820.9981
Minimum Design Standards: Natural Preservation Routes, Designated National Forest Highways
U/,t-h", National Forests, and State Access Roads Within State Parks; New or
Reconstruction Projects; and 8820.9995 Bicycle Standards.

The statutory authority to adopt rules and to use the expedited rulemaking process
under Minnesota Statutes, section 89 is Minnesota Statutes, section 162.02, subdivision 2,
and section 162.09, subdivision 2. A free copy of the rules is available upon request
agency contact person listed above. A copy of the proposed rules is published the State
Register. A copy proposed expedited rules a copy of the department justification



memorandum, which further explains the proposed rule amendments, may also be viewed at
http://www.dot.state.mn.us/stateaidl

LOIDrllellts. You have until 4:30 p.m. on Wednesday, September 28,2011, to submit
written comment in support of or in opposition to the proposed expedited rules and any part or
subpart of the rules. Your comment must be in writing and received by the agency contact person
by the due date. The Department encourages comment Your comment should identify the
portion of the proposed expedited rules addressed and the reason for the comment. In addition,
you are encouraged to propose any change desired. You must also make any comments on
legality of the proposed rules during this comment period.

MIJdilficatilons. The agency may modify the proposed expedited rules using either of two
avenues: The agency may modify the rules directly so long as the modifications do not make

substantially different as defined Minnesota Statutes, section 14.05, subdivision 2,
paragraphs (b) and (c). Or the agency may adopt substantially different rules if it follows the
procedure under Minnesota Rules, part 1400.21 Ifthe [mal rules are identical to the rules
originally published in the State Register, the agency will publish a notice of adoption in the
State Register. If the final rules are different fi'om the originally published in the State
Register, the agency must publish a copy of the changes the State Register. If the proposed
expedited rules affect you in any way, the agency encourages you to participate in the
rulemaking process.

Alternativ'e ~f,n."'I1'Hlit Upon request, this information can be made available in an
alternative format, such as large print, Braille, or audio. To make such a request, please contact
the agency contact person at the address or telephone number listed above.

L(JllJlJlVlin E~egistrai:iml.Minnesota Statutes, chapter lOA, requires each lobbyist to
register with the State Campaign Finance and Public Disclosure Board. You may direct questions
regarding this requirement to the Campaign Finance and Public Disclosure Board at: Suite #190,
Centennial Building, 658 Cedar Street, St. Paul, Minnesota 55155, telephone 651-296-5148 or
1-800-657-38S9.

Ke'Vle'w oj' E:XplBdited -,-"-un;;,,,. The agency may adopt the rules at the end of
the comment period. The agency will then submit rules suppOliing documents to the Office
ofAdministrative Hearings for review for legality. You may ask to be notified of the date that
the agency submits the rules. want to be so notified, or want to receive a copy of the
adopted rules, or want to register with agency to receive notice of future rule proceedings,
submit your request to the agency contact person listed above.

August 12,2011 Thomas K. Sorel, Commissioner
Minnesota Department of Transportation



From:
Sent:
To:

Attachments:

fyi

Stine. Paul (DOT)
Monday, August 22, 2011 4:24 PM
Nehl-Trueman, Laura (DOT)
FW: Notice of Proposed Rule Making
State Aid-2011 Notice of Intent to Adopt.docx; ATT00001 .. txt .

From: mcea-bounces@lists.state.mn.us [mailto:mcea-bounces@lists.state.mn.usl On Behalf
Sent: Monday, August 22, 2011 4:23 PM
To: mcea@lists.state.mn.us
SlIbje!ct: [Mcea] Notice of Proposed Rule Making

Dear City and County Engineers, Please see the Notice of Intent to
the rules and make comment are within the Notice. Thank you.

Paul H. Stine, P.E.
State Aid Operations Engineer
Minnesota Department of Transportation
395 John Ireland Blvd; St. Paut MN 55125; Mail Stop 500
(651) 366 - 3830

1
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INTENT

Int:roldwctilln. The Department of Transportation intends to adopt rules under
expedited rulemaking process following the rules of the Office ofAdministrative Hearings,
Minnesota Rules, 1400.2410, and the Administrative Procedure Act, Minnesota Statutes,
section 14.389. You may submit written comments on the proposed expedited rules until
September 28, 2011.

A~enc:y L:on.ta':l IJ'pr~~l)n You must submit comments or questions on the rules to: Paul
Stine, Minnesota Department ofTranspOliation, Division of State-Aid for Local Transportation,
MS 500, 395 John Ireland Boulevard, St. Paul, Minnesota 55155, (651) 366-3830, Fax:
(651)366-3801, e-mail: paul.stine@state.nm.us . TTY users may call the Department of
TranspOliation at 1-800-627-3529..

St~ltutOIYA,utJtlOI·lty The proposed expedited
rules are amendments to update and clarify Chapter 8820, Rules Relating to Local State-Aid
Roads. The department is also seeking the repeal ofpmi 8820.3100, subp. 9a, General State-Aid
Limitations, Flexible or rigid pavement. Amendments have been proposed with the advice of the
State-Aid Rules Advisory Committee for the following rule pmis: 8820.01 00, subp. 3, 3c, 5, and
13b, Definitions of City Engineer, Clear Zone, County Highway Engineer and Reconditioning;
8820.1500, Construction Funds, subp. 2, State-aid contracts; 8820.2500, subp. 3, Right-of-way;
part 8820.3100 General State-Aid Limitations, subp. 2. Lighting hazardous areas; 8820.3200
Local Road Research Board, subp. 1. Appointment, subp. 2 Terms; 8820.9920 Minimum Design
Standards; Rural and Suburban Undivided; New or Reconstruction Projects; 8820.9922
Mlrurnmll Design Standards; New Bridge, Bridge Replacement, or Bridge Kena!)l1ltatjlOn
Projects and Approach Roadways on Rural or Suburban Undivided Roadways are not on
State-Aid System; 8820.9936 Minimum Design Standards, Urban; New or Reconstruction
Projects; 8820.9946 Design Standards, Urban; Reconditioning Projects; 8820.9981
Minimum Design Standards: Natural Preservation Routes, Designated National Forest Highways
Within National Forests, State Park Access Roads Within State Parks; New or
Reconstruction Projects; and 8820.9995 Minimmn Standards.

The statutory authority to adopt rules and to use expedited rulemaking process
under Minnesota Statutes, section 14.389 is Minnesota Statutes, section 162.02, subdivision 2,

section 162.09, subdivision 2. A free copy of the is available upon request from the
agency contact person listed above. A copy of the proposed rules is published State
Register. A copy of the proposed expedited rules and a copy of the depmimentjustification



memorandum, which further explains the proposed rule amendments, may also be viewed at
http://wvvw.dot.state.mn.us/stateaid/

LomruelUS. You have until 4:30 p.m. on Wednesday, September 28,2011, to submit
written comment in support of or in opposition to the proposed expedited rules and any part or
subpart of the rules. Your comment must be in writing and received by the agency contact person
by the due date. The Department encourages comment. Your comment should identify the
portion of the proposed expedited rules addressed and the. reason for the comment. In addition,
you are encouraged to propose any change desired. You must also make any comments on the
legality ofthe proposed rules during this comment period.

Ml)dification:s. The agency may modify the proposed expedited rules using either of two
avenues: The agency may modify the rules directly so long as the modifications do not make
them substantially different as defined in Minnesota Statutes, section 14.05, subdivision 2,
paragraphs (b) and (c). Or the agency may adopt substantially different rules if it follows the
procedure under Minnesota Rules, part 1400.2110. If the fmal rules are identical to the rules
originally published in the State Register, the agency will publish a notice of adoption in the
State Register. If the final rules are different from the rules originally published the State
Register, the agency must publish a copy ofthe changes in the State Register. Ifthe proposed
expedited rules affect you in any way, the agency encourages you to participate in the
rulemaking process.

Alter'natlV'e I1·OrJtnat. Upon request, this information can be made available in an
alternative format, such as large print, Braille, or audio. To make such a request, please contact
the agency contact person at the address or telephone number listed above.

Lobbyist Minnesota Statutes, chapter lOA, requires each lobbyist to
register with the State Campaign Finance and Public Disclosure Board. You may direct questions
regarding this requirement to the Campaign Finance and Public Disclosure Board at: Suite #190,
Centennial Building, 658 Cedar Street, St. Paul, Minnesota 55155, telephone 651-296-5148 or
1-800-657-3889.

Expellltt~d ..L'.uu::~. The agency may adopt rules at the end of
the comment period. The agency will then submit rules and suppOliing documents to Office
ofAdministrative Hearings for review for legality. You may ask to be notified of the date that
the agency submits the rules. you want to be so notified, or want to receive a copy ofthe
adopted rules, or want to register with agency to receive notice future proceedings,
submit your reqllest to the agency contact person listed above.

August 12,2011 Thomas K. Sorel, Commissioner
Minnesota Department of Transportation
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abenson@co.steele.mn.us
al.goodman@co.lake.mn.u5
alan.fOrsber~o.blue-earth.mn.us

andrew.sanden@co.swift.mn.us
andrew.witte~o.anoka.mn.us

andy.sander@Co.yellow-medicine.mn.us
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From:
Sent:
To:

Attachments:

fyi

Stine, Paul (DOT)
Monday, August 22, 2011 4:27 PM
Nehl-Trueman, Laura (DOT); Stine, Paul (DOT)
FW: Notice of Proposed Rule Making
State Aid-2011 Notice of Intent to Adopt.docx

From: Stine, Paul (DOT)
Sent: Monday, August 2011 4:23 PM
To: 'Ewald.Petersen@co.sherburne.mn.us'; 'Gordy.Wagner@co.pope.mn.us'; 'julrich@co.scott.mn.us';
'jkolars@co.nicollet.mn.us'; 'cadancinbear@yahoo.com'; 'kevin.reich@ci.minneapolis.mn.us'; 'tcuneo@duluthmn.gov'
Sulbje!ct: Notice of Proposed Rule Making

Dear Couneilpersons / County Board Members, You are being sent this notice because you served on the State
Rules Advisory Committee. Please see the attached Notice Intent to Adopt Rules. Instructions on where to see the
rules and make comment are within the Notice. Thank you.

Paul H. Stine, P.E.
State Aid Operations Engineer
Minnesota Department of Transportation
395 John Ireland Blvd; St. Paul, MN 55125; Mail Stop 500
(651) 366 - 3830

1



HEARING

lntrol1wl:tllm. The Department ofTransportation intends to adopt rules under the
expedited rulemaking process following the rules of the Office ofAdministrative Hearings,
Minnesota Rules, part 1400.2410, and the Administrative Procedure Act, Minnesota Statutes,
section 14.389. You may submit written comments on the proposed expedited rules until
September 28, 2011.

Agency You must submit comments or questions on the rules to: Paul
Stine, Minnesota Department ofTransportation, Division of State-Aid fOr Local Transportation,
MS'500, 395 John Ireland Boulevard, S1. Paul, Minnesota 55155, (651) 366-3830, Fax:
(651)366-3801, e-mail: paul.stine@state.mn,us. TTY users may call the Department of

. TranspOliation at 1-800-627-3529.

Subject of Expedited The proposed expedited
rules are amendments to update and clarify Chapter 8820, Rules Relating to Local State-Aid
Roads. The department is also seeking the repeal ofpmi 8820.3100, subp. 9a, General State-Aid
Limitations, Flexible or rigid pavement. Amendments have been proposed with the advice ofthe
State-Aid Rules Advisory Committee for the following rule parts: 8820.0100, subp. 3, 3c, 5, and
13b,. Definitions of City Engineer, Clear Zone, County Highway Engineer and Reconditioning;
8820.1500, Construction Funds; subp. 2, State-aid contracts; 8820.2500, subp. 3, Right-of-way;
part 8820.3100 General State-Aid Limitations, subp. 2. Lighting hazardous areas; 8820.3200
Local Road Research Board, subp. 1. Appointment; subp. 2 Terms; 8820.9920 Minimum Design
Standards; Rural and Suburban Undivided; New or Reconstruction Projects; 8820.9922
Minimum Design Standards; New Bridge, Bridge Replacement, or Bridge Rehabilitation
Projects and Approach Roadways on or Suburban Undivided Roadways that are not on the
State-Aid System; 8820.9936 Minimum Design Standards, Urban; New or Reconstruction
Projects; 8820.9946 Minimum Design Standards, Urban; Reconditioning Projects; 8820.9981
Minimum Design Standards: NaturalPreservation Routes, Designated National Forest Highways
Within Natio:J,1al Forests, and State Park Access Roads Within State Parks; New or
Reconstruction Projects; and 8820.9995 Minimum Bicycle Path Standards.

The statutory authority to adopt rules and to use the expedited rulemaking process
Minnesota Statutes, section 14.389 is Minnesota Statutes, section 162.02, subdivision 2,

section 162.09, subdivision A free copy ofthe rules is available upon request from the
agency contact person listed above. A copy of the proposed rules is published the State
Register. A copy of the proposed expedited rules and a copy department justification



memorandum, which further explains the proposed rule amendments, may also be viewed at
http://www.dot.state.mn.us/stateaid/

ComrneIlts. You have until 4:30 on Wednesday, September 28,2011, to submit
written comment support of or opposition to the proposed expedited rules and any part or
subpart of the rules. Your comment must be writing and received by the agency contact person
by the due date. Department encourages comment. Your comment should identify the
portion of the proposed expedited rules addressed and the. reason the comment. addition,
you are encouraged to propose any change desired. You must also any comments on the
legality proposed rules during this comment period.

Ml)ditlcation:s. The agency may modify the proposed expedited rules using either of two
avenues: agency may modify the directly so long as the modifications do not make
them substantially as defined Minnesota Statutes, section 14.05, subdivision 2,
paragraphs (b) and (c). the agency may adopt substantially different rules if it follows the
procedure under Minnesota Ru!es,part 1400.21 If the fmal rules are identical to the rules
originally published the State Register, the agency will publish a notice of adoption in
State Register. final rules are different from the rules originally published the State
Register, the agency must publish a copy ofthe changes State Register. Ifthe proposed
expedited rules affect you any way, the agency encourages you to participate in
rukmaking process.

AlteI'nalth;'e H"H·rn~lt Upon request, this information can be made available m an
alternative format, such as large print, Braille, or audio. To make such a request, please contact
the agency contact person at the address or telephone number listed above.

Lobb.,,rist KegistratioJl1. Minnesota Statutes, chapter 10A, requires each lobbyist to
register with the State Campaign Finance and Public Disclosure Board, You may direct questions
regarding this requirement to the Campaign Finance and Public Disclosure Board at: Suite #190,
Centennial Building, 658 Cedar Street, St. Paul, Minnesota 55155, telephone 651-296-5148 or
1-800-657-38S9.

agency may adopt the rules at the end of
comment period. The agency will then submit rules and supporting documents to the Office

ofAdministrative Hearings for review for legality. You may ask to be notified of the date that
agency submits the rules, you want to be so notified, or want to receive a copy ofthe

adopted rules, or want to register with the agency to receive notice of rule proceedings,
submit your req1Jest to the agency contact person listed above.

August 12,2011 Thomas K. Sorel, Commissioner
Minnesota Department of Transportation



From:
Sent:
To:

Johnston, Marshall (DOT)
Tuesday, August 23, 2011 7: 19 AM
Stine, Paul (DOT)
RE: Notice of Proposed Rule Makin

Paul,
8820.9936 Line 8.24 and 8820.9946 Line 11.18
Verify that you want to include the words Shoulder Width on the urban charts.

Otherwise, they look good.

R. MO.rshl".ll1 )elhm;ton

Mama,ger MUinicipal State Aid Needs Unit
State Aid for local Tr::l,n<:,nnv't",tinn

395 John Blvd. MS 500
St. MN 55155
651.366.3815
marshall.johnston@state.mn.us

. From: Stine, Paul (DOT)
Sent: Monday, August 22, 2011 4:23 PM
To: #OOT_OSAE; #OOT_OSAA; Kildal, Kimberlie (DOT)
SUbjE!ct: Notice of Proposed Rule Makin

Dear State Aid Staff, Please see the attached Notice of Intent to Adopt Rules. Instructions on where to see the rules and
make comment are within the Notice. Thank you.

Paul H. Stine, P.E.
State Aid Operations Engineer
Minnesota Department of Transportation
395 John Ireland Blvd; St. Paul, MN 55125; Mail Stop 500
(651) 366 - 3830
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From:
Sent:
To:

Hi ul-

VanWagner, Colleen (DOT)
Tuesday, August 23, 2011 6:56 AM
Stine, Paul (DOT)
RE: Notice of Proposed Rule Makin

al"C>~ri" ca

a

From: Stine, Paul (DOT)
Sent: Monday, August 22, 2011 4:23 PM
To: #OOT_OSAE; #OOT_OSM; Kildal, Kimberlie (DOT)
SUbj€!ct: Notice of Proposed Rule Makin

Dear State Aid Staff, Please see the attached Notice of Intent to Adopt Rules. Instructions on where to see the rules and '
make comment are within the Notice. Thank you.

Paul H. Stine, P.E.
State Aid Operations Engineer
Minnesota Department of Transportation
395 John Ireland Blvd; St. Paul, MN 55125; Mail Stop 500
(651) 366 - 3830
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From:
Sent:
To:

Steve Koehler <Steve.Koehler@ci.new-ulm.mn.us>
Tuesday, August 23, 2011 9:04 AM
Stine, Paul (DOT)
Proposed Rules

Hi Paul: I reviewed the proposed rule changes that you put together and I have one question or comment regarding the
8820.9995 Minimum Bicycle Path Standards. In the second paragraph of that section it suggests that up to 3 feet of
pavement would be allowed within the culvert and that the trail designer will be able to order standard 10 foot box culverts
instead of 12 foot. It was my understanding that the designer could order and utilize a standard 8 foot box culvert and
pave up to 3 inches within the culvert.

Thank you for all the work that you have done to put this together and for the opportunity to comment. Steve
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Attachments:

Larson, Ken (DOT)
Wednesday, August 31,2011 9:40 AM
Rob Hall
Howieson, Kelvin (DOT); Stine, Paul (DOT)
FW: [Mcea] Notice of Proposed Rule Making - COMMENT FROM CROW WING COUNTY
State Aid-2011 Notice of Intent to Adopt.docx; Part.003

Rob -I see the rule you mention, but I don't have enough background on the 8820 rules and that process to give you a
good answer -I'm forwarding your comment to Paul Stine since he's the one who sent out the Notice of Intent.

Paul- can you respond? - thanks - I<L

Ken larson
Mn/OOT 03 State Aid Assistant
7694 Industrial Park Rd.
Baxter, MN 56425
desk 218-828-5708
cell 218-232-6708
fax 218-828-5814
ken.larson(wstate.mn.us

From: Rob Hall [mailto:Rob.Hal!@co.crow-wing.mn.us]
Sent: Tuesday, August 23, 2011 7:22 AM
To: Larson, Ken (DOT)
Sulbje!ct: Fwd: [Mcea] Notice of Proposed Rule Making

Ken, as I was looking through the proposed rule changes, there is a rule that caught my eye. Nothing is proposed to be
changed to it, but I never paid much attention to it before. Under 8820.9920, there is a statement that guardrail is
required to be installed at all bridges where the design speed exceeds 40 mph, and either the ADT exceeds 400 or the
bridge dear width is less than the sum of the lane and shoulder widths.

Almost all of our bridges are on roadways that exceed 40 mph 400 ADT. When installing box culverts that are
classified as bridges, we have not always put in guardrail if ends of the box extend outside of the normal roadway
dear zone. The projects have always been accepted, so I believe there may need to be some cleaning up of the
language in that section unless I am missing something. I assume the intent is for this to cover actual bridge
structures, that have railing, etc. Any thoughts? .

Rob

»> "Stine, Paul (DOT)" <PauI.Stine@state.mn.us> 8/22/2011 4:22 PM »>
Dear City and County Engineers, Please see the attached Notice of Intent to Adopt Rules. Instructions on where to see
the rules and make comment are within the Notice. Thank you.

Paul H. Stinej P.E.
State Aid Operations Engineer
Minnesota Department of Transportation
395 John Ireland Blvd; St. Paul, MN 55125; Mail Stop 500
(651) 366 - 3830

1



From:
Sent:
To:

Dear Mr. Stine,

Bruce Hasbargen <bruce.hasbargen@co.beltramLmn.us>
Wednesday, August 24,2011 12:54 PM
Stine, Paul (DOT)
RE: Comment on Proposed Rule Making

I have a comment on the proposed rule changes for the Local State-Aid Route Standards.

The changes include a definition for Clear Zone. The definition states that the in-slope must meet the dimensions
indicated in the design charts. The design charts have a column for the In-Slope dimensions including a reference note
(b). Then finally, note (b) states:

We have run into design issues that stem from this note. The issue is we have been told that ALL "slopes" within the
clear zone are required to meet the 1:4 dimension, not just the in-slope but also the back slope. We run into this issue
when we have projects that fall into the 1500 and over ADT which requires a dear zone of 30 feet, which added to the
12 foot lane width is a total of 42 feet. With shallow ditch depths and narrow ditch sections the back slope will fall
within the dear zone. We normally use steeper (1:3) back slopes to help minimize impacts which do not meet the 1:4
clear zone requirement. To date we have abided by the requirement for ALL slopes to meet the 1:4 as we understand
the improved safety of having a traversable in-slope, ditch, and back-slope within the clear zone.

My request is to clarify this issue. If back slopes are not required to meet the requirement then note (b) should state
"Applies to in-slopes within the clear zone only." If back-slopes are to be included in the requirement then the dear
zone definition, design chart column heading and note (b) should state that the requirement applies to in-slopes and
back-slopes within the clear zone.

Sincerely,

Bruce Hasbargen
Highway Engineer
Beltrami County

1



1.1

1.2

1.3

1.4

REVISOR

[For text of subps 1 to 2f,see M.R.]

KLLlJC

1.5 Subp. 3. engineer" means a licensed professional engineer

1.6 employed as the city engineer or the director public works, city engineer of each

1.7 municipality.

1.8

1.9 Subp. 3c.

[For text subps 3a and 3b, see

zone. "Clear zone" is the distance measured from the edge of the

1.10 outside through-traffic lane, which must be free of fixed objects and meet or exceed the

1.11 minimum in-slope dimensions indicated in the design charts of this chapter.

1.12 [For text of subps 4 and 4a, see M.R.]

1.13 Subp. 5. Coumty enguwer. "County highway engineer" means a licensed

1.14 professional engineer employed as the county highway engineer, county engineer, or the

1.15 director of public works, county engineer ofeach county.

1.16 [For text of subps 6 to l3a, see M.R.] .

1.17 Subp. l3b. .KecoJudJitiJJ,nilt1f;?;. "Reconditioning" includes resurfacing, replacement, or

1.18 rehabilitation ofthe pavement structure extend the life of . roadway and effectively

1.19 address critical safety and operations needs through minor improvements to the existing

1.20 facility. Reconditioning projects generally ULHiL,1.J the existing horizontal and vertical

1.21 . alignment, may minor widening or geometric improvement, normally require

1.22 little or no additionalright-'of-way. Reconditioning may include changes vertical or

1.23 horizontal alignment involving no more than 20 percent of the length of the project

1.24 Reconditioning may include curb replacement along no more than 20 percent of the

1.25 length of the project, not including curb replacement for purposes the Americans with

8820.0100 1 Approved by ReviSo~



KLLlJC AR3980

2.1 Disabilities Act of 1990, United States Code, title 42, section 12101 et seq. Work does not

2.2 normally extend beyond the existing ditch bottom.

2.3 [For text of subps l3c to 22, see

2.4

2.5 Subpart 1. [Repealed by amendment, 8 SR 2146]

2.6 Subp. 2. Upon receipt of an abstract of bids, a certification as to

2.7 the execution of a contract that includes a requirement for bond, and a payment request,

2.8 commissioner shall promptly release from the funds available the county or urban

2.9 municipality up to 95 percent of the state-aid portion of the contract. Upon further receipt·

2.10 of a signed supplemental agreement, including by means of an electronic signature, for a

2.11 major addition to the contract, or appraised values for additional right-of-way costs, the

2.12 commissioner shall promptly release from the funds available to the county or urban

. 2.13 municipality up to 95 percent of the state-aid portion of the supplemental agreement or

2.14 right-of-way appraised value. The commissioner shall keep the remaining percentage of

2.15 the state-aid share of the contract, except of approved right-of-way claims which will be

2.16 paid in full upon proof of acquisition and availability of until the project is 95

2.17 percent or more completed as substantiated requested by county or city engineer.

2.18 Upon receipt of the final project acceptance cost determination by the county

2.19 or city engineer, upon concurrence of project acceptance by the district state aid

2.20 engineer, the cO:rnnlissioner promptly release the funds available any remaining

2.21 money due to the state-aid portion of the contract.

222 [For text of subps 3 to see M.R.]

223

2.24 [For text subps 1 to 2, see M.R.]

8820.2500 2



KLLlJC

3.1 Subp. 3. The minimum widths of right-of-way for state-aid routes

3.2 must be at least 60 feet within cities and 66 feet in rural areas, except that the right-of-way

3.3 may be less for routes that are within a city, that were constructed before November 13, .

3.4 1995, and that can be reconstructed to new construction standards within the previously

3.5 existing right-of-way. Before construction, the governing body shall acquire control

3.6 of the additional widths of right-of-way as may be necessary to properly maintain the

3.7 ditch section, drainage structures, and the clear zone. Permanent easements for highway

3.8 purposes are considered to be right-of-way for the purposes of this subpart.

3.9 [For text of subp 4, see

3.10 GENERAL STATE-AID 1U.LL'-LlLJL£:L.Jl• ..L'V'

3.11 [For text of subp 1, see

3.12 Subp. 2. areas. The cost of roadway and bridge lighting of

3.13 locations at which accidents are likely to occur or are otherwise hazardous is an eligible

3.14 expense if that lighting:

3:15 [For text of items A and B, see

3.16 [For text of subps 3 to 9, see

3.17 9a. [See repealer.]

3.18 [For of subp 10, see M.R.]

3.19

·3.20 Subpart 1. The commissioner shall appoint a local road research

. 3.21 board consisting of the following members:

3.22 [For text of items and B, see

3.23 C. two Department of Transportation staff engineers, one of whom must be the

3.24 department's state-aid engineer;

8820.3200 3



10/25/1 REVISOR KLLlJC

4.1 [For text of items and E, see M.R.]

unexpired terms, are for four years. The other members

4.2

4.3

Subp. ___ ,"'. Appointments of county highway city engineers, except for

serve at the will of the

4.4 commISSIOner.

4.5 [For text of subp 3, see M.R.]

4.6

4.7

New or reconstruction projects rural roadways must meet

or exceed the dimensions indicated following design chart.

Projected Lane Shoulder Clear Design Structural Bridges
ADT Width slope Zone (c) Speed facing Design to
(a) (b) (d) Strength. Remain

(e)
Curb to
Curb

nse:
feet feet run feet tons feet

0-49 11 1 1:3 7 22

50-149 11 3 1 9 22

7-tonJ

AggJ
150-299 4 1 15 40-60 28

10-ton
300-749 12 4 1 15 28

10-ton
1499 12 4 1:4 25 40-60 Paved 28

1500
over 12 30 40-60 30

Engineering judgment may be used to choose a or shoulder width

dimension other than the indicated the for roadways. Factors to consider

may be safety, speed, population/land use, benefit/cost analysis, traffic peak hourly

8820.9920 4
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4.11
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4.18

4.9

4.8

4.19
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4.21

4.22

4.29

4.25

4.26

4.27

4.28

4.31

4.30

. 4.23

4.24



REVISOR KLLlJC AR3980

5.1 traffic, farm equipment, environmental impacts, terrain limitations, bicycle traffic,

5.2 pedestrian traffic, other nonmotorized uses, functional classification, or other factors.

5.3 Widths less than those indicated in the chart require a variance accordance with parts

5.4 8820.3300 and 8820.3400.
". ..

5.5 For rural divided roadways, use the geometric design standards of

5.6 Road Design Manual, with a minimum tentons structural design and minimum 40

5.7 design speed.

5.8 (a) Use the existing traffic for highways not on .state-aid system.

5.9 (b) Applies to slope within clear zone only.

5.10 (c) Culverts with less than 30-inch vertical height allowed without protection

5.11 the clear zone.

5.12 Guardrail is required to be installed at all bridges where the design speed exceeds

5.13 40 mph, and either the existing ADT exceeds 400 or the bridge clear width is less

5.14 the sum of the lane and shoulder widths.

5.15 Mailbox supports must be in accordance with chapter 8818.

5.16 For roadways suburban areas as defined in part 8820.0100, the clear zone may be

5.17 reduced to a of ten feet for projected ADT under 1,000 to 20 feet for projected

5.18 ADT of 1,000 or over. Wherever the legal posted speed is 40 mph or· less, clear

5.19 zone may be reduced to a of feet.

5.20 (d) Subject to terrain. suburban areas, the minimum design speed may be equal to

5.21 the current legal posted speed where the legal posted speed is 30 mph or greater.

5.22 (e) Inventory rating of is required. A bridge narrower than these widths may

5.23 remain in place if the bridge is not deficient structurally or hydraulically.

5.24 (f) Shoulders are required be a minimum of eight feet for highways classified

5.25 as minor arterials principal arterials greater 1,500 projected, at least

5.26 two feet of which must be paved.

8820.9920 5



10/25/11 KLLlJC AR3980

6.1 (g) Except within municipal corporate limits, ten-ton staged structural design niust be

6.2 able to carry ten-ton axle loads except during spring load-restriction periods, or year-round

6.3 if needed for system continuityo Roadbed width must accommodate ultimate ten-ton

6.4 pavement overlay thickness and ultimate 1:4 side-slo:fJe. Within municipal corporate

6.5 limits, minimum structural design. must support nine-ton axle strength.

6.6 Approach sideslopes must be 1:4 or flatter when the exceeds 400.

6.7 HS 25 loading with AASHTO Standard Specifications or HL-93 loading load

6.8 and resistance factor design (LRFD) is required for new or reconstructed bridges. 18

6.9 loading is required for all rehabilitated bridges. The curb-to-curb for new

6.10 or reconstructed bridges must be no less either the minimum required lane plus

6.11 shoulder widths or proposed lane plus shoulder widths, whichever is greater, but in no
. . . .

6.12 case less than the minimum lane widths plus four feet, and in no case less than required'

6.13' per Minnesota Statutes, section 165004.

6.14 For roundabout design, the design criteria of the current edition of the Minnesota

6.15 State Aid Roundabout Guide are recommended.

6.16 DESIGN STANDARDS; NEW -"-" ....' ........,'J£I,

6.17

6.18

6.19

6.20 New bridge, bridge replacement, or bridge rehabilitation projects approach

or suburban nn,riH)'1f1~'rI roadwaysroadways on are not on the state-aid system

must meet or exceed the minimum dimensions mdlcated in the following design chart.

6.21

6.22

6.23

6.24

6.25

6.26

6.27

6.28

Existing Lane Width Shoulder Inslope Clear Zone
Width (b) (c)

(feet) (rise: run) (feet)

0-49 11 1 1:3 7

50-149 11 3. 1:4 9

150-400 12 4 1:4 15(e)

Design Speed

30-60

30-60

30-60

8820.9922 6
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7.1 Engineering judgment may be used to choose a lane-width or shoulder-width

7.2 dimension other than the widths indicated in the chart for roadways. Factors to consider

7.3 may be safety, speed, population, land use, benefit/cost analysis, traffic mlX, farm

7.4 equipment, environmental impacts, terrain limitation~, bicycle traffic, pedestrian traffic,

7.5 other nonmotorized uses, functional classification, or other factors. Widths less than

7.6 those indicated the chart require a variance accordance with parts 8820.3300 and

7.7 8820.3400.

7.8 (a) For existing ADT greater 400, 8820.9920 standards apply.

7.9 (b) Applies to slope within the clear zone only.

7.10 (c) Culverts less 30-inch vertical height allowed without protection

7.11 the clear zone.

7.12 (d) Subject to terrain.

7.13 . (e) For roadways suburban areas, the clear zone may be reduced to a width of ten

7.14 feet for projected ADT under 1,000 and to 20 feet for projected of 1,000 or over.

7.15 Wherever thelegal posted speed limit is 40 miles per hour or less, the clear zone may

7.16 be reduced to a width of ten feet.

7.17 HS 25 loading with AASHTO Standard Specifications or loading with load

7.18 and resistance factor design (LRFD) is required new or reconstructed bridges. 18

7.19 loading is required for rehabilitated bridges. The curb-to-curb minimum width for new

7.20 or reconstructed bridges must be equal to proposed lane plus shoulder widths, but

7.21 no case less the lane width plus four feet, no case less

7.22 per Minnesota Statutes, section 165.04.

7.23 Bridge structures of minimum 20-foot clear may be constructed where existing

7.24 is less than 50, potential for increasing is low, and local government

7.25 agency finds that bridge width can operate effectively at that width for the expected

7.26 life of the bridge.

8820.9922 7
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8.1

8.2

8.3

8.4

8.5

8.6

8.7

8.8

8.9

8.10

8.11

8.12

8.13

8.14

8.15

8:16

New or reconstruction projects for urban roadways must meet or exceed the minim!------
dimensions indicated the following design chart.

Functional Design Speed Lane Curb Parking Lane
Classification and (a) Reaction IWi,

Projected Traffic Distance

Volume (e)

mph feet feet feet

Collectors or Locals 30-40 (b) 11 2 8
withADT < 10000

over 40 12 2 10

Collectors or Locals 30-40 (b) 11 (c) 4 10
ADT ~ 10000 and

Arterials

over 40 12 (c) 4 (d) 10

8.17 Engineering judgment may be used to choose a lane-width or shoulder-width

8.18 dimension other than the widths indicated inthe chart for roadways. Factors to consider

8.19 may be safety, speed, population/land use, benefit/cost analysis, traffic peak hourly

8.20 traffic, farm equipment, environmental impacts, ten-ain lllIllt3ltIons, bicycle traffic,

8.21 pedestrian traffic, other nonmotorized uses, functional classification, or factors.

8.22 Widths less those indicated requITe a VaJ1.aI1Ce accordance

8.23 8820.3300 and 8820.3400.

8.24 (a) One-way tum lanes must be least ten feet except 11 feet is

8.25 the design speed is over 40 mph.

8.26 (b) Wherever possible, lane widths of 12 feet, rather than 11 feet, should be used.

8.27 (c) be reduced to two feet there are four or more U.u...I.H\..o lanes on one-way

8.28 streets..

8.29 (d) No parking is allowed six or more traffic lanes or when the posted speed

8.30 limit exceeds 45 mph.

8820.9936 8
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One-way streets must have at least two through-traffic lanes.

(e) Curb reaction must be provided only where parking is not provided.9.1 .

9.2

9.3

9.4

9.5

(--
\

When a median is included in the design of the two-way roadway, a one-foot reac'tiOQ

distance to the median is required on either side of the median. Minimum median width is

four feet.

9.6 Urban design roadways be a minimum nine tons structural axle load design.

9.7 Roadways not on the state-aid system are not subject to the minimum structural

9.8 design strength requirements.

9.9 The minimum curb-to-curb width of a new bridge must be the required street width,

9.10 but in no case less than required per Minnesota Statutes, section 165.04. HS 25 loading .

9.11. . withAASHTO Standard Specifications or HL-93 loading with load and resistance factor

9.12 design (LRFD) is required for new or reconstructed bridges and a minimum of HS 18

9.13 loading is required for all rehabilitated bridges. Where the new bridge approach roadway

9.14 includes elements for the accommodation of pedestlians or bicycles, thenew bridge

9.15 width must also provide for pedestrians or bicycles unless pedestrians or bicycles are

9.16 otherwise accommodated.

9.17 For less than 150, the widths of bridges to remain must be at least the sum of·

9.18 lanes. For greater or equal to the widths of bridges to remain must

9.19. be at least the sum of the lanes plus

9.20 reaction distance.

sum of the shoulders, parking

9.21 Clearance of 1 feet from the face of the cutb to fixed objects must provided

9.22 the posted speed is 40 to 45 ten-foot clear zone measured from the driving lane

9.23 must be provided when the posted speed exceeds mph.

9.24 For volumes greater than 15,000 projected least four through-traffic lanes

9.25 . are required, unless a capacity analysis demonstrates that a different lane configuration

9.26 achieves level of service or better.

8820.9936 9
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10.1 "Level of service" has the meaning given it in the Highway Capacity Manual, Special

10.2 Report 209, as revised published by the Transportation Research Boarci-oflhe.~~naJ
10.3 Research Council, Washington, D.C. The definition is incorporated by reference, is not'

lOA subject to frequent change, and is located at the Minnesota State Law Library, 25 Rev.

10.5 Martin Luther Blvd., St. Paul, Minnesota 55155.

10.6 For roundabout design, the design criteria of the CUJTellt edition of the Minnesota

10.7 State Aid Roundabout Guide are recommended.

10.8

10.9

10.10 Subpart 1. the following design chart, total width is from

10.11 face-to-face of curbs.

10.12 Reconditioning projects for two-way urban roadways must meet or exceed the

10.13 minimum dimensions indicated in the chart.

10.14 Number of Through Total Width Total Width with Total Width with Proposed
10.15 Lanes, Functional Class, with No Parking on One Parking on Both Structural
10.16 and Present Traffic Volume Parking Side Sides Design
10.17 Strength

10.18 (feet)

10.19 2-Lane Collector or Local 26
10.20 < 10000

10.21 44
10.22

10.23 2-Lane Collector or Local 26
10.24 with ;::: 10000 or
10.25 2-Lane Arterial (a)

10.26 Collector or Local 44
10.27 with ADT ;::: 10000 or
10.28 4-Lane Arterial.

(feet)

32

52

32

54

(feet)

38

60

42

64

(b) 9

(b) 9

9

9

10.29

10.30

6-Lane Collectors Of
Arterials

8820.9946
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ILl

11.2

11.3

Engineering judgment may be used to choose a lane-width or shoulder-width
.~ .

dimension other than the widths indicated in the chart for roadways. Factorsro-cQEsider,,,
"'"

maybe safety, speed, population/land use, benefiUcost analysis, traffic mix, peak hou~1y \

11.4 traffic, farm equipment, environmental impacts, terra~n limitations, bicycle traffic,

115 pedestrian traffic, other nonmotorized uses, functional classification, or other factors.

11.6 Widths less than those indicated the chart require a variance accordance with parts

11.7 8820.3300 and 8820.3400.

11.8 (a) Permissible for present traffic volumes less than 15,000 ADT.

11.9 (b) When is less than 5,000, seven tons is allowable.

lLlO (c) No parking is allowed.

lLlI When a median is included in the design of the two-way roadway, a one-foot reaction

lLl2 distance to the median is required on either side of the median. Minimum median width is

lLl3 four feet.

11:14 For ADT less than 150, the widths of bridges to remain must be at least the sum of

lLl5 the lanes. For ADT greater than or equal to 150, the widths of bridges to remain must

lLl6 be at least the slim of the lanes plus half the sum of the shoulders, parking lane, and

.11.17 curb reaction distance.

. 11.18 For roundabout design, the design criteria of the current edition of the Minnesota

11.19 State Aid Roundabout Guide are recommended.

11.20 [For text of subps 2 3, see

11.21

11.22

11.23

11.24

. 11.25 Subpart 1. I New or reconstruction projects for type I natural

11.26 preservation routes, designated national forest highways within national forests, and

8820.9981 11
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12.1 state park access roads within state parks must meet or exceed the minimum dimensions

12.2

12.3

12.4

12.5

12.6

12.7

12.8

12.9

indicated in the following design chart.

Surface Design Lane Shoulder Inslope Clear Zone
. Type Speed Width Width

(mph) (feet) (feet) .' (rise: (feet)
run)

(a) (b) (c)

30 11 1 1:3 3

Paved 30 11 2 1:3 9

Design
Strength

(tons)

9

Bridge to
Remain

(feet)

22

22

12.10 (a) the route has scenic vistas that require parking vehicles along the shoulder,

provide a12.11 widening the shoulder at these locations is acceptable. The designer

12.12 four-foot paved shoulder the route is a popular bicycle route.

12.13 (b) Applies to slope within the clear zone only. Other design features, such as

12.14 guardrails or retaining walls, should be considered in particularly sensitive areas in lieu of

12.15 reconstructing the inslope accordance with part 8820.4060.

12.16 (c) Guardrail is required to be installed at all bridges where the design speed exceeds

12.17 40 mph, and either the existing ADT exceeds 400 or the bridge width is less than the sum

12.18 of the lane and shoulder HTlrlthC'

12.19 . Mailbox supports must be accordance with chapter 8818.

12.20 (d) Inventory rating of HS IS req[uu'ed. A bridge narrower than these widths may .

12.21 remam place the bridge is not deficient structurally or hydraulically.

12.22 HS 20 loading with "".U.L' Standard Specifications or HL-93 loading load

12.23 . and resistance factor design (LRFD) is required for new bridges. 18 loading is required'

shoulder widths plus four feet.

12.24 for rehabilitated bridges.

12.25 bridges is the sum of the lane

curb-to-curb minimum for new or reconstructed

12.26 Ditch depths widths must be kept to minimum required to function

12.27 . hydraulically and provide for adequate snow storage when a standard ditch would

12.28 negatively impact the surroundings.

8820.9981 12
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13.1 The designer shall specify in the plan and special provisions that the clearing width is

13.2 to be kept to the absolute minimum. In sensitive areas, the normal~-al1Q\Ned to a

13.3 contractor for working room is zero unless otherwise required for special conditions. '.

13.4 Curb and gutter may be used in lieu of a ditch section under the paved option. The

13.5 lane width, shoulder width, and clear zone must be maintained.

13.6 Fbr designated national forest highways within national forests, and state park access

13.7

13.8

roads within state parks, this subpart applies only where the projected

100, unless the route has been designated as a UU.l.U..u,U, preservation route.

is less than

13.9 ' For roundabout design, the design criteria of the current edition of the Minnesota

13.10 State Aid Roundabout Guide are recOIIimended.

13.11 Subp. New or reconstruction projects for type II natural

13.12 preservation routes, designated national forest highways within national forests, and

13.13

13.14

13.15

13.16

13.17

13.18

13.19

13.20

13.21

13.22

13.23

13.24

state park access roads within state parks must meet or exceed the minimum dimensions

indicated in the following design chart.

Surface ,Design Lane Shoulder Inslope Clear Zone Design Bridge to
Type Speed Width Width Strength Remain

(mph) (feet) (feet) (rise: (feet) (tons) (feet)

(a) (b) (c)

30 11 2 1:3 9 ' 22

30 11 3 1:4, 9 9 22

Paved 40 11 3 1 9 9 22

(a) designer provide a six-foot paved shoulder the route is a popular

route. route has scenic vistas that require parking vehicles along the

13.25 shoulder, widening the shoulder at these locations is acceptable.

13.26 (b) Applies to slope clear zone,only. Other design features, such as guardrail

13.27 or retaining walls, should be considered in particularly sensitive areas in of

8820.9981 13
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14.1 reconstructing the inslope in accordance with part 8820.4060. Approach sideslopes must

14.2 be 1:4 or flatter within the clear zone when the ,exceedsAOO.-~"-"

14.3 (c) Guardrailis required to be installed at all bridges where the design speed e~ce~d:s..

14.4 40 mph, and either the existing ADT exceeds 400 or the bridge width is less than the sum

14.5 of the lane and shoulder widths.

14.6 Mailbox supports must be accordance with chapter 8818.

14.7 (d) This standard may be applied only when the project is located in a subdivided area.

14.8 (e) Inventory rating of 15 is required. bridge narrower than these widths may

14.9 remam place if the bridge does not qualify federal-aid bridge funds.

14.10 HS 20 loading with AASHTO Standard Specifications or HL-93 loading withload

14.11 and resistance factor design (LRFD) is required for new bridges. HS 18 loading is required

14.12 for all rehabilitated bridges. The curb-to-curb minimum width for new or reconstructed

14.13' bridges is the sum of the lane and shoulder widths, but may not be less than 30 feet.

14.14 Ditch depths and widths must be kept to the minimum required to function

,14.15 hydraulically, to be traversable if within the clear zone, and to provide for adequate snow

14.16 storage when a standard ditch would negatively impact the surroundings.

14.17 The designer shall specify in the plan and special provisions that the clearing width is

14.18 to be kept to the absolute n-i'n'rn,,,..., sensitive areas, the normal clearance allowed to a

. 14.19 contractor for working room is zero unless required for special conditions.

14.20 designated national forest highways within national forests, and state park access

14.21 roads within state parks, this subpart may be amJlleU only where the projected ADT is less

14.22 than 300, unless the route has been designated as a natural preservation route.

14.23 For roundabout design, the design criteria of the current edition of the Minnesota

14.24 State Aid Roundabout Guide are recommended.

14.25 Subp. 3. New or reconstruction projects for type natural

14.26 preservation routes, designated national forest highways within national forests, and

8820.9981 14
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15.1

15.2

15.3

15.4

15.5

15.6

15.7

15.8

15.9

15.10

15.11

state park access roads within state parks must meet or exceed the minimum dimensions

indicated in the following design chart. ~

Surface Design Lane Shoulder Inslope Clear Zone Design to '
/

Type Speed Width Width Strength Remain
,

(mph) (feet) (feet) (rise: (feet) (tons) (feet)
run)

(b) (c) (d)

30 12 3 1:4 10 24

Paved (e) 30 12 4 1:4 10 9 24

Paved 40 12 4 1 ·9 24

(a) The designer provide a six:-foot paved shoulder if the route is a popular

15.12 bicycle route.. the route has scenic vistas which require parking vehicles along the

15.13 shoulder, widening the shoulder at these locations is acceptable.

15.14 (b) Applies to slope within the clear zone only. Other design features, such as

15.15 guardrail or retaining walls, should be considered particularly sensitive areas in lieu of

15.16 reconstructing thernslope in accordance with part 8820.4060. Approach sideslopes must

15.17 be 1:4 or flatter within the clear zone when the ADT exceeds 400.

15.18 (c) Guardrail is required to be installed at bridges where the design speed exceeds

15.19 40 mph, and either the existing ADT exceeds 400 or

15.20 of the lane and shoulder widths.

bridge width is less the sum

15.21 Mailbox supports must be in accordance with chapter 8818.

15.22 (d) Inventory rating ofHS 15 bridge narrower these widths may

15.23 remam place the bridge does not qualify for federal-aid bridge funds.

15.24 (e) This standard may be applied only when the project is located a subdivided

15.25 area or an area a detailed development process, and physical restraints are present that

15.26 prevent reasonable application of another level of these standards.

15.27 25 loading with AASHTO Standard Specifications or loading load

15.28 and resistance factor design (LRFD) is required for new bridges. 18 loading is required

8820.9981 15
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16.1 for all rehabilitated bridgeso The curb-to-curb minimum width for new or reconstructed

16.2 bridges is the sum of the lane and shoulder widths, but may not be~2-feet.
. ~

16.3 . Ditch depths and widths must be kept to the minimum required to function \-

16.4 hydraulically, to be traversable if within the clear zone, and to provide for adequate ~'now

16.5 storage when a standard ditch would negatively affect the surroundings.

16.6 designer specify the plan and special provisions that the clearing width is

16.7 . to be kept to the absolute minimum. In sensitive areas, the normal clearance allowed to a

16.8 contractor for working room is zero unless required for special conditions.

16.9 roundabout design, the design criteria of the current edJltloln of Minnesota

16.10 State Aid Roundabout Guide are recommended.

16.11

16.12 Minimum Bicycle Path Standards (a)

16.13 For Off-Road Bike Path Design, the following shall apply:

16.14 Minimum Surface Width (two-way) 8 ft (b)

16.15 Shoulder/Clear Zone 2 ft (c) (d)

16.16

16.17

16.18

16.19

Inslope

Design Speed

Vertical Clearance over
shoulder

and

Maximum 1:2 (rise:run)

20 mph (e)

9 in (7 ft-9 in passage of emergency or
maintenance vehicles is not required)

16.20 (a) For on-road bicycle facilities, the current Minnesota Department of Transportation

16.21 bicycle design guidelines are recommended for design purposes.

16.22 (b) Ten feet is desired a combined bicycle/pedestrian Five feet is required

16.23 for a one-way bicycle path.

16.24 (c) Whenever practicable, shoulder/clear zone of an off-road bike should

16.25 carried across bridges

16.26 12 feet. When the

through underpasses. Minimum structure clear width must be

of the approach bike path (surface width plus shoulder/clear

16.27 zone) greater than the proposed clear width of the structure, then lead-in bicycle safety

8820.9995 16
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17.1 railing is required at each end of the bridge or underpass. As an alternative to lead-in

172 bicycle safety railing, the surface width of the approach bike path~QW~d at a

17.3 1:50 taper while maintaining minimum surface width and shoulder/clear zone thr~tgn "
" " (

17.4 the structure. "---------

17.5 (d) Clear zone is measured the edge of bicycle travel lane.

17.6 (e)"Use a 30 mph design speed for grades longer than 500feet and greater than four

17.7 percent, from the uphill point where the grade equals four percent to 500 feet beyond the

17.8 downhill point where the grade becomes less than four percent. The maximum allowable

17.9 grade is 8.3 percent.

17.10 Minnesota Rules, part 8820.3100, subpart 9a, is repealed.

8820.9995 17



Ke!atnag to

1. The Minnesota Department of Transportation has complied with all notice and
procedural requirements in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 14, Milmesota Rules, chapter 1400, and
other applicable law. Specifically, these rule amendments are adopted pursuant to the expedited
rulemaking authority of Minnesota Statutes, section 14.389 and Minnesota Rules 1400.2090.

However, was one technical enor that occuned the publication of the proposed
rules in the State Register. In part 8820.9920, the strikeouts and underlines for the
headings were inadvertently omitted in the published version of the proposed rules. The
department noticed the omission after the comment period had expired. At that point, the
department contacted the editor of the State Register, Robin Panlener, who apologized for the
omission and stated that it was an error on the part ofthe State Register and that they should
have caught the omission in their proofing of the document prior to publication. Normally, all
amendments cany through from the Revisor's Office to the State Register, but for some reason
these few edits did not cany over. (See attached copy ofproposed rules as certified.)

The department asserts that the State Register omission of the strikeout and the
underlines in the chart heading for part 8820.9920 is a harmless enol' under Minnesota Statutes,
section 14.26, subdivision 3, paragraph (d) in that the omission did not deprive any person or
entity of an opportunity to participate meaningfully in the rulemaking process. The department
received five comments on the rule none of which mentioned the omission. addition, it should
also be noted that thetext for footnotes referenced in the chart did contain the conect
strikeouts and underlines and therefore, did not deprive the public of the depariment's intention
regarding amendments to part 8820.9920. addition, the are technical rules geared toward

and county engineers, many of whom have previously reviewed the rules through the rules
advisory committee required under Minnesota Statutes, sections 162.02, subd. 2(a) and 162.09,
subd. 2(a). Finally, the Notice of Adoption in the State Register will adopt the rule with
proposed modifications which will include the omitted strikeouts and underlines part
8820.9920.

2. The agency received written comments and submissions on the rules. Two
comments pointed out a typographical enor the Justification Memorandum, two comments
suggested amendments for a rulemaking and the fifth comment indicated that a
modification needed to be to part 8820.9936. The department agrees with the comment
and is proposing a modification to part 8820.9936 as further explained in paragraph three of this
Order. The agency received no requests for notice of submission to the Office ofAdministrative
Hearings.

3. The agency made a modification to rule part 8820.9936. A comment received from the
public pointed out that the phrase "or shoulder-width" should be removed from the paragraph
added in pari 8820.9936, Minimum Design Standards, Urban: New or Reconstruction Projects.
The department agrees with this comment since urban roadways do not include shoulders. The



amendment in part 8820.9936 was based on the same language in part 8820.9920, the rural
design standards which do include a shoulder standard. Therefore, the department has deleted
the phrase "or shoulder-width" from part 8820.9936. This is not a substantial change because
the department is correcting a drafting oversight. With the removal of the phrase the amended
language in part 8820.9936 is consistent with the urban design table which does not include
shoulders. Therefore, the change is not a substantial change that it is within the scope of the
matter announced the notice of intent to adopt rules and are in character with the issues raised
in the notice, differences are a logical outgrowth of the contents of the notice of intent to
adopt and the comments submitted response to the notice, the notice of intent to adopt
provided fair waming that the outcome of the rulemaking proceeding could be the rule in
question.

4. The rules are needed and reasonable. See attached Justification Memorandum for
tulthE~r explanation regarding the rule amendments.

The above-named rules, in the fonn published in the State Register on August 29, 2011with the
modification as indicated in the Revisor's draft, file number AR3980, dated October 25,2011,
are adopted under my authority in Statutes, section Minnesota Statutes, sections 162.02 and
162.09.

Thomas K. Sorel, Commissioner
Department of Transportation



395 John Ireland Boulevard
Saint Paul, Minnesota 55155-1899

November 9,2011

The Honorable Raymond R. Krause
Chief Administrative Law Judge
Office of Administrative Hearings
600 North Robert Street
P.O. Box 64620
Saint Paul, Minnesota 55164-0620

Re: In the Matter of the Proposed Expedited Rules of the State Department of Transportation
Relating To Local State-Aid Route Standards, Request for Review and Approval
Expedited Rules; Governor's Tracking #AR 587

Dear Chief Judge Krause:

Enclosed please find a copy of the Milmesota Department of Transportation's Justification
Memorandum for the rule record in the above entitled matter. The rule record was submitted to

, your office on November 8, 2011 for legal review. The Justification Memorandum should have
been included with that mailing and the department is submitting it now for inclusion into the
rule record.

Please let me know if you have any questions regarding this matter.

Sincerely,

IfaJ(A & /~,/j/>
Laura Nehl-Trueman
MnDOT Rule Coordinator
651-366-3066

An equal opportunity employer
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Jus1t1ti<:atlion I\nOn"'lr~r:::unril

MHlnE~s01ta Statutes, sections 1
is authorized to adopt and amend rules carry
rulemaking process under Minnesota Statutes,
explanation each of amendments proposed for

\

The proposed amendments were made with the advice the State Rules
Advisory Committee as required Minnesota Statutes, section 162.02 and 1
See Attachment for the advisory committee statutory language and a list of the Rules

rhnct"'\l,f Committee members.

3 and 5 are being amended
"licensed professional" engineer.

"registered" are "licensed"
inn::,\f!rln Landscape Ar(~hlt:ecltun3,

propo:;ed change was acf<nclwfE~d<:led

'~Ula~", in
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deleted in this rule part and other rule parts
concept is now this definition.

the that the obstacle free

...... ,... 1.1'. 1 Subp. 13b is proposed be amended add
following sentence: "Reconditioning include curb replacement along no more than

percent of the length of project, not including curb replacement purposes
the Americans with 1990, States section 121
et seq."

prClPclse,d language is necessary to define the
can be under reconditioning standards in part 8820.9946.

replacement in excess of project either be
use the standards part 8820.9936 or request a variance.
"in, ..... n need replacement greater percent are typically cm;t-e~rreICtlv'eIV

reconstructed, reconditioned. replacement
similar the allowed realignment limit 20 percent already in 8820.9946.
amendment is reasonable because it defines a reasonable t"n":>,vi ..n,

replacement within a reconditioning project. replacement is
amount curb replacement so local agencies are not discouraged
ADA-type improvements as part their reconditioning projects.

1

Subpart 2 is being amended to allow the
requirement an electronic signature on the supplemental agreement that is sent
the commissioner. This change is necessary to keep pace with the in

't"nc,nt", are transmitted today. signed paper copies is no 'nn,,...,,,,,'"

standard practice. Use the term "electronic signature" is reasonable because
the is used under

IVllrme,solta Statutes, section vtt:.,J1-. utt:., "el,ecl:rOllic
or proce~;s

eX~)laliled in

2



roadway has always included bridges. This amendment will 1"'1"' ....1"\1 the department's
interpretation.

Fle:xible or Subpart 9a is being proposed for
repeal. This subpart limits state aid funding participation on surfacing roadways with
low Average Traffic (ADT). Historically, non-paved road structures provide
adequate strength rural, farm-to-market routes and providing a om/ed
surface was considered in excess a necessary more rHH1_',,""'Tl

businesses and residents can rural are more nr"-LT<:,rrn

vehicles using these routes. There are also more common reasons paving
n'::I\,"n .... a surface, as drainage, and aesthetics.

changes in the road use and expected condition, this is
more state participation cases low

,",uluu.1. C
is being amended add the requirement that one of the department staff engineers
appointed the Local Road Research Board must be the department's state-
aid engineer. department is proposing this amendment at the request of the LRRB.
The LRRB feels that since the state-aid engineer is responsible for the research funds,
the rules should specifically require the state-aid engineer to be appointed as one the
Mn/DOT members. The department agrees that this is a reasonable request and is
willing propose this change.

Subpart 2 is proposed be amended change the length
appointment LRRB from three four years. The department is proposing the
change at the request the LRRB has requested the increase in terms
members because the time necessary get the processes used in
research etc., gain an basic applied
research implementation needs: members
reportedthatalongerap!JOlfltment

better decisions before ..,..,t,::>tin' ....

reasonable agreed

or

3



The amendment to the current footnote (a) is being made
that the language should be a footnote to the chart.

new proposed footnote (a) is the current footnote
(b). addition, the numbers contained in the new footnote (a) column of the design
chart are proposed to amended. The current 150 to 749 Average Daily Traffic
is being divided two ranges. One 1 to 299 from 300 as
further explained 150 - 299 also carries over the same

width, zone, design speed the

n'"\onrHYl"",..,t removes the term re(:::overv
DrElV!ClUS,lv explained

"clear zone" is proposed replace
"recovery area" and the design as lained
8820.01 subp. 3c. In addition, the sentence "Obstacle-free area (measured
edge traffic lane)" has also been deleted in is part and other rule parts because

is concept is now part of the definition dear part 8820.0100, subp. 3c.

New language is being proposed be added for
fn.....tn ..... ·T"" (g) regarding structural design strength of roadways. Footnote (g) adds a
definition of 1O-ton staged structural design strength which relates the Projected
in footnote (a) of the design chart.

1
be removed

require min

4



Minimum 10-ton staged design strength is reasonable because it allows the road
authority the flexibility provide a slig less costly roadbed segments the
system that the road feels is unlikely be supporting heavy loads d
the SLR period. With areas e state that have heavy load traffic generators
that occur during the spring season, a stronger roadbed should be provided as
necessary at the discretion the local road authority (part 8820.9920 is a minim
standard). efforts are underway which yvilLhelp designers pred
calculate eq single axle , seasonal traffic distribution, overweight
loads, etc. their ability p a well designed pavement

adequate loads over desired life pavement.

In add , where new load generators are uced a
example, a new ethanol refinery or , a roadway can
stages with materials. Proposed language in

I adequate roadway width be provided during
accommodate a pavement overlay thickness and side-slope

achieve a 1 strength.

range 150 - is proposed be divided into two ranges, one
300 749 ich must be paved, one from m
require paving. The splitting of the 150 to range is needed allow
surfacing flexibility in the 1 to 300 portion because many roadways are farm
roads or haul roads which may be better served gravel roads .

be included
needed. The
strength is left

. Lastly; because the ultimate pavement strength must
the plan, the footnote language related project phasing is no longer

ing of provid pavement necessary ach the ultimate
the discretion local agency.

change

"recovery area" is replaced the
subp. 3c. phrase regarding "obstacle.

as explained parts uu."-,,.u

trv\tn'"'to that in

5



or Reconstruction tJrc)lec;ts.

The word "minimum" is being added to the heading
with the other headings in other design standard parts
8820.9922.

8820.9936 for consistency
as 8820.9920 and

Part 8820.9936 is also being amended to propose addition of the engineering
judgment standard. language is same as the engineering judgment
parts 8820.9920, 9922, and 8820.9926. The is added here be

It is reasonable to language to this part as
V'-""c:nh)'-' using engineering based on experience designing roadways is
the responsibility skilled roadway designers. The design
standards is a one size fits table be used considering the

rpose, need,

Other proposed amendments 8820.9936

""rlriinn the phrase "axle clarification.

proposing the deletion of requirement ten-ton pavement design
strength continuity and the requirement for final grading within 3-years.
This is a necessary amendment because, while roadways are
adversely impacted heavy loads, urban roadways are also heavily
impacted by underground work and drainage issues more so than
rural roadways. Therefore, the 1 load statutes, Minnesota Statutes,
sections 169.80 thru 169.891 are a less significant issue to municipal
streets, and do not justify a minimum design requirement the State-Aid
Operations The removal language related and
limits is reasonable because segments as
well as

6



hour parking lanes become traffic lanes), four-lane, or other configuration
achieves an acceptable level of service.

engineering judgment standard is also proposed to be added to
same reasons as was previously explained in 9936.

The
8820.9946 for the

Subps. 1, 2, and Proposed change "clear
delete the language regarding "obstacle free area" as nr",,\fI""1

8820.01 subp. 3c 8820.9920.

rec01Jervarea" and
explained in parts

Subp. 2, footnote (d) and (e). amendments are made footnotes and (e).
those parts of Preservation Routes (NPR's) that pass through developed

(subdivided) areas, the proposed revision allows a minimum design speed of 30 in
lieu of 40 MPH required in an undeveloped area (as provided in Type III design
chart). This can be useful avoiding impacts adjacent natural or historic features
staying within a restricted roadway alignment. It is reasonable make this change
because drivers might expect a lower speed in subdivided areas where homes and
neighborhood activity exits. Minimum shoulder widths will remain at 3 feet because it
can accommodate pedestrian and bicycle traffic often occurs in subdivided areas.
The minimum 1:4 side-slope is necessary because grass mowing in a suburban area.

change is also reasonable because it will allow in subdivided
areas ability more closely follow the existing if necessary, thereby

7



a

the

area above

urn in-slope, a

overuIfOI·TI('~' f'lcr"o""nce is

reference Mn
more generic

1 instead of 12' box culverts order pave the
clear height. substantial cost savings

revisions include:

clarifying that in-slope 1:2 (rise: ru is a m
minimum;
clarifying that the clearance u,rornc,nT
the

rlU"-c!u;:>t 8, 1
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600 North Robert Street
Saint Paul, Minnesota 55101

Mailing Address:
P.O. Box 64620
St. Paul, Minnesota 55164-0620

November

Laura Nehl-Trueman
State Program Administrative Coordinator
Minnesota Department Transportation
395 John Ireland Blvd., Suite 130
St. Paul, 55155-1899

1

Voice: (651) 361-7900
TTY: (651) 361-7878
Fax: (651) 361-7936

. . .

Dear Ms. Nehl-Trueman:

Enclosed is an Order approving the adoption of .the aqove:-entitled rules as to legality
under Minn. Stat. § 14.389. . . . . ,

With the approval of the adopted rules, our office has: closed this file and is returning the
submissions so that your agency can maintain the official rulemaking record. See, Minn. Stat.
§ 14.365. our if

1, or
file three certified copies of the rules with the Secretary State's office.

may publish a copy of the amendments in the State Register pursuant to Minn. Stat. § 14.386,
subd. (a)(4). amendments will be effective upon publication.

If you have any questions, please contact me at -361-7842.

L. LI....,"fI..,'"
Assistant Chief Administrative

Tele;phon,e:(661) 3,61-:784,2

mo·. '.,
cc: Office Attorney General

Legislative Coordinating Commission
Office the Revisor of Statutes
Office the Governor



Governor's

In the Proposed Expedited

i"Y\,""'H",,,. came before Administrative Law Judge
application the Minnesota Department
review under Minn. Stat. § 14.389 and Minn.

On November 8 and 10, 2011, the Department filed documents with the Office
Administrative Hearings in support approval of the above-entitled rules.

Based upon a review those submissions, and the ilonn<:>k"lnn record,

The typographical errors in the version the rules published
the State Register did not deprive any person of a nnc::,<:>n,lnr1tl

participate the rulemaking process. Those errors were

1.
11

opportunity

1

adopted rules are ~P'Pj:;U)'

1\1"'"lornh<",r 21, 11



While rules are approved legality, one portion of the rules is
confusingly phrased, obscuring the Department's regulatory intentions.
Commissioner wish to consider revising the rules, his earlier order adopting
those rules, so make one additional clarification.

subpart g, reads in part:

Except within municipal corporate limits, ten-ton staged structural design
must be able to carry ten-ton axle loads except during spring load
restriction periods, or year-round if needed for system continuity....

hoi"To,- phrasing and three exceptions, be:

Ten-ton staged structural design must be able to carry ten-ton axle loads
except that this requirement does not apply within municipal corporate
limits, during spring load-restriction periods or if the roadway is needed for
system continuity....

Such a change is at the Commissioner's election, would be needed and reasonable and
VV'-'UIU not be substantially different than the rules as originally proposed.

2



on fI/I('\nrl-::ni

§ 1

1,1\!('\'\lCI ....., .... ''' .. 21,

on Review Rules

addressed

n!"",...".",., it in

tollowlnq individuals:

States

Laura Nehl-Trueman
State Program Administrative Coordinator
Minnesota Department of Transportation
395 John Ireland Blvd., Suite 130
S1. Paul, MN 55155-1899
The Honorable Lori Swanson
Minnesota Attorney General
1 Capitol Building

Legislative Coordinating Commission
State Office UUIIIU"

100 Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King
MN 155



395 John Ireland Boulevard
Saint Paul, Minnesota 55155-1899

November 30, 2011

Honorable Eric Lipman
Assistant Chief Administrative Law Judge
Office ofAdministrative Hearings
600 North Robert Street
P.O. Box 64620
Saint Paul, Minnesota 55164-0620

.-
>- -I

0

>(J)
;:;:J

<
rn

<: CJ
fl1 W

U1

Re: In the Matter of the Proposed Expedited Rules Relating to Local State-Aid Route
Standards, Chapter 8820; Docket No. 8-3000-22409-1: Govemor's Tracking No.
AR587

Dear Assistant Chief Judge Lipman:

This letter is in response to your letter dated November ,2011. As requested in your letter,
the Minnesota Department of Transportation is notifying you that the Commissioner will rely
upon his Order dated November 4,2011 and will not be revising the rules further. Please
proceed with the filing of the certified copies of the rules with the Secretary of State's office.

Thank you for the review and approval ofthe above-entitled rules. If you have any further
questions, please contact me at 651-366-3066.

Sincerely,

Laura Nehl-Trueman
MnDOT Rule CO()rdlnatIJr

An equal opportunity employer



600 North Robert Street
Saint Paut Minnesota 55101

Mailing Address:
P.O. Box 64620
St. Paul, Minnesota 55164-0620

December 8, 1
Voice: (651) 361-7900
TTY: (651) 361-7878
Fax: (651) 361-7936

Re:

Docket

the Proposed Expedited
Standards, Chapter

8-3000-22409-1; l-io'vennor'

Breems:

Pursuant Minn. Stat. § 14.26, and Minn. 1400.2300, our office is with
the Secretary State copies of the above-entitled adopted rules. rules were
approved for legality our office on November 21, 11.

Please send the -:>""",nr'u the rules

1)
please me

Electronic laura.nehl-trueman@state.mn.us)



395 John Ireland Boulevard
Saint Paul, Minnesota 55155-1899

December 22, 2011

The Honorable Eric 1. Lipman
Assistant CliiefAdministrative Law Judge
Office ofAdministrative Hearings
600 North Robert Street
P.O. Box 64620
Saint Paul, Minnesota 55164-0620

Re: In the Matter of the Proposed Expedited Rules Relating to Local State-Aid Route
Standards, Chapter 8820; OAR Docket No. 8-3000-22409-1: Governor's Tracking No.
AR587

Dear Assistant ChiefJudge Lipman:

As discussed, enclosed please find a copy of the Amended Order Adopting Rules for the above
entitled rules. Paragraph 5 of the amended order describes the error in the previous version of
the adopted rules and explains that the department is now adopting the corrected version of the
adopt~d rules dated December 21, 2011.

The depmiment has notified the Office of the Secretary of State and the '-"i'.LVV of the Governor
that a corrected version of the rules be submitted to their offices.

you have any questions regarding this matter, please feel free to contact me at (65 366-3066.

Sincerely,

Laura Nehl-Trueman
Rule Coordinator

An equal opportunity employer



Kelatingto

1. The Minnesota Department of Transportation has complied with all notH"e Rnd

procedural requirements in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 14, Minnesota Rules, chapter1400, and
other applicable law. Specifically, these amendments are adopted pursuant to the 'expedited
rulemaking authority of Miimesota Statutes, section 14.389 and Minnesota Rules 1400.2090.

However, there was one technical error that OCCUlTed in the publication of the proposed
rules in the State Register. In part 8820.9920, the strikeouts and underlines for the chart
headings were inadvertently omitted in the published version of the proposed rules. The
department noticed the omission after the comment period had expired. At that point, the
department contacted the editor of the State Register, Robin Panlener, who apologized for the
omission and stated that it was an error on the part of the State Register and that they should
have caught the omission in their proofmg ofthe document prior to publication. Normally, all
amendments carry through from the Revisor's Office to the State Register, but for sOme reason
these few edits did not carryover. (See attached copy ofproposed rules as certified.)

The department asserts that the State Register omission of the strikeout and the
underlines in the chart heading for part 8820.9920 is a harmless error under Minnesota Statutes,
section 14.26, subdivision 3, paragraph (d) in that the omission did not deprive any person or
entity of an opportunity to participate meaningfully the rulemaking process. The department
received five comments on the rule none of which mentioned the omission. addition, it should
also be noted that the text for the footnotes referenced in the chart did contain the COlTect
strikeouts and underlines and therefore, did not deprive the public of the department's intention
regarding amendments to part 8820.9920. Furthermore, the rules are technical rules geared
toward city and county engineers, many of whom have previously reviewed the rules through the
rules advisory committee required under Minnesota Statutes, sections 162.02, subd. 2(a) and
162.09, subd. 2(a). the Notice ofAdoption in State Register will adopt the with
the proposed modifications which will include the omitted strikeouts and underlines from part
8820.9920. .

2. The agency received five written comments and submissions on the rules. Two
comments pointed out a typographical error the Justification Memorandum, two comments
suggested amendments for a future rulemaking and the comment indicated that a
modification needed to be made to part 8820.9936. The department agrees with the comment

is proposing a modification to part 8820.9936 as further explained paragraph three of this
Order. The agency received no requests for notice of submission to the Office of Administrative
Hearings.

3. The agency made a modification to rule part 8820.9936. comment received the
public pointed out that the phrase "or shoulder-width" should be removed from the paragraph
added in part 8820.9936, Minimum Design Standards, Urban: New or Reconstruction Projects.
The department agrees with this comment since urban roadways do not include shoulders. The



amendment in part 8820.9936 was based on the same language in part 8820.9920, the rural
design standards which do include a shoulder standard. Therefore, the department has deleted
the phrase "or shoulder-width" from part 8820.9936. This is not a substantial change because
the depmiment is correcting a drafting oversight. With the removal of the phrase the amended
language in part 8820.9936 is consistent with the urban design table which does not include
shoulders. Therefore, the change is not a substantial change in that it is within the scope of the
matter announced in the notice of intent to adopt rules and are in character with the issues raised

the notice, the differences are a logical outgrowth ofthe contents of the notice intent to
adopt and the comments submitted in response to the notice, the notice of intent to adopt
provided fair warning that the outcome of the rulemaking proceeding could be the rule
question.

4. The rules are needed reasonable. See attached Justification Memorandum for
further explanation regarding the rule mnendments.

5. The Amended Order Adopting Rules is necessary to adopt a corrected version of the
modified rules. The previous Order Adopting Rules, dated November 4,2011, adopted the
October 25,2011 modified version of the rules. After the rules were adopted and approved by
the Office ofAdministrative Hearings, it was discovered that the October 25,2011 version ofthe
rules was incorrect in that the modification was made in part 8820.9920, instead ofpart
8820.9936. This mnended order adopts the corrected version of rules, dated December 21,
2011, with the modification made in the correct rule section, part 8820.9936.

The above-nmned rules, in the form published the State Register on August 29, 2011 with the
modification as indicated in the Revisor's draft, file number AR3980, dated December 21,2011,
are adopted under my authority in Statutes, section Mimlesota Statutes, sections 162.02 and
162.09.

f'l {~( /flj i I
Date Thomas K. Sorel, Commissioner

Department Transportation



12/21/11 KLLIRC AR3980

1.1

1.2

1.3

1.4

1.5

1.6

Subp. 3.

employed as the

p
CJt:6..~

;rn~

)::Y:rJ)
?O~l

text of subps 1 to 2f,see~S;.
~2

engineer" means a licensed professional.engffieelO
.:. ~

engineer or director of works, city engineer of each urban

1.7 municipality.

1.8 [For text subps 3a 3b, see

1.9 Subp.3c. zone. zone" is distance measured from the edge of the

1.10 outside through-traffic lane, which must be free of fixed objects and meet or exceed the

1.11 minimum in-slope dimensions indicated the design charts of this chapter.

1.12 [For text of subps 4 and 4a, see

1.13 Subp.5. 11 '",·.. ..,.ihrT h:'""h ..u""", e:ngJmeer. "County highway engineer" means a licensed

1.14 professional engineer employed as the county highway engineer, county engineer, or the

1.15 director of public.works, county engineer of each

1.16 [For text of subps 6 13a,.see

ofpavement structure to extend

Recollldiiti(]lllllllg. "Reconditioning" lllC:1U(leS resurfacing, replacement, or

effectively

Subp. l3b.1.17

1.18

1.19 address critical safety operations needs through minor improvements to the existing

1.20 facility, Reconditioning projects generally UCH..LLA, the existing horizontal vertical

1.21 alignment, may ml][lOr widening or geometric improvement, normally require

1.22 or no additional right-of-way. Reconditioning include changes vertical or

1.23 horizontal alignment involving no more than 20 percent of length of project.

1.24 Reconditioning may include curb replacement along no more than 20 percent of the

1.25 length of the project, including curb replacement for purposes of the Americans with

8820.0100 1 Approved by Revis



AR3980

2.1 Disabilities Act of 1990, United States Code, title 42, section 12101 et seq. Work does not

2.2 normally extend beyond the existing ditch bottom.

2.3 [For text of subps l3c to 22, see M.R.]

2.4

2.5 Subpart 1. [Repealed by amendment, 8 SR 2146]

2.6 Subp. 2. Upon receipt an abstract of bids, a certification as

2.7 the execution of a contract that includes a requirement for bond, a payment request,

2.8 the commissioner shall promptly release the funds available to the county or

2.9 municipality up to 95 percent of the state-aid portion of the contract. Upon further receipt

2.10 of a signed supplemental agreement, including by means of an electronic signature, for a

2.11 major addition to the contract, or appraised values additional right-of-way costs, the

2.12 commissioner shall promptly release from the funds available to the county or urban

2.13 municipality up to 95 percent of the state-aid portion of supplemental agreement or

2.14 right-of-way appraised value. The commissioner shall keep the'remaining percentage of

2.15 the state-aid share of the contract, except of approved right-of-way claims which be

2.16 paid upon proof of acquisition availability of funds, the project is 95

2.17 percent or more completed as substantiated requested by the county or city engineer.

2.18 Upon receipt of project acceptance and cost determination by the county

2.19 or city engineer, and upon concurrence of acceptance by district state

2.20 engineer, the commissioner shall release from funds available any remaining

2.21

2.22

money due state-aid portion of the contract.

text of subps 3 to see

2.23

2.24 [For text of subps 1 to 2, see _'~'__ 'I

8820.2500 2
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3.1 Subp. 3. The minimum widths of right-of-way for state-aid routes

3.2 must be at least 60 feet within cities and 66 feet in areas, except that the right-of-way

3.3 may be less for routes that are within a city, that were constructed before November 13,

3.4 1995, and that can be reconstructed to new construction standards within the previously

3.5 existing right-of-way. Before construction, the governing body shall acquire control

3.6 of the additional widths of right-of-way as may be necessary to properly maintain

3.7 section, drainage structures, and the clear zone. easements for highway

3.8 purposes are considered to be right-of-way for the purposes of this subpart.

3.9

3.10

. [For text of subp see M.R.]

3.11 [For text of subp 1, see M.R.]

3.12 Subp. 2. areas. The cost of roadway and bridge lighting of

3.13 locations at which accidents are likely to occur or are otherwise hazardous is ail eligible

3.14 expense if that lighting:
,;., '

3.15 [For text of items A and B, see

3.16 [For of subps 3 to 9, see

3.17

3.18

Subp. 9a. [See repealer.]

[For text of subp see M.R.]

3.19

3.20 Subpart 1. The commissioner shall appoint a local road research

3.21 consisting of the following members:

3.22

3.23

3.24

[For text of items and see M.R.]

C. two Department of Transportation staff engineers, one of Hlh .... ..,., must be the

department's state-aid engineer;

8820.3200 3
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4.1

4.2 Subp. 2.

[For text of items D and E, see M.R.]

-'- .....LUll0. Appointments of county highway and city engineers, except for

4.3 unexpired terms, are for four years. The other members shall serve the will of the

4.4 COffiffilSSlOner.

4.5 [For text of subp 3, see

4.6

4.7

4.8 New or reconstruction projects for rural and suburban undivided roadways must meet

4.9 or exceed the minimum dimensions indicated the following design

4.10

4.11

4.12

4.13

4.14

4.15

Projected Lane
ADT Width
(a)

Shoulder
Width

Clear
slope Zone (c)
(b)

Design
Speed
(d)

Sur
facing

Structural
Design
Strength

Bridges
to
Remain
(e) Width
Curb to
Curb'

nse:
run feet

40-60 Paved,

4.16

4.17

4.18

4.19

4.20

4.21

4.22

4.23

4.24

feet

0-49 11

50-149 11

150-299

300-749

feet

1

3

4

4

1:3

1

1

1:4

7

9

40-60
Agg./
Paved

tons

7-tonJ

10-ton

feet

22

22

28

28

4.25

4.26 750-1499 4 1 25 40-60 Paved
10-ton

28

4.27

4.28

1500 and
over 12 1:4 ,30 40-60 Paved 30

4.29 Engineering judgment may be used to choose a lane-width or shoulder-width

4.30 dimension other than widths indicated the chart for roadways. Factors to consider

4.31 may be safety, speed, populationJIand use, benefit/cost analysis, traffic peak hourly

8820.9920 4
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5.1 traffic, farm equipment, environmental impacts, terrain limitations, bicycle traffic,

5.2 pedestrian traffic, other nonmotorized uses, functional classification, or other factors.

5.3 Widths less than those indicated in the chart require a variance accordance with parts

5.4 8820.3300 and 8820.3400.

5.5 For rural divided roadways, use the geometric design standards of the MnlDOT

5.6 Road Design Manual, a HJ..LUH.U.'-U.U ten tons UUUV'.UH-'--'- design and minimum 40 mph

5.7 design speed.

5.8 (a) Use the existing traffic for highways not on the state-aid system.

5.9 (b) Applies to· slope nl1fhll-. the clear zone only.

5.10 (c) CuIverts less than 30-inch vertical height allowed without protection

5.11 the clear zone.

5.12 Guardrail is required to be installed at all bridges where the design speed exceeds
. .

5.13 40 mph, and either the existing ADT exceeds 400 or the bridge clear width is less than

5.14 the sum of the lane and shoulder widths.

5.15 Mailbox supports must be accordance with chapter 8818.

5.16 For roadways suburban areas as defined part 8820.0100, the clear zone may be

5.17 reduced to a of ten feet for projected ADT under 1,000 and to 20 feet for projected

5.18 ADT of 1,000 or over. Wherever the legal posted speed is 40 or less, the dear

5.19

5.20

zone may reduced to a

(d) Subject to terrain.

of ten feet.

suburban areas, the illTnml1UIll design speed may be equal to

5.21 current legal posted speed where the legal posted speed is 30 or greater.

5.22 (e) Inventory rating of 15 is required. bridge narrower than these widths may

5.23 remam place the bridge is deficient structurally or

5.24 feet for highways classified

5.25 as rumor =,-"LLU.LU and principal arterials with greater than 1,500 ADT projected, at least

526 two feet of which must be paved.

8820.9920 5
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6.1 (g) Except within municipalcorporate limits, ten-ton staged structural design must be

6.2 able to carry ten-ton axle loads except during spring load-restriction periods, or year-round

6.3 needed for system continuity. Roadbed width must accommodate ultimate ten-ton

6.4 pavement overlay thickness and ultimate 1:4 side-slope. municipal corporate

6.5 limits, minimum structural design must support nine-ton axle strength.

6.6 Approach sideslopes must be 1:4 or flatter when the exceeds 400.

6.7 25 loading with AASHTO Standard Specifications or loading with load

6.8 and resistance factor design (LRFD) is required for new or reconstructed bridges. 18

6.9 loading is required for all rehabilitated bridges. curb-to-curb llliillrilUlUl width for new

6.10 or reconstructed bridges must be no less than either the minimum required lane plus

6.11 shoulder widths or the proposed lane plus shoulder widths, whichever is greater, but no

6.12 case less than the minimum lane widths plus four feet, and in no case less than required

6.13 per Minnesota Statutes, section 165.04.

6.14 For roundabout design, the design criteria of the current edition of the Minnesota

6.15 State Aid Roundabout Guide are recommended.

6.16

6.17

6.18

6.19

6.20 New bridge, bridge replacement, or bridge rehabilitation projects

. 6.21 roadways on or suburban 11n,rI,,,·1r1,,,,,-j roadways are not on the state-aid system

6.22 meet or exceed m1n1,-n11'....... dimensions indicated following design

Clear Zone Design Speed.6.23

6.24

6.25

6.26

6.27

6.28

Existing

0-49

149

150-400

8820.9922

Lane Width

11

11

12

Shoulder Inslope
Width (b)

(feet) . (rise: run)

1 1:3

3 1:4

4 1

6

7

9

30-60

30-60

30-60
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8.1

8.2

8.3 New or reconstruction projects for urban roadways must meet or exceed the minimum

8.4 dimensions indicated in the following design chart.

8.5

8.6

8.7

8.8

8.9

8.10

8.11

8.12

8~13

8.14

8.15

8.16

Functional Design Speed Lane Curb Parking Lane
Classification (a) Reaction Width
Projected Distance
Volume (e)

[mph feet feet feet

Collectors or Locals 30-40 (b) 11 2 8
with ADT <

over 40 12 2 10

Collectors or Locals 30-40 . (b) 11 (c) 4 10
with ADT:2: 10000 and
Arterials

over 40 12 (c) 4 (d) 10

8.17 Engineering judgment may be used to choose a lane-width or shoulder width

8.18 dimension other than the widths indicated in the chart for roadways. Factors to consider

8.19 may be safety, speed, population/land use, benefit/cost analysis, traffic mix, peak

8.20 traffic, equipment, environmental impacts, terrain limitations, bicycle traffic,

8.21 pedestrian traffic, other nonmotorized uses, functional classification, or other factors.

8.22

8.23

Widths less

8820.3300

those indicated in

8820.3400.

require a variance accordance parts

8.24 (a) One-way tum lanes must be at least ten feet wide, except 11 feet is required

8.25 design speed is over 40 mph.

8.26 (b) Wherever possible, lane widths of feet, rather 11 feet, should used.

8.27 (c) May be reduced two feet there are or more traffic lanes and on one-way

8.28 streets.

8.29 (d) No parking is allowed for six or more traffic lanes or when posted speed

8.30 exceeds

8820.9936 8
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9.1 (e) Curb reaction must be provided only where parking is not provided.

9.2 One-way streets must have at least two through-traffic lanes.

9.3 When a median is included in the design of the two-way roadway, a one-foot reaction

9.4 distance to the median is required on either side of the median. Minimum median width is

9.5 four feet.

9.6 Urban design roadways must be a minimum nine tons structural axle load design.

9.7 Roadways not on the state-aid system are not subject to the minimum structural

9.8 design strength requirements.

9.9 minimum curb-to-curb width of a new bridge must be the required street width,

9.10 in no case less than required per Minnesota Statutes, section 165.04. HS 25 loading

9.11 with AASHTO Standard Specifications or HL-93 loading with load and resistance factor

9.12 design (LRFD) is required for new or reconstructed bridges and a minimum of HS 18

9.13 loading is required for all rehabilitated bridges. Where the new bridge approach roadway

9.14 includes elements for the accommodation of pedestrians or bicycles, the new bridge

9.15 width must also provide for pedestrians or bicycles unless pedestrians or bicycles are

9.16 otherwise accommodated.

9.17 FQr ADT less than 150, the widths of bridges to remain must be at least sum of

9.18 lanes. greater than or equal to 150, widths of bridges to must

9.19 at least sum the lanes sum of shoulders, parking lane,

9.20 reaction distance.

9.21 Clearance of 1 feet from face of the curb to fixed objects must be provided

9.22 posted speed is to A ten-foot clear zone measured from the driving lane

9.23 must be provided posted speed exceeds 45 mph.

9.24 For volumes greater 15,000 projected at least four through-traffic lanes

9.25 are required, unless a capacity analysis demonstrates that a different lane configuration

9.26 achieves level of service or better.

8820.9936 9
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10.1 "Level of service" has the meaning given it in the Highway Capacity Manual, Special

10.2 Report 209, as revised and published by the Transportation Research Board of the National

10.3 Research Council, Washington, The definition is incorporated by reference, is not

10.4 subject to frequent change, and is located at the Minnesota State Law Library, 25 Rev. Dr.

10.5 Martin Luther King Blvd., St. Paul, Minnesota 55

10.6 For roundabout design, the design criteria of the current edition of the Minnesota

10.7 State Aid Roundabout Guide are recommended.

10.8

10.9

10.10 Subpart 1. the following design chart, total width is from

10.11 face-to-face of curbs.

10.12 Reconditioning projects for two-way urban roadways must meet or exceed the

minimum dimensions indicated in the chart.

Number of Through Total Width Total Width with Total Width with Proposed
Lanes, Functional Class, with No Parking on One Parking on Both Structural
and Present Traffic Volume Parking Side Sides Design

Strength

(feet)

2-Lane Collector or Local 26 32 38 (b) 9
ADT < 10000

4-Lane Collector or Local 52 60 (b) 9
with ADT < 10000

2-Lane Collector or Local 26 32 9
with ADT ;;::: 10000 or
2-Lane Arterial

4-Lane Collector or Local 44 54 64 9
with ADT ;;::: 10000 or
4-Lane

6-Lane Collectors or 66 (c) (c) 9

10.13

10.14

10.15

10.16

10.17

10.18

10.19

10.20

10.21

10.22

10.23

10.24

10.25

10.26

10.27

10.28

10.29

10.30

8820.9946 10
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11.1 Engineering judgment maybe used to choose a lane-width or shoulder-width

11.2 dimension other than the widths indicated in the chart for roadways. Factors to consider

11.3 may be safety, speed, populationJland use, benefit/cost analysis, traffic mix, peak hourly

11.4 traffic, farm equipment, environmental impacts, terrain limitations, bicycle traffic,

11.5 pedestrian traffic, other nonmotorized uses, functional classification, or other factors.

11.6 Widths less than those indicated the chart require a variance in accordance with parts

11.7 8820.3300 and 8820.3400.

11.8 (a) Permissible for present traffic volumes less than 15,000 ADT.

11.9 (b) When is less than 5,000, seven tons is allowable.

11.10 (c) No parking is allowed.

11.11 When a median is included the design of the two-way roadway, a one-foot reaction

11.12 distance to the median is required on either side of the median. Minimum median width is

. 11.13 four feet.

11.14 For ADT less than 150, the widths of bridges to remain must be at least the sum of

11.15 the lanes. For ADT greater than or equal to 150, the widths of bridges to remain must

11.16 be at least the sum of the lanes plus half the sum of the shoulders, parking lane, and

11.17 reaction distance.

11.18 roundabout design, the design criteria current edition of the Minnesota

11.19 State Aid Roundabout Guide are recommended.

11.20 [For text of 2 3, see

11.22

11.23

11.24

11.25 Subpart 1. I New or reconstruction projects for type I natural

11.26 preservation routes, designated national forest highways within national forests, and

8820.9981. 11
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state park access roads within state parks must meet or exceed the minimum dimensions

indicated in the following design chart.

Surface Design Lane Shoulder Inslope Clear Zone Design Bridge to
Type Speed Width Width Strength Remain

(feet) (feet) (rise: (feet) (tons) (feet)

(a) (b)

30 11 1 1:3 3 22

30 11 2 1 9 9 22

(a) the route has scenic vistas require parking vehicles along the shoulder,

12.8

12.7

12.5

12.6

12.3

12.4

12.2

12.1

12.9

12.10

provide a12.11 widening the shoulder at these locations is acceptable. The designer

12.12 four-foot paved shoulder if the route is a popular bicycle route.

12.13 (b) Applies to slope within the clear zone only. Other design features, such as

12.14 guardrails or retaining walls, should be considered particularly sensitive areas in lieu of

12.15 reconstructing the inslope in accordance part 8820.4060.

12.16 (c) Guardrail is required to be installed at all bridges where the design speed exceeds

. 12.17 40 mph, and either the existing ADT exceeds 400 or the bridge width is less than the sum

12.18 of the lane and shoulder widths.

12.19 Mailbox supports must be accordance chapter 8818.

12.20

12.21

(d) Inventory of

place the bridge is

is required. A bridge narrower than these widths may

deficient structurally or hydraulically.

12.22 HS 20 loading AASHTO Standard Specifications or HL-93 loading

new bridges.HS 18 loading is reqllllre~d

new or reconstructed

resistance factor design (LRFD) is required

rehabilitated bridges. The curD-flo-curD ULLLLLUU.'.UU

12.23

12.24

12.25 bridges is sum of the lane and shoulder widths plus four feet.

12.26 Ditch depths and widths must be kept to the minimum required to function

12.27 hydraulically and to provide for adequate snow storage when a standard would

12.28 negatively HU/JU.'_'- the surroundings.

8820.9981 12
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13.1 The designer shall specify in the plan special provisions that the clearing width is

13.2 to be kept to the absolute minimum. sensitive areas, the normal clearance allowed to a

13.3 contractor for working room is zero unless otherwise required for special conditions.

13.4 Curb and gutter may be .used in lieu a ditch section under the paved option. The

13.5 lane shoulder width, and clear zone must be maintained.

13.6 For designated national forest highways within national forests, and state park access

13.7 roads u"th,n state parks, this subpart applies only where projected is less

13.8 100, unless the route has been designated as a nal:unll preservation route.

13.9 For roundabout design, the design criteria of the current edition of the Minnesota

13.10 State Aid Roundabout Guide are recommended.

13.11 Subp. 2. New or reconstruction projects for type natural

13.12 preservation routes, designated national forest highways within national forests, and

13.13

13.14

13.15

13.16

13.17

, 13.18

13.19

13.20

13.21

13.22

13.23

13.24

13.25

state park access roads within state parks must meet or exceed the minimum dimensions

indicated in the following design chart.

Surface Design Lane Shoulder Inslope Clear Zone Design Bridge to
Type Speed Width Width Strength Remain

(mph) (feet) (feet) (rise: (feet) (tons) (feet)

(b)

30 11 2 1:3 9 22

30 11
...,

1:4 9 9 22:J

Paved 40 11 3 1:4 9 9 22

(a) The designer provide a six-foot paved shoulder the route is a popular

bicycle route. the route has scenic vistas parking vehicles along the

,H.I.'-JU.l.L.l.\v.l. widening the shoulder at these locations is acceptable.

13.26 (b) Applies to slope clear zone only. Other design features, as guardrail

13.27 or retaining walls, should be considered in particularly sensitive areas in of

8820.9981
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14.1 reconstructing the inslope in accordance with part 8820.4060. Approach sideslopes must

14.2 be 1:4 or flatter within the clear zone when the exceeds 400.

14.3 (c) Guardrail is required to be installed at all bridges where the design speed exceeds

14.4 40 mph, and either the existing ADT exceeds 400 or the bridge width is less than the sum

14.5 of lane and shoulder widths.

14.6 Mailbox supports must be accordance with chapter 8818.

14.7 (d) This standard may be applied only when the project is located a subdivided area.

14.8 (e) Inventory rating oiHS is required. bridge narrower than these widths may

14.9 remam place if the bridge does not qualify for federal-aid bridge funds.

14.10 HS 20 loading with AASHTO Standard Specifications or HL-93 loading with load

14.11 and resistance factor design (LRFD) is required for new bridges. HS 18 loading is required

14.12 for all rehabilitated bridges. The curb-to-curb minimum width for new or reconstructed

14.13 bridges is the sum of the lane and shoulder widths, but may not be less than 30 feet.

14.14 Ditch depths and widths must be kept the minimum required to function

14.15 hydraulically, to be traversable if within the clear zone, and to provide for adequate snow

14.16 storage when a standard ditch would negatively impact surroundings.

14.17 The designer shall specify in the and special provisions that the clearing width is

14.18 . to be kept to the absolute minimum. sensitive areas, clearance allowed to a

14.19 contractor for working room is zero unless required for special conditions.

14.20 For designated national forest highways national forests, state park access

14.21 roads state parks, this subpart be only where projected is less

14.22 than 300, unless the route been designated as a preservation route.

14.23 For roundabout design, the design the current edition of the Minnesota

14.24 State Roundabout Guide are reC;Orrlill(~ndle(L

14.25 Subp. 3. New or reconstruction projects for type natural

14.26 preservation routes, designated national forest highways within national forests, and

8820.9981 14
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15.1 state park access roads within state parks must meet or exceed the minimum dimensions

15.2

15.3

15.4

15.5

15.6

15.7

15.8

15.9

15.10

15.11

15.12

indicated in the following design chart.

Surface. Design Lane Shoulder Inslope Clear Zone Design Bridge to
Type Speed Width Width Strength Remain

(mph) (feet) (feet) (rise: (feet) (tons) (feet)

(a) (b)

30 3 1:4 10 24

Paved 30 12 4 1:4 . 10 9 24

Paved 40 12 4 1:4 9 24

(a) The designer provide a six-foot paved shoulder the route is a popular

bicycle route. If the route has scenic vistas which will require parking vehicles along the

15.13 shoulder, widening the shoulder at these locations is acceptable.

15.14 (b) Applies to slope within the clear zone only. Other design features, such as

15.15 guardrail or retaining walls, should be considered particularly sensitive areas lieu of

15.16 reconstructing the inslope in accordance with part 8820A060.Approach sideslopes must

15.17 be 1:4 or flatter H1;t},;n the clear zone when the ADT exceeds 400.

15.18 (c) Guardrail is required to be installed at bridges where design speed exceeds

15.19 40 mph, and either existing exceeds 400 or the bridge width is less than the sum

15.20 of the lane

15.21 Mailbox supports must be accordance chapter 8818.

15.22 (d) lnvE~ntOJ[Y J.U.CJ.J.J.5 is required. A bridge narrower than these widths may

15.23 remain in place if the bridge does not qualify for federal-aid bridge funds.

15.24 (e) This standard may applied only nrr"PI~r is located a subdivided

15.25 area or an area a detailed development process, and physical restraints are present

15.26 prevent reasonable application another level of these standards.

15.27 HS 25 loading AASHTO Standard Specifications or HL-93 loading with load

15.28 resistance factor design

8820.9981
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16.1 for all rehabilitated bridges. The curb-to-curb minimum width for new or reconstructed

16.2 bridges is the sum of the lane and shoulder widths, but may not be less than 32 feet.

16.3 Ditch depths and widths must be kept to the minimum required to function

16.4 hydraulically, to be traversable if within the clear zone, and to provide for adequate snow

16.5 storage when a standard ditch would negatively affect the sUlToundings.

clearing width is

nOJaTI:l1 clearance allowed a

The designer shall specify in the plan and special provisions

to be kept to the absolute minimum. sensitive areas,

16.6

16.7

16.8 contractor for working room is zero unless for special conditions.

16.9 For roundabout design, the design criteria of the CUlTent edition of Minnesota

16.10 State Aid Roundabout Guide are recommended.

16.11 MINIMUM

16.12 Minimum Bicycle Path Standards(a)

16.13 For Off-Road Bike Path Design, the following shall apply:

10.14 Minimum Surface Width (two-way) 8 ft (b)

16.15 Shoulder/Clear Zone 2 ft (c) (d) .

16.16 Inslope Maximum 1:2 (rise:run)

16.17 Design Speed 20 mph (e)

16.18 Vertical Clearance over lane and 9 ft-9 (7 ft-9 passage of emergency or
16.19 shoulder maintenance vehicles is not required)

16.20 (a) For on-road bicycle facilities, cUlTent Minnesota Department of Transportation

16.21 bicycle design guidelines are recommended design purposes.

feet is required16.22 (b) feet is desired for a combined bicycle/pedestrian

16.23 for a one-way bicycle

16.24 . (c) Whenever practicable, the shoulder/clear zone of an off-road bike path should

16.25 carried across bridges and through underpasses. Minimum structure clear must be

16.26 12 feet. When the width of the approach bike path (surface width plus shoulder/clear

16.27 zone) is greater than proposed clear the structure, then bicycle safety

8820.9995 16
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17.1 railing is required at each end of the bridge or underpass. As an alternative to lead-in

17.2 bicycle safety railing, the surface width of the approach bike path may be narrowed at a

17.3 1:50 taper while maintaining minimum surface width and shoulder/clear zone through

17.4 the structure.

17.5 (d) Clear zone is measured from the edge of the bicycle

17.6 (e) Use a 30 mph design speed for grades longer than 500 feet and greater than four

17.7 percent, from the point where the grade equals four percent to 500 feet beyond the

17.8 downhill where grade becomes less than percent. The maximum allowable

17.9 grade is 8.3 percent.

17.10 Minnesota Rules, part 8820.3100, subpart 9a, isrepealed.

8820.9995 17
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RULES: Chapter 8820

OFFICE

I

The attached rules are approved for
filing with the Secretary of State

Assistant Deputy Revisor

J J



600 North Robert Street
Saint Paul, Minnesota 55101

Address:
P.O. Box 64620
St. Paul, Minnesota 55164-0620

December 28, 11
Voice: (651) 361-7900
TTY: (651) 361-7878
Fax: (651) 361-7936

Re: the Matter the Proposed Expedited
State-Aid Route Standards, Chapter

OAH Docket No. 8-3000-22409-1; Governor's Trr,,...Lrinr<

Dear Ms. Breems:

Local

AR

Pursuant to Minn. Stat. § 14.26, and 1400.2300, our office is
the Secretary of State copies of the above-entitled and amended rules
The rules were approved legality by our office on November 21, 1.

Please send agency copy the rules

me



Provisions exist for the Commissioners of some state agencies to adopt expedited rules when conditions exist that do
not allow the Commissioner to comply with the requirements for normal rules. The Commissioner must submit the rule to the
attorney general for review and must publish a notice of adoption that includes a copy of the rule and the conditions.
Expedited rules are effective upon publication in the State Register, and may be effective up to seven days before
publication under certain conditions.

Expedited rules are effective for the period stated or up to 18 months. Specific Minnesota Statute citations accompany
ing these expedited rules detail the agency's rulemaking authority.

KEY: Proposed Rules - Underlining indicates additions to existing rule language. Strikeo1:tts indicate deletions from existing rule
language. If a proposed rule is totally new, it is designated "all new materiaL" Adopted Rules - Underlining indicates additions to
proposed rule language. Strikeert:rt indicates deletions from proposed rule language.

The rules proposed and published at State Register, Voltune 36, Number 6, pages 180-191, August 29, 2011 (36 SR 180), and State

Register, Volume 36, Number 30, page 927, February 13,2012 (36 SR 927), are adopted with the following modifications:

8820.9936 lVllNIM:UM DESIGN STANDARDS, URBAN; NEW OR RECONSTRUCTION PROJECTS.

New or reconstruction projects for urban roadways must meet or exceed the minimum dimensions indicated in the following design

chmi.

FlmctionaI Design Speed Lane Width (a) Curb Pm'king Lane

Classification and Reaction Width

Projected Traffic Distance

Volume (e)

mph feet feet feet

Collectors or Locals 30-40 (b)ll 2 8

with ADT < 10000
over 40 12 2 10

Collectors or Locals 30-40 (b) 11 (c) 4 10

with ADT 2: 10000

and Arterials
over 40 12 (c) 4 (d) 10

Engineeringjudgment may be used to choose a lane-width 01 shouldel- "idth dimension other than the widths indicated in the chmi for

roadways. Factors to consider may be safety, speed, populationllm1d use, benefit/cost analysis, traffic mix, peak hourly traffic, fa1l11

equipment, environmental impacts, terrain limitations, bicycle traffic, pedestJian traffic, other nonmotorized uses, functional classifica

tion, or other factors. Widths less than those indicated in the chart require a variance in accordance with parts 8820.3300 and 8820.3400.

(a) One-way tum lanes must be at least ten feet wide, except 11 feet is required if the design speed is over 40 mph.

(b) Wherever possible, lane widths of 12 feet, rather than 11 feet, should be used.

(c) May be reduced to two feet ifthere are four or more tJ'affic lanes and on one-way streets.

(d) No parking is allowed for six or more traffic lanes or when the posted speed limit exceeds 45 mph.

(e) Cm'b reaction must be provided only where parking is not provided.

(Cite 36 SR (25) State Register, 13 Feh,''''''rv 2012 Page 925



One-way streets must have at least two through-traffic lanes.

\Vhen a median is included in the design ofthe two-way roadway, a one-foot reaction distance to the median is required on either side

ofthe median. Minimum median width is four feet.

Urban design roadways must be a minimum nine tons structural axle load design.

Roadways not on the state-aid system are not subject to the minimum structural design strength requirements.

The minimum curb-to-curb width ofa new bridge must be the required street width, but in no case less than required per Minnesota

Statutes, section 165.04. HS 25 loading withAASHTO Standard Specifications or HL-93 loading with load and resistance factor design

(LRFD) is required for new or reconstructed bridges and a mininmm ofHS 18 loading is required for all rehabilitated blidges. Where the new

bridge approach roadway includes elements for the accommodation ofpedestrians or bicycles, the new bridge width must also provide for

pedestrians or bicycles Imless pedestrians or bicycles are otherwise accommodated.

ForADT less than 150, the widths ofbridges to remain must be at least the sum ofthe lanes. For ADT greater than or equal to ISO, the

widths ofbridges to remain must be at least the sum ofthe lanes plus halfthe sum ofthe shoulders, parking lane, and curb reaction distance.

Clearance of 1.5 feet ii-om the face of the curb to fixed objects must be provided when the posted speed is 40 to 45 mph. A ten-foot clear

zone measured from the driving lane must be provided when the posted speed exceeds 45 mph.

For volumes greater than 15,000 projectedADT, at least four through-traffic lanes are required, unless a capacity analysis demonstrates

that a different lane configmation achieves level ofservice D or better.

"Level of service" has the meaning given it in the Highway Capacity Manual, Special Report 209, as revised and published by the

Transportation Research Board of the National Research Council, Washington, D.C. The definition is incorporated by reference, is not
subject to frequent change, and is located at the Minnesota State Law Library, 25 Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd., St. Paul,

Minnesota 55155.

For rolmdabout design, the design criteria ofthe current edition ofthe Minnesota State Aid Roundabout Guide are recommended.

Page 926 State Register, Monday 13 February 2012 (Cite 36 SR 926)



Corrections to agency or State Register errors in rules, or in following the rulemaking process, as well as incomplete notices,
mislabeled rules, incorrect notice and citations will appear in this section. Whenever an error is corrected in this section, its corre
sponding rules number(s) will also appear in the State Register s index to rulemaking activity: Alinllesota Rules: Amendments and

Additions.
KEY: Proposed Rules - Underlining indicates additions to existing rule language~ indicate deletions from existing

rule language. If a proposed mle is totally new, it is designated "All New MateriaL" Adopted Rules - Underlining indicates
additions to proposed rule language.~ indicate deletions from proposed rule language.

The mles proposed and published at State Register, Volume 36, Number 6, pages 180-191,August29, 2011 (36 SR 180), contained the

following chart with certain parts missing strikeouts. Below is the corrected version.

8820.9920 MINIMUM DESIGN STANDARDS; RURAL AND SUBURBAN UNDIVIDED; NEW OR RECONSTRUCTION

PROJECTS.

New or reconstmction projects for mral and suburban lU1divided roadways must meet or exceed the minimum dimensions indicated in

the following design chart.

Projected Lane Shoulder In- Reeovel' Design Surfacing Structural Bridges
ADT Width Width slope ~ Speed Design to Remain

fb7W m fe7® 8= fe7@ Strengthfh] fflW
2bmeie] Width

Curb to Curb

feet feet rise: feet mph tons feet
run

0-49 11 I 1:3 7 30-60 Agg. 22
50-149 11 3 1:4 9 40-60 Agg. 22

150-299 12 .4 1:4 12 40-60 A2:Il.lPaved 7-ton/1 O-ton 28

Stalled (g)

t5B 300- 12 4 1:4 15 40-60 Paved 910-ton 28

749 Stalled (g)

750-1499 12 4 1:4 25 40-60 Paved 910-ton 28
Sta2:ed (g)

1500 and 12 fifgJ..6ill 1:4 30 40-60 Paved 10 30

over

36 SR 927) State Register, Monday 13 Febnlal]' 2012 Page 927



Corrections to agency or State Register errors in rules, or in following the rulemaking process, as well as incomplete notices,
mislabeled rules, incorrect notice and citations will appear in this section. Whenever an error is corrected in this section, its corre
sponding rules number(s) will also appear in the State Register:S index to rulemaking activity: lIfil1nesota Rules: Amendments mul

Additions.
KEY: Proposed Rules - Underlinine indicates additions to existing rule language Strikeut:tts indicate deletions from existing

rule language. If a proposed rule is totally new, it is designated "All New Material." Adopted Rules - Underlining indicates
additions to proposed rule language. Strikevt:tts indicate deletions from proposed rule language.

The rules proposed and published at State Register, Volume 36, Number 30, page 927, February 13, 2012 (36 SR 927), contained the
following chart in which the title of column 5 stated the words "Clear Zone (c)" with strikeouts. It should be underlined instead.

8820.9920 MINIMUM DESIGN STANDARDS; RURAL AND SUBURBAN UNDIVIDED; NEW OR RECONSTRUCTION

PROJECTS.
New or reconstruction projects for rural and suburban undivided roadways must meet or exceed the minimum dimensions indicated in

the following design chart.

Projected Laoe Shoulder 10- Reco,ery Design Surfacing Structural Bridges

ADT Width Width slope ~ Speed Design to Remain

Will -fgJ fe7Dll Clear fe7@ StrengthW fflW
Zone (c) Width

Curb to Curb

feet feet rise: feet mph tons feet
run

0-49 11 1 1:3 7 30-60 Agg. 22

50-149 11 3 1:4 9 40-60 Agg. 22

150-299 12 .4 1:4 12 40-60 Agg./Paved 7-too/l O-ton 28
Stae:ed (e:)

t5B 300- 12 4 1:4 15 40-60 Paved 910-ton 28

749 Staged (e:)

750-1499 12 4 1:4 25 40-60 Paved 910-ton 28
Sta2:ed(e:)

1500 and 12 6®-MD 1:4 30 40-60 Paved 10 30

over

(Cite 36 SR 987) State Register, Monday 27 Febmary 2012 Page 987



395 John Ireland Boulevard
Saint Paul, Minnesota 55155-1899

August 30, 2012

The Honorable Raymond R. Krause
Chief Administrative Law Judge
Office of Administrative Hearings
600 North Robert Street

Box 64620
Saint Paul, Minnesota 55164-0620

Re: In the Matter of the Exempt Adopted Rules of the Department of Transportation, Chapter
8820, Relating to Local State-Aid Route Standards; Financing, Request for Review and
Approval ofExempt Rules Under Minnesota Statutes, Section 14.386; Governor's
Tracking #AR 2001

De'ar Chief Judge Krause:

The Minnesota Department of Transportation proposes to adopt the above-named exempt rules
governing Local State-Aid Route Standards: Financing, Chapter 8820. The Department requests
that the Office ofAdministrative Hearings review and approve the rules under Minnesota
Statutes, section 14.386;

Enclosed for your review are the documents required by OAR Rules, part 1400.2400, subpart 2:

(1) The rules with Revisor's approval.
(2) A proposed Order Adopting Rules.

If you have questions about the enclosed documents or the proposed exempt rules, please contact
me at 651-366-3066.

After completing your review, please send any correspondence to me at the following address:

Laura Nehl-Trueman
Minnesota Department of Transportation
395 John Ireland MS 130
St. MN 55155

Yours very truly, ,

1lI1l4/!' /7, 1--.. --r---
Laura Nehl-Truemr

Staff Attorney/Rules Coordinator

An equal opportunity employer



v ...."JUJI-"..I.'\. ADOPTING EXEMPT RULES

k'lrare-,'uo Route :st:mclards; l''rIlLancmg,

1. The Milli1esota Department of Transportation has complied with all notice and procedural
requirements for adopting exempt rules in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 14, specifically
Minnesota Statutes, 14.386, Minnesota Rules, chapter 1400, and other applicable law.

2. The authority to adopt exempt rules is contained in Laws of Milli1esota 2012, chapter 287,
article three, section 12. Section 12 amends Minnesota Statutes, section 162.155 by adding
paragraph(c) as follows:

"(c) The rules adopted by the commissioner under this section, and sections
162.02; 162.07, subdivision 2; 162.09; and 162.13, subdivision 2, are exempt
from the ru1emaking provisions of chapter 14. The rules are subject to section
14.386, except that, notwithstanding paragraph (b) of that section, the rules
continue in effect until repealed or superseded by other law or rule." (Effective
August 1,2012)

The rule amendments in this ru1emaking are adopted by the commissioner under Minnesota
Statutes, sections 162.02, subdivision 2 and 162.09, subdivision 2.

3. Milmesota Rules, Chapter 8820 are being revised to include standards for on-road bicycle
facility for state-aid routes. The standards will guide designers· as they balance
accommodation of all roadway users including commuters, shippers, emergency vehicle
operators, bicyclists, pedestrians, transit carriers, and businesses.

4. Pursuant to Minnesota Statutes, sections 162.02, subdivision 2 (relating to counties),
and 162.09, subdivision 2 (relating to cities), the rules are required to be developed
with the advice of a Rules Advisory Committee. Members ofthe Committee are
selected by the Association of Minnesota Counties, the Minnesota County Engineers
Association, the League of Minnesota Cities, and the City Engineers Association of
Minnesota and composed of members from each state highway construction districts.

As required, MnDOT's State Aid for Local Transportation Division met with the State
Aid Rules Advisory Committee to seek their advice on the draft rule standards. The
Department also worked with committees of the City Engineers Association of
Minnesota and the Minnesota County Engineers Association as well as bicycle
advocates to facilitate the development ofthe rules regarding on-road bicycle facility
design standards. In December, 2010 and November 2011, draft standards were
emailed for review and comment to all county engineers and city engineers of cities

1



fI:om. pan 8820.9946 standards is the minimum Jane width 10' where design is 25 to
30 considering legal vehicles nlay 8S \vide not including side mirrors, th;;reby
leaving 9"' either trucks to ",-'""dr>,'

6. In the deveJoprnent of the lane-width desiim criteria for accommodation;
the If)llo"vdng vehicle dimensions and other practical items 'rvere considered:

a) Bicyclists:
I. Bicycle ivfI'.,JDOT Bike,,:vay Facility Design I'vlanual, 3·]

(lH!n:!1'l.\:.',-\",,,,~LlQ:L8iili~l!..h'~h!l;sjili·8f!Jli]EiJ.~~WI!l);;; ? 00' wide
Bikc'>N21y Facility Design Mmnml, Table

LaHtI,'; trucks Oc£al): Ivlinllesota Statutes. section 169.80
v .. ......... ~

of n:arvie\,v minors or load secmement devices

c) American Association of Slate Highway and Tnmsportahon Officiials
A Policy on Geometric Design of High\vays and Stn::etso 6th

Edition. (Green Book) (2011)

l. Passenger car = 'T wide (page 2~4)

ii. Single Unit truck = 8' \vide (page

111. Parking Lane Width; (Collectors page 6~13 ; Arterials page 7~34):

1. Urban Collectors:
a. Residential = 7' to 8' \vide
b, Commercial/Industrial"'" 8' to 11;

Urban Arkriats: T to 10' wide for passenger cars

iV. Distance between travel Jane and face (Collectors page 6~15 ;

Arterials page 7"30 and 4-19):

L Collectors = l' to 2'
2. Arterials Low Speed (l~ss than or equal to 45 :;:; I' to 2"

3. Arterials I-ligh Speed (greater than or equal to 50 mph) = not
recommended l' to 2' ifnecessary

sentences in standards parts 8820.9920,8820.9926,8820.9936,8820.9946,
8820.9981 'Ivhich ret1w designers to the J\JIinnesota State Aid Roundabout Guide has
removed fmrn the rule because the be incol1Jorated into State Aid
I'vl~mual which is a more Bppropriate venue this particu!<lr design guide.

3



70 Chapter 4: On-Road Bikeways

<500 500-1,000 1,000-2,000 2,000-5,000 >10,000

N/A N/A 2,000-4,000
4,000- 10,000-

>20,000
10,000 20,000

25 mph. SL WOL WOL WOL BL = 5 ft
Not

.. -". . ....~ . .:.':. Applicable

",3.~···~Ph : SL with sign WOL BL = 5 ft BL = 5 ft BL = 6 ft BL = 6 ft
. '.:":, .:"; ;~'.

" BL = 6 ft or
35~40 mPh. WOL BL = 5 ft BL = 5 ft BL = 6 ft BL = 6 ft

PS = 8 ft:;. ~~ -",

,:'.:"':,

..

45~pbaM BL = 6 ft or SUP or
.••.·g~e~tElr/"· BL = 5 fl BL = 5 ft BL = 6 ft BL = 6 ft

PS = 8 ft PS= 10ft

BL:= Bicycle Lane, SL := Shared Lane, WOL := Wide Outside Lane, SUP := Shared-Use
Path, PS := Paved Shoulder

SUP
PS = 4 ft* PS = 4 ft* PS = 6 ft PS = 8 ft PS = 8 ft or

PS= 10 ft

<500

N/A

PS =4 ft*
orSL

PS = 4 fl*
or SL

PS = 4 ft*
or SL

500-1,000 .

N/A

PS = 4 fl*
orSL

PS = 4 ft*
orWOL

PS = 4 ft*
orWOL

2,000
4,000

PS =4 ft'
orWOL

PS = 4 fl*

PS = 6 ft

4,000
10,000

PS = 4 fl*

PS = 4 ft*

PS = 6 ft

10,000
20,000

PS = 4 ft*

PS = 6 ft

PS = 6 ft

>10,000

>20,000

Not
Applicable

PS =6 ft

PS = 8 ft

* See discussion in Section 4-3.1 regarding rumble strips on 4-foot shoulders.
PS := Paved Shoulder, SL := Shared Lane, SUP := Shared-Use Path, WOL := Wide Outside Lane

Refer to Section 4-2.1 for additional geometric and operation factors.

Mn/DOT Bikeway Facility Design Manual March 2007



2.1 Subp. 29. Wide outside lane. IIWide outside lane" means outside lanes which

2.2 accommodate bicycles and motorists in the same lane with a lane width of 14 to 16 feet.

2.3 For accommodating bicyclists, ,the wide outside lane dimension shall be to the face of curb.

SUBURBAN8820.9920 MINIMUM DESIGN STANDARDS;
NEW

2.4

2.5

2.6 When the road authority has determined that the roadway will be specifically

2.7 designed to include on-road bicycle facilities, and only if the roadway surface is paved,

2.8 the appropriate design criteria in the current MnDOT Bikeway Facility Design Manual are

2.9 recommended for design purposes.

2.10 New or reconstruction projects for rural and suburban undivided roadways must meet

2.11 or exceed the minimum dimensions indicated in the following design chart.

300-749 12

Bridges
to

Remain
(e) Width
Curb to
Curb

feet

22"

22

28

28

IO-ton

Structural
Design
Strength

tons

7-tonJ
10-ton

Paved

Design Sur
Speed facing

(d)

Agg.l
40-60 "Paved

Clear
Zone (c)

9

7

15

15

rise:
run feet

1:4

1:3

1

1:4

Shoulder In-
Width slope

(b)

feet

1

3

4

4

feet

11

Projected Lane
ADT Width
(a)

0-49

150-299 12

2.12

2.13

2.14

2.15

2.16

2.17

2.18

2:19

2.20

2.21

2.22

2.23

2.24

2.25

2.26

2.27

2.28 1499 12 4 1:4 25 40-60 Paved
IO-ton

28

2.29

2.30

1500 and
over 12 1:4 30 40-60 Paved 10 30

8820.9920 2
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08/21/12 REVISOR RSIIDI RD4089

6.1 Vlidths Dimensions less than those indicated in the chart require a variance in accordance

6.2 with parts 8820.3300 and 8820.3400.

6.3 Widths of bridges to remain in place must equal roadway pavement width. Bridges

6.4 narrower than these widths may remain in plac.e provicied that the bridge does not qualify

6.5 for federal-aid bridge funds. 15 inventory rating is requ,ired.

6.6 Any highway that was previously built to state-aid or state standards,that was granted

6.7 a variance to standards in effect at the time of construction or reconstruction, or that is a

. 6.8 trunk highway tumback, may be reconditioned.

6.9 The proposed structural design strength must be accommodate a minimum of seven

6.10 tons per axle.

6.11 For roundabout design, the design cIiteriaof the current edition of the fifil111c30ta

6.12 State Aid Roundabout Guide arc ICCOil1:ll1cudcd.

6.13 Subp. 2. (Repealed, 23 SR 1455]

6.14 8820.9936 MINIMUM DESIGN STANDARDS, URBAN; NEW OR
6.15 RECONSTRUCTION PROJECTS.

6.16 New or reconstruction projects for urban roadways must meet or exceed the minimum

6.17 dimensions indicated in the following design chart.

6.18

6.19
6.20

6.21

6.22

6.23
6.24

6.25

6.26

6.27

6.28

6.29

Functional ' . Design Speed . Lane Width Curb Parking Lane
Classification and (a) Reaction Width
Projected Traffic Distance
Volume (e)

mph feet feet feet

Collectors or Locals 30-40 (b) 11 2 8
with ADT < 10000

over 40 12 2 10

Collectors 9r Locals 30-40 (b) 11 (c) 4 10
with ADT 2: 10000 and
Arterials

over 40 12 (c) 4 ' (d) 10

8820.9936 6



08/21/12 REVISOR RSI/DI RD4089

8.1 includes elements for the accommodation of pedestrians or bicycles, the new bridge

8.2 width must also provide for pedestrians or bicycles unless pedestrians or bicycles are

8.3 otherwise accommodated.

8.4 For ADT less than 150, the widths of bridges to remain must be at least the sum of

8.5 the lanes. For ADT greater than or equal to 150, the widths of bridges to remain must

8.6 be at least the sum of the lanes plus half the sum of the shoulders, parking lane, and

8.7 curb reaction distance.

8.8 Clearance of 1.5 feet from the face of the curb to fixed objects must be provided when

8.9 the posted speed is 40 to 45 mph. A ten-foot clear zone measured from the driving lane

8.10 must be provided when the posted speed exceeds 45 mph.

8.11 For volumes greater than 15,000 projected ADT, at least four through-traffic lanes

8.12 are required, unless a capacity analysis demonstrates that a different lane configuration

8.13 achieves level of service D or better.

8.14 "Level of sel'viee" has the meaning given it in tLe IIighi;vay Capacity Manual, Special:

8.15 Report 209, as revised alid published by the Transportation Research Board of the National

8.16 Research Council, Washington, D.C. The definition is incorporated by refercncc, is not.

8.17 sabject to frcquent change, and is located at the Minnesota State LaN Library, 25 Rev. Dr.

8.18 U[artin Luther Kil1:g Jr. Blvd., St. Paul, Minncsota 55155.

8.19 For roundabout design, the dcsign critcria of thc CUlTcnt edition of thc Minnesota

8.20 State Aid Roundabout Guide a:rcreeommcnded.

8.21

. 8.22 FOR URBAN; NEW OR RECONSTRUCTION PROJECTS.

8.23 The bicyCle facility design standard in this part applies when the road authority has

8.24 determined that the roadway will be specifically designed to include'an on-road bicycle

8.25. facility and only if the roadway sUrface is paved.

8.26 New or reconstruction projects for urban roadways must meet or exceed the

8.27 dimensions indicated in the following design chart.

8820.9941 . 8



08/21/12 REVISOR RSIJDI RD4089

10.1

10.2

10.3

10.4

10.5

10.6

10.7

10.8

Collectors 30-40 . 11-12 4 (b) 10 BL 6 orPS BL 6 or PS 8-- -
or Locals 8 or SUP or SUP
with ADT
>10,000
and
Arterials

over 40 12 ±i.Q2 10 (c) BL 6 or PS PS 8 or SUP-
8 or SUP

10.9 (SL =shared lane; BL =bicycle lane; WOL =wide outside lane; PS =paved shoulder;

10.10 SUP = shared use path)

10.11 Engineering judgment should be used to' choose a lane-width, on~road bicycle facility,

10.12 or shoulder width dimension other than the widths indicated in the chart. Factors to

10.13 consider include safety, speed, population/land use, benefit/cost analysis, traffic mix, peak

10.14 hourly traffic, farm equipment, environmental impacts, terrain limitations, bicycle traffic,

. 10.15 pedestrian traffic, .on-street parking, intersection and driveway spacing, rights-of-wav

10.16 constraints, vehicle tum lane configuration, sight distance, sight lines, bus routes, other

10.17 nonmotorized uses, functional classification, or other factors. Dimensions less than

10.18 those indicated in the chart require a variance in accordance with parts 8820.3300 and

10.19 8820.3400.

10.20 (a) One-way tum lanes must be at least ten feet wide, except 11 feet is reguiredif

10.21 the design speed is over 40 mph.

10.22 (b) Curb reaction distance may be reduced to two feet if there are four or more traffic

10.23 lanes and on one-way streets.

10.24 (c) No parking is allowed on streets with six or more traffic lanes or when the posted

10.25 speed limit exceeds 45 mph.

10.26 .(d) Curb reaction shall be provided unless on-street parking, a bicycle facility, or a

10.27 . wide outside lane are provided adjacent to the curb. The dimensions for wide outside

10.28 lanes include the curb reaction distance.

8820.9941 10



08/21112 REVISOR RSIIDI RD4089

12.1 For ADT less than 150, the widths of bridges to remain must be at least the sum of

12.2 the lanes. For ADT greater than or equal to 150, the widths of bridges to remain must

12.3 be at least the sum of the lanes plus one-half the sum of the shoulders, parking lane,

12.4 and curb reaction distance.

125 Clearance of 1.5 feet from the face of the curb to fixed objects must be provided when

12.6 the posted speed is 40 to 45 mph. A ten foot clear zone measured from the driving lane

12.7 . must be provided when the posted speed exceeds 45 mph.

12.8 For volumes greater than 15,000 proiected ADT, at least four through-traffic lanes

12.9 are required, unless a capacity analysis demonstrates that a different lane configuration

12.10 achieves level of service D or better.

12.11 Structures: Vehicular roadway bridge and underpass structures when two-way bicycle
, .

12.12 traffic is accommodated: on bridge or underpass sidewalks, the sidewalk clear width

12.13 shall be no less than eight feet, but preferably ten feet. Whenever practicable, the

12.14 shoulder/clear zone of an off-road shared use path should be carried across bridges and

12.15 . through underpasses. The minimum structure clear width must be 12 feet. When the

12.16 surface width plus shoulder/clear zone full width of the approach shared use path is greater

12.17 than the proposed clear width of the structure, a lead-in bicycle safety railing is required at

12.18 each end of the bridge or underpass. As an alternative to lead-in bicycle safety railing,

12.19 the surface width of the approach shared use path may be narrowed at a 1:50 taper while

12.20 maintaining minimum surface width arid shoulder/clear zone through the structure.·

12.21

12.22

DESIGN ...DU. ,..."n...."'LJu, URBAN; RECONDITIONING

12.23 Subpart 1. the fonowing design chart, total width is from

12.24 face-to-face of curbs.

12.25 Reconditioning projects for two-way urban roadways must meet or exceed the

12.26 minimum dimensions indicated the chart.

8820.9946 12



08/21/12 REVISOR RSIIDI RD4089

14.1 For ADT less than 150, the widths of bridges to remain must be at least the sum of

14.2 the lanes. For ADT greater than or equal to 150, the widths of bridges to remain must

14.3 be at least the sum of the lanes plus half the sum of the shoulders, parking lane, and

14.4 curb reaction distance.

14.5 For roundabout design, the design eriteria of the current edition of the Minnesota

14.6 State Aid Roundabout Guide arc rcconimcndcd.

14.7 Subp. 2. • nc,_u)"'J;'fT streets. In the following design chart, total width is from

14.8 face-to-face of curbs.

14.9 _Reconditioning projects for one-way urban roadways must meet or exceed the

14.10 minimum dimensions indicated the chart.

14.11

14.12

14.13

14.14

14.15

14.16

14.17

14.18

14.19

14.20

14.21

14.22

14.23

14.24

14.25

14.26

14.27

14.28

14.29

Number of PresentADT Total Width Total Width Total Width Proposed
Through Lanes with No with Parking with Parking Structural
and Functional Parking on-One Side on Both Sides Design
Class Strength

(feet) (feet) (feet) (tons)

2-Lane < 5000 21 29 37 7
Collector or
Local with
ADT < 10000

5000-10000 23 - 31 39 9

2-Lane < 15000 23 31 39. 9
Collector or
Local with
ADT ?: 10000 -
or 2-lane
Arterial

?: 15000 24 32 40 9

3-Lane Arterial All 34 42 50 9
or Collector

14.30 For ADT less than 150, the widths of bridges to remain must be at least the sum of

14.31 the lanes. For ADT greater than or equal to 150, the widths of bridges to remain must

8820.9946 14



.08/21/12 REVISOR RSIIDI RD4089 .

16.1

16.2

16.3 .

16.4

16.5

16.6

16.7

16.8

16.9

16.10

16.11

16.12

16.13

16.14 .

16.15

16.16

16.17

16.18

16.19

16.20

16.21

16.22

16.23

16.24

16.25

16.26

35-40 11-12 8-10 9 (b) . <500 SL or BL 5-6-- -- --
500-10,000 BL5-6

over 40 11-12 10 2i!2l <10,000 BL 5-6

Two-Lane 25-30 . 10-12 (d) 7-10 9 >10,000 BL 5-6-- -
Collectors or
Locals With
ADT >10,000
or Two-Lane
Arterials (a)

35-40 11-12 8-10 9 >10,000 BL 5-6 or PS 8.

over 40 11-12 10 9 >10,000 PS 8 or SUP

Four-Lane 25-30 10-12 (d) 7-.10 9 (b) <10,000 WOL 14..:16 or--
Collectors or BL5-6
Locals with
ADT<lO,OOO

35-40 11-12 8-10 2i!2l <10,000 BL5-6

over 40 11-12 10 9 (b) <10,000 BL6

Four-Lane 30-40 11-12 10 9 >10,000 BL6 or PS 8-- -- - -
Collectors. or or SUP
Locals with .
ADT >10,000

over 40 11-12 10 9 >10,000 BL 6 or PS 8- -
or SUP

Six-Lane L l0. 9 Not Allowed SUP- --
Collectors or
Arterials

16.27 (SL = shared lane; BL = bicycle lane; WOL = wide outside lane; PS = paved shoulder;

16.28 SUP = shared use path)

16.29 Engineering judgment should be used to choose a lane-width, on-road bicycle facility,

16.30 or shoulder width dimension other than the widths indicated in the chart. Factors to

16.31 consider include safety, speed, populationJ1and use, benefit/cost analysis, traffic mix, peak
. .

16.32 hourly traffic, farm equipment, environmental impacts, terrain limitations, bicycle traffic,

16.33 pedestrian traffic, on-street parking, intersection and driveway spacing, rights-of-way

8820.9951 16



08/21112 ' REVISOR RSIIDI RD4089

18,1' be at least the sum of the lanes plus one-half the sum 'of the shoulders, parking lane,

18.2 and curb reaction distance.

18.3 RENUMBERING INSTRUCTION. The revisor of statutes shall renumber the

18.4 provisions of Minnesota Rules, part 8820.0100, listed in column A to the references listed

18.5 in column B. The revis'or shall also make necessary cross-reference changes in Minnesota

18.6 Rules consistent with the renumbering.

18.7

18,8

'18.9

18.10

18.11

18.12

18.13

18.14

18.15

18.16

18.17

18.18

18.19'

18.20

18.21

18.22

18.23

18.24

18.25

18.26.

18.27

18.28

18.29

8820.9951

Column A

Old Subpart Number

1

1a

2

2a

2c

2e

2f

3

3a

3b

3c

4

5

6

7

8

9a

9b

10

lOa

18

Column B

New Subpart Number

1 '

3

4

5

·7

8

9

10

13

16

18

20

21

23



Standards; Financing

Department of Transportation

882(10100, 25: Capacity Special RelJort 209, us revi:,;ed and
pubHsl1cd by the 'I'ran;<;porlatkm Board of the N::Hional Research CmmdJ, \Vasmngton,

located at State: L;.1')/ Ubmr;v, 25 Rev. Dr. ~.1artin Ll1thel' Kin,!:\ Jr. B
St. Paul, Minnesota 551



600 North Robert Street
Saint Paul, Minnesota 55101

Mailing Address:
P.O. Box 64620
St. Paul, Minnesota 55164-0620 ~elJtelmbl3r 1 2

Voice: (651) 361-7900
TTY: (651) 361-7878
Fax: (651) 361-7936

Dear Ms. Nehl-Trueman:
,

This is to inform that the adoption bf the above-entitled rules, as modified on
August 21, 2012, have been as legality on September 13, 201 under
Minnesota Statutes, section 14.386. amendments rule parts are exempt

the rulemaking requirements Statutes, Chapter 1
served upon mail is Rules

1.... \..1'-',.£...... ,'"'\-1



If you have
at (651) 361

questions regard this matter, please f",." .. t~''"'t I'.1<::Inr'\! J. H<::Ilnec,n

cc: Office of the Attorney General
Legislative Coordinating Commission
paul.marinac@revisor.mn.gov .
Office of Governor

)



Minnesota Rules, Chapter

"'UI.A~C:; James LaFave the
Transportation a legal review

This matter came before lirlmir,iciT~t'i\ft:>

application of Minnesota Department
Minn. Stat. § 14.386.

On September 4, 2012, the Minnesota Department Transportation
documents with the Office of Administrative Hearings seeking review and ;::Jnl("\r".\f~1

the above-entitled rules under Minn. § 14.386 and Minn. 1400.2400.

comments were received comment period.

are

Seplterrlber 13, 12



~h~r..tcr 8820, Relating
Standards

Mlrmesol:a Rules, I'h'-:>nt,,,r

I\I~I'''\I J. Hansen certifies on the 1 of September,
served a true correct copy of the attached Order on Review Rules

Stat. § 1 386 and Minn. 1400.2400, serving it courier service or
U S Mail with postage prepaid, addressed to the following individuals:

Laura Nehl-Trueman
MnDOT Staff Attorney/Rules
Coordinator
395

paul.marinac@revisor.mn.gov



Minnesota n",r\::lrlm""nf

395 John Ireland Boulevard
Saint Paul, Minnesota 55155-1899

September 18,2012

The Honorable James E. LaFave
Administrative Law Judge
Office of Administrative Hearings
600 NOlih Robert Street

Box 64620
Saint Paul, Minnesota 55164-0620

Re: In the Matter of the Exempt Adopted Rules of the Department of Transportation, Relating
to Local State-Aid Route Standards; Financing, Minnesota Rules, Chapter 8820, OAR
Docket No. 60-3000-23088-1; Governor's Tracking No. AR 2001

Dear Judge LaFave:

Pursuant to your letter dated September 13,2012, the Department is notifying the Office of
Administrative Hearings that the Commissioner of Transportation has signed the Order Adopting
Exempt Rules in the above-entitled matter. A copy of the signed order is enclosed.

According to your letter, upon receipt of the signed Order, the Office of Administrative Hearings
will file three certified copies of the rules with the Secretary of State's office.

have questions about the enclosed document, please contact me at 651-366-3066.

Yours very truly,

·XetU/l, !!v---/~
Nehl-Trueman

MnDOT Staff Attorney/Rules Coordinator

An equal opportunity employer



1. The Mim1esota Department of Transportation has complied with all notice and procedural
requirements for adopting exempt rules in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 14, specifically
Minnesota Statutes, 14.386, Minnesota Rules, chapter 1400, and other applicable law.

2. The authority to adopt exempt rules is contained Laws of Minnesota 2012, chapter 287,
article three, section 12. Section 12 amends Minnesota Statutes, section 162.155 by adding
paragraph (c) as follows:

"(c) The rules adopted by the commissioner under this section, and sections
162.02; 162.07, subdivision 2; 162.09; and 162.13, subdivision 2, are exempt
from the rulemaking provisions of chapter 14. The rules are subject to section
14.386, except that, notwithstanding paragraph (b) of that section, the rules
continue in effect until repealed or superseded by other law or rule." (Effective
August 1,2012)

The rule amendments in this rulemaking are adopted by the commissioner under Minnesota
Statutes, sections 162.02, subdivision 2 and 162.09, subdivision 2.

3. Minnesota Rules, Chapter 8820 are being revised to include standards for on-road bicycle
facility for state-aid routes. standards will guide designers as they balance
accommodation of an roadway users including commuters, shippers, emergency vehicle
operators, bicyclists, pedestrians, transit caniers, and businesses.

Pursuant to Minnesota Statutes, sections 162.02, subdivision 2 (relating to counties),
162.09, subdivision 2 (relating to cities), the rules are required to be developed

with the advice of a Rules Advisory Committee. Members of the Committee are
selected by the Association of Mim1esota Counties, the Minnesota County Engineers
Association, the League of Minnesota Cities, and the City Engineers Association of
Minnesota and composed of members from each state highway construction districts.

As required, MnDOT's State Aid for Local TranspOliation Division met with the State
Aid Rules Advisory Committee to seek their advice on the draft rule standards. The
Department also worked with committees of the City Engineers Association of
Minnesota and the Minnesota County Engineers Association as well as bicycle
advocates to facilitate the development ofthe rules regarding on-road bicycle facility
design standards. In December, 2010 and November 2011, draft standards were
emailed for review and comment to all county engineers and city engineers of cities
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over 5,000 population, as well as several MnDOT staff, bicycling advocacy
representatives, and other interested individuals. The State Aid Rules Advisory
Committee met on March 25,2012, to review, discuss, and revise the draft standards,
then advised that MnDOT should act to adopt the rules as proposed.

5. The MnDOT Bikeway Facility Design Manual (2007)
(http://www.dot.state.mn.us/bike/designmanual.html) was by and large the guiding document
for this rulemaking; in particular Table 4-1 and Table 4-2 (attached). Current standards in
state aid rules differentiate roadway design standards by rural vs. urban, and additionally by
new/reconstruction vs. reconditioning (improvement of pavement structure with no significant
change to existing cross-section or aligmnent).

a) RURAL
• For new/reconstruction rural bicycle facilitation, the existing design tables are

amended slightly, specifically requiring a minimum 4' shoulder width; also
including bridge and underpass requirements.

• For rural reconditioning project with bicycle facilitation, the primary revision is to
recommend to designer "the CUlTent Bikeway Facility Design Manual".

b) URBAN: For urban bicycle facilitation, new rule parts were created:
• 8820.9941 MINIMUM DESIGN STANDARDS: ON-ROAD BICYCLE FACILITY

FOR URBAN; NEW OR RECONSTRUCTION PROJECTS.
• 8820.9951 MINIMUMDESIGN STANDARDS, ON-ROAD BICYCLE

FACILITIES FOR URBAN; RECONDITIONING PROJECTS.

The standard within proposed part 8820.9941 for urban new and reconstructed roadways is
similar to part 8820.9936, Minimum Design Standards, Urban; New or Reconstruction
Projects, in that the row and column headers are similar but with two additional columns for
bikeway design and two additional speed range rows. The additions are based on, and similar
to, Table 4-1 of the MnDOT Bikeway Facility Design Manual. lane widths include
several widths nanower than allowed in pali 8820.9936, which is reasonable due to
design speeds, maneuvering within lanes when adjacent lanes are not occupied (pariicularly
the case of bicycle lanes adjacent to parking larles), and the limitation of available overall road
width. A notable break from part 8820.9936 standards is the minimum lane width of 10'
where design speed is 25 to 30 considering legal vehicles may 8.5' wide not
including side minors, thereby leaving 9" either side for trucks to wander.

The standards in part 8820.9951 for urban reconditioning are similar to part 8820.9946,
Minimum Design Standards, Urban; Reconditioning Projects, in that the row and column
headers are similar except with two additional columns for bikeway design and two additional
speed range rows. The additions are based on, and similar to, Table 4-1 of the MnDOT
Bikeway Facility Design Manual. The lane widths include several widths nalTower than
allowed In part 8820.9946, which is reasonable due to lower design speeds, maneuvering
within lanes when adjacent lanes are not occupied (pariicularly in the case of bicycle lanes
adjacent to parking lanes), and the limitation of available overall road width. A notable break
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from part 8820.9946 standards is the minimum lane width of 10' where design speed is 25 to
30 mph, considering legal vehicles may be 8.5' wide not including side mirrors, thereby
leaving 9" either side for trucks to wander.

6. In the development of the proposed lane-width design criteria for bicycle accommodation,
the following vehicle dimensions and other practical items were considered:

a) Bicyclists:
1. Bicycle per MNDOT Bikeway Facility Design Manual, Table 3-1

(http://www.dot.state.nm.us/bike/desigmnanual.html) = 2.00' wide
n. Bicycle with trailer per MNDOT Bikeway Facility Design Manual, Table

= 3.70' wide
b) Large trucks (legal): Mimlesota Statutes, section 169.80

(http://www.dot.state.mn.us/bike/designmanual.html) = (8.50') wide exclusive

of rearview mirrors or load securement devices
c) American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials

(AASHTO), A Policy on Geometric Design ofHighways and Streets, 6th
Edition. (Green Book) (2011)
https:/lbookstore.transportation.org/collection detail.aspx?ID=110

i. Passenger car = 7' wide (page 2-4)
n. Single Unit truck = 8' wide (page 2-4)

Parking Lane Width: (Collectors page 6-13 ; Alierials page 7-34):

1. Urban Collectors:
a. Residential = 7' to 8' wide
b. Commercial/Industrial = 8' to 11' wide

2. Urban Arterials: 7' to 10' wide for passenger cars

Distance between travel lane and curb face (Collectors page 6-15 ;
Arterials page 7-30 and 4-19):

1. Collectors = l' to 2'
2. Arterials Low Speed (less than or equal to 45 mph) = l' to 2'

3. Arterials High Speed (greater than or equal to 50 mph) = not

recommended but 1' to 2' if necessary

7. sentences in standai'ds parts 8820.9920, 8820.9926, 8820.9936, 8820.9946, and
8820.9981 which refer designers to the Milmesota State Aid Roundabout Guide has been
removed from the rule because the guide will incorporated into the department State Aid
Manual which is a more appropriate venue for this paliicular design guide.
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The above-named rules, in the Revisor's form dated August, 21, 2012 are adopted under my
authority in Minnesota Statutes, sections, 162.02, subdivision 2, 162.09, subdivision 2,

162.155. ~- .. (J /'

1/_ \ ~ ;C dc;~(

Date Thomas K. Sorel, Commissioner
Department of Transportation
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70 Chapter 4: On-Road Bikeways

500-1,000 1,000-2,000 2,000-5,000
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BL = 6 ft or SUP or
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10,000
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N/A
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BL =Bicycle Lane, SL =Shared Lane, WOL =Wide Outside Lane, SUP =Shared-Use
Path, PS = Paved Shoulder
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PS = 6 ft

PS = 6 ft

PS = 4 ft*

PS = 6 ft

PS = 4 ft*

PS =4 ft*

PS = 6 ft
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orWOL

PS = 4 ft*

•. • '.' -c I~ . .h"· PS = 4 ft* PS = 4 ft*
- '.. .' ".~ - LO lpll

.'. '.:'" .... orSL orSL

. = • . __ . < PS = 4 ft* PS = 4 ft*
=.~. . ,.' .•,., ,jU mpn or SL or WOL
",~, . 1--,'--''-'..-..-1-----1-----1-----1----+----+------1. .' ,,',
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I .:," ---·;l~~~~+~~--~-+--_+~~
i. .~" 't.e II SUP
I • C::,.•.. '~ PS = 4 ft* PS = 4 ft* PS = 6 ft PS = 8 ft PS = 8 ft or
, ' .. '.'. "::"- .

' •.' .' .•• ::: . 'OJ' PS 10ft

* See discussion in Section 4-3.1 regarding rumble strips on 4-foot shoulders.
PS =Paved Shoulder, SL =Shared Lane, SUP =Shared-Use Path, WOL =Wide Outside Lane

Refer to Section 4-2.1 for additional geometric and operation factors.
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600 North Robert Street
Saint Paul, MiImesota 55101

Mailing Address:
P.O. Box 64620
St. Paul, Minnesota 55164-0620 2

Voice: (651) 361-7900
TTY: (651) 361-7878
Fax: (651) 361-7936

l"I,;llnr·\! Breems
State, Elections UIVIS!Cln

180 State ,Office Building
1 Rev. Martin

55-1299

Dear Ms. Breems:

Pursuant to Minnesota Statutes, sections 14.386, and Minnesota Rules, part
1400.2400, subpart 4, our office is filing with the Secretary State three copies of
above-entitled adopted exempt rules. rules were approved for legality our office
on September 13,

Please the agency the rules to:

) if

~ncerely, . '

'--Vr~ cre:t~~~
"'I"'n ....\! J. tnsen



A rule becomes effective after the requirements of Minnesota Statutes §§ 14.05-14.28 have been met and five working days after
the rule is published in the State Register, unless a later date is required by statutes or specified in the rule. If an adopted rule is iden
tical to its proposed fonn as previously published, a notice of adoption and a citation to its previous Stare Register publication will be
printed. If an adopted rule differs from its proposed form, language which has been deleted will be printed with strikeouts and new
language will be underlined. The rule's previous State Register publication will be cited.

KEY: Proposed Rules - Underlining indicates additions to existing rule language. 5trikemrt:s indicate deletions from existing
rule language. If a proposed rule is totally new, it is designated "all new material." Adopted Rules - Underlining indicates additions
to proposed rule language. &tri:kemtl indicates deletions from proposed rule language.

The rules proposed and published at State Register, Volume 36, Number 44, pages 1405-1406, May 21, 2012 (36 SR 1405), are adopted

as proposed.

Exempt rules are excluded from the nonnal rulemaking procedures (Minnesota Statutes §§ 14.386 and 14.388). They are most
often of two kinds. One kind is specifically exempted by the Legislature from rulemaking procedures, but approved for fonn by the
Revisor of Statutes, reviewed for legality by the Office of Administrative Hearings, and then published in the State Register. These
exempt rules are effective for two years only.

The second kind of exempt rule is one adopted where an agency for good cause finds that the rulemaking provisions of Minnesota
Statutes, Chapter 14 are U1mecessary, impracticable, or contrary to the public interest. This exemption can be used only where the

rules:
(1) address a serious and inunediate threat to the public health, safety, or welfare, or
(2) comply with a court order or a requirement in federal law in a manner that does not allow for compliance with Minnesota

Statutes Sections 14.14- I4.28, or
(3) incorporate specific changes set forth in applicable statutes when no interpretation of law is required, or
(4) make changes that do not alter the sense, meaning, or effect of the rules.

These exempt rules are also reviewed for fonn by the Revisor of Statutes, for legality by the Office of Administrative Hearings
and then published in the State Register. In addition, the Office of Administrative Hearings must detennine whether the agency has
provided adequate justification for the use of this exemption. Rules adopted under clauses (J) or (2) above are effective for two
years only. The Legislature may also exempt an agency from the nonnaI rulemaking procedures and establish other procedural
and substantive requirements unique to that exemption.

KEY: Proposed Rules - Underlining indicates additions to existing rule language. 5trikemrt:s indicate deletions from existing
rule language. If a proposed rule is totally new, it is designated "all new materiaL" Adopted Rules - Underlining indicates additions
to proposed rule language. &tri:kemtl indicates deletions from proposed rule language.

8820.0100 DEFINITIONS.
[For teAi of subDs 1 to 22. see M.R.]

Subp. 23. AASHTO. "AASHTO" means the American Association of State Highwav and Transportation Officials. 444 NOIih Capitol

Street Northwest Suite 249. Washington. D.C. 20001.

Subp.24. Bicvcle lane. "Bicvcle lane" has the meaning given it in Minnesota Statutes. section 169.01 L subdivision 5.
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Subp.25. Level ofservice. "Level ofservice" has the meanim, 2:iven in the Hi2:hway Capacity ManuaL Special Report 209. as revised

and published bv the Transportation Research Board ofthe National Research CounciL Washin£ton. D.C. The definition is incorporated

by reference. is not subject to frequent chan2:e. and is located at the Mirmesota State Law Librarv. 25 Rev. Dr. Martin Luther Kin 2: Jr. Blvd..

St. PauL Minnesota 55155.

Subp.26. Paved shoulder. "Paved shoulder" means a part of a hi2:hwav which is conti2:uous to the re2:ularlv traveled portion of the

hi2:hwav and is on the same level as the hi2:hwav.

Subp. 27. Sha red lane. "Shared lane" means any roadway or travel lane upon which a separate bicycle lane is not desi2:nated and which

bicycles may le2:al1v use. w~ether or not such facility is specifically desirnated as a bikeway or bicycle route.

Subp. 28. Shared use path. "Shared use path" means a bikeway that is physically separated from a roadway or shoulder bv the use

of an open space buffer or physical balTier. A shared use path can also be used bv a variety of nonmotOlized users such as pedestrians.
j02:2:ers. skaters. and wheelchair users.

Subp.29. 'Vide outside lane. "Wide outside lane" means outside lanes which accommodate bicycles and motorists in the same lane

with a lane width of 14 to 16 feet. For accommodatin2: bicyclists. the wide outside lane dimension shall be to the face of curb.

8820.9920 MINIMUM DESIGN STANDARDS; RURAL AND SUBURBAN UNDIVIDED; NEW OR RECONSTRUCTION
PROJECTS.

When the road authority has detem1ined that the roadway will be specifically desi2:ned to include on-road bicycle facilities. and only if

the roadway surface is paved. the appropriate desim criteria in the current MnDOT Bikewav Facilitv Desi2:n Manual are recommended
for desi2:11 purposes.

Ne\v or reconstruction projects for rural al1d suburban undivided roadways must meet or exceed the minimum dimensions indicated in
the following design chart.

Projected Lane Shoulder In- Clear Design Surfacing Structural Bridges

ADT Width Width slope Zone Speed Design to Remain

(a) (b) (c) (d) Strength (e) Width

Curb to Curb

rise:

feet feet run feet mph tons feet

0-49 11 1 1:3 7 30-60 Agg. 22

50-149 11 3 1:4 9 40-60 Agg. 22

?-toni 28

AggJ 10-ton

150-299 12 4 1:4 15 40-60 Paved Staged (g)

lO-ton

300-749 12 4 1:4 15 40-60 Paved Staged (g) 28

10-ton

750-1499 12 4 1:4 25 40-60 Paved Staged (g) 28

1500 12 6(f) 1:4 30 40-60 Paved 10 30
andover
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Engineeringjudgment may should be used to choose a lane-width. on-road bicycle facility. or shoulder-width dimension other than the

widths indicated in the chart for roadways. Factors to consider m:tl:)be include safety, speed, population/land use, benefit/cost analysis,

traffic mix, peak hourly traffic, farm equipment, enviroilll1ental impacts, ten'ain limitations, bicycle traffic, pedestrian traffic, on-street

parking. intersection and driveway spacing. rights-of-wav constraints. vehicle tum lane configuration. sight distance. sight lines. bus

routes. other nonmotorized uses, functional classification, or other factors. Wi:clth:s Dimensions less than those indicated in the chart

require a variance in accordance with parts 8820.3300 and 8820.3400.

For nU'al divided roadways, use the geometric design standards of the MnlDOT Road Design Manual, with a minimum ten tons

structural design and minimmll 40 mph design speed.

(a) Use the existing traffic for highways not on the state-aid system.

(b) Applies to slope within the clear zone only.

(c) Culvelis with less than 30-inch veliical height allowed without protection in the clear zone.

Guardrail is required to be installed at all bridges where the design speed exceeds 40 mph, and either the existing ADT exceeds 400 or
the bridge clear width is less than the sum of the lane and shoulder widths.

Mailbox supports must be in accordance with chapter 8818.

For roadways in suburban areas as defined in pali 8820.0100, the clear zone may be reduced to a Yvidth often feet for projectedADT

under 1,000 and to 20 feet for projected ADT 00,000 or over. Wherever the legal posted speed limit is 40 mph orless, the clear zone may

be reduced to a width often feet.

(d) Subject to terrain. In suburban areas, the minimum design speed may be equal to the current legal posted speed where the legal

posted speed is 30 mph or greater.

(e) Inventory rating of H 15 is required. A bridge narrower than these widths may remain in place if the bridge is not deficient

structurally or hydraulically.

(f) Shoulders are required to be a minimum v\'idth ofeight feet for highways classified as minor alierials and principal melials with

greater than 1,500 ADT projected, at least two feet ofwhich must be paved. If the roadway is desiQJ1ated as a bicvcle facilitv bv the road

authority. at least four feet ofthe shoulder shall be paved.

(g) Except within municipal corporate limits, ten-ton staged structural design must be able to carry ten-ton axle loads except during

spring load-restriction periods, or year-round if needed for system continuity. Roadbed width must accommodate ultimate ten-ton

pavement overlay thickness and ultimate 1:4 sideslope. Within municipal corporate limits, minimum structural design must support nine

ton axle strength.

Approach sideslopes must be 1:4 or flatter when the ADT exceeds 400.

HS 25 loac;ling with AASHTO Standard Specifications or HL-93 loading with load and resistallCe factor design (LRFD) is required for
new or reconstmcted bridges. HS 18 loading is required for all rehabilitated bridges. The curb-to-curb minimum width for new or

reconstmcted bridges must be no less than either the minimum required lane plus shoulder widths or the proposed lane plus shoulder

widths, whichever is greater, but in no case less than the minimum lane widths plus four feet, and in no case less than required per

Minnesota Statutes, section 165.04.

For lOundabout design, the design eriteria of the eUllent ,"dition of the Minnesota State Aid Roundabout Gtlide me rcconnncnded.

Vehicular roadway bridge and underpass structures when two-way bicvcle traffic is accommodated: on bridge or underpass sidewalks.

the sidewalk clear width shall be no less than eight feet. but preferablv ten feet. Whenever practicable. the shoulder/clear zone ofan off

road shared use path should be carried across bridges and through underpasses and the minimum stmcture clear width must be 12 feet.

When the full width of the anproach shared use path (surface width plus shoulder/clear zone) is greater than the proposed clear width of

the structure. then lead-in bicvcle safety railing is required at each end ofthe bridge or underpass. As an alternative to lead-in bicYcle safety
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railing:. the surface width ofthe approach shared use path may be narrowed at a 1:50 taper while maintaining: minimum surface width and

shoulder/clear zone throuQ:h the structure.

8820.9926 MINIMUM DESIGN STANDARDS: RURAL AND SUBURBAN UNDIVIDED; RECONDITIONING PROJECTS.

Subpart 1. Minimum standa"ds. Reconditioning projects for rural or suburban undivided roadways must meet or

exceed the minimum dimensions indicated in the following design chart. See part 8820.0100, subpart 13b, for the description ofactivities

allowed.

ExistingADT Statutory or Lane Width Combined Lane

Regulatory (Paved) (Paved) and

Posted Speed Shoulder Width

1-749 Under 50 mph 10 feet 11 feet

1-749 50 mph or over 10 feet 12 feet

750 and over Under 50 mph 10 feet 12 feet

750 and over 50 mph & over 11 feet 14 feet

When the road authority has detelmined that the roadwav will be specificallv designed to include on-road bicvcle facilities. and onlv if

the roadway surface is paved. the appropriate desiQ:]l criteria in the current MnDOT Bikewav Facilitv DesiQ:n Manual are recommended

for desiQ:n purposes.

Engineering judgment t'!l:il:)f should be used to choose a lane-width. on-road bicYcle facility. or shoulder width dimension other than the

widths indicated in the chart fol 15lld,,1lys. Factors to consider include safety, speed, populationJlarId use, benefit/cost arIalysis, traffic

mix, peak hourlv traffic, fann equipment. environmental impacts, terrain limitations, bicycle traffic, pedestrian traffic, on-street parking:.

intersection and driveway spacing, riQ:hts-of-wav constraints, vehicle tum lane confiQ:uration. sight distance. siQ:ht lines. bus routes. other

nonmotorized uses, functional classification, or other factors. Widths Dimensions less tharI those indicated in the chart require a variance

in accordance with parts 8820.3300 and 8820.3400.

Widths of bridges to remain in place must equal roadway pavement width. Bridges n3lTOWer th3l1 these widths may remain in place

provided that the bridge does not qualifY for federal-aid bridge funds. H 15 inventory rating is required.

Any highway that was previously built to state-aid or state standards, that was grarIted a variarIce to starIdards in effect at the time of

construction or reconstruction, or that is a trunk highway tumback, may be reconditioned.

The proposed structural design strength must be accommodate a minimum of seven tons per axle.

FOllOttnd1lbotit design, the dcsign critetill of the cuncnt cditkm of the MifilicsotEi StEiteAid Roundabout Guide Me recommelidcd.

Subp. 2. [Repealed, 23 SR 1455]

Functional Design Speed Lane Curb Parking Lane Width

Classification Width Reaction

arId Projected Distance

Traffic Volume (a) (e)

mph feet feet feet

Collectors or 30-40 (b) 11 2 8

Locals with

ADT < 10000 over 40 12 2 10

8820.9936 MINIlVfUM DESIGN STANDARDS, URBAN; NEW OR RECONSTRUCTION PROJECTS.

New or reconstmction projects for urban roadways must meet or exceed the minimum dimensions inclicated in the following design

chart.
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Collectors or 30-40 (b) 11 (c) 4 10

Locals with ADT

2: 10000 and Arterials over 40 12 (c) 4 (d) 10

Engineeringjudgment may be used to choose a lane-width dimension other than the widths indicated in the chart for roadways. Factors

to consider~ include safety, speed, population/land use, benefit/cost analysis, traffic mix, peak hourly traffic, fann equipment,

envirolUnental impacts, terrain limitations, bicycle traffic, pedestrian traffic, other nonmotorized uses, functional classification, or other

factors. Widths less than those indicated in the chaIt require a variance in accordance with parts 8820.3300 and 8820.3400.

(a) One-way tlUlllanes must be at least ten feet wide, except 11 feet is required if the design speed is over 40 mph.

(b) Wherever possible, lane widths of 12 feet, rather than 11 feet, should be used.

(c) May be reduced to two feet if there aI'e four or more traffic laIleS and on one-way streets.

(d) No parking is allowed for six or more traffic lanes or when the posted speed limit exceeds 45 mph.

(e) Curb reaction must be provided only where parking is not provided.

One-way streets must have at least two through-traffic lanes.

When a median is included in the design ofthe two-way roadway, a one-foot reaction distaI1Ce to the median is required on either side

of the median. Minimum median width is four feet.

Urban design roadways must be a minimum nine tons structural axle load design.

Roadways not on the state-aid system are not subject to the minimum structmal design strength requirements.

The minimum curb-to-cmb width of a new bridge must be the required street width, but in no case less than required per Minnesota

Statutes, section 165.04. HS 25 loading withAASHTO Standard Specifications or HL-93 loading with load and resistance factor design

(LRFD) is required fornew or reconstructed bridges and a minimum ofHS 18 loading is required for all rehabilitated bridges. Where the new

bridge approach roadway includes elements for the accommodation ofpedestrians or bicycles, the new bridge width must also provide for

pedestriaIls or bicycles tmless pedestrians or bicycles are otherwise accommodated.

For ADT less thaIl 150, the widths ofbridges to remain must be at least the sum ofthe lanes. For ADT greater than or equal to 150, the

widths ofbridges to remain must be at least the sum ofthe lanes plus halfthe sum ofthe shoulders, parking lane, and curb reaction distance.

Clearance of 1.5 feet from the face ofthe curb to fixed objects must be provided when the posted speed is 40 to 45 mph. A ten-foot clear

zone measured J1-om the driving lane must be provided when the posted speed exceeds 45 mph.

For volumes greaterthaIl 15,000 projectedADT, at least four through-traffic lanes are required, unless a capacity analysis demonstrates

that a different lane configmation achieves level of service D or better.

"Level orser vice" has the meaning, g,i,eu it in the Highway Capacity h!cmual, Speeial RePOIt 209, asre,ised and published by the

Tratlsportation Reseateh Boatd of the National Reseateh Council, ';YashingtOil, B.C. Th" defLiutiorl is ineorporated by reielen"e, iSllot

subjeet to fteqtrent ehange, and is loeated at the ]Vfumesota State La" LibldlY, 25 Rev. Dr. Martin Luthel King 11. Bl,d., 81. Paul,

Minne30ta 55155.

FGllotJIlclabont ek3ign, the cle3ign elitelia Gfthe etl1rent "clition Gillie MiJme30la StateAicl ROtllldabOlll Guide ale weolll1llellded.

8820.9941 MINIMUM DESIGN STANDARDS: ON-ROAD BICYCLE FACILITY FOR URBAN: NEW OR RECONSTRUC
TION PROJECTS.

The bicycle facility design standard in this part applies when the road authority has detennined that the roadwav will be specificallv

designed to include an on-road bicvcle facility and onlv if the roadwav surface is paved.
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New or reconstruction projects for urban roadways must meet or exceed the dimensions indicated in the followinu desi£11 ch3li- -

Functional Desi£11 Lane Curb Parking Bikeway Desi2:n Bikewav Design
Classification Speed Width Reaction Lane Roadways with Two Roadwavs with Four
and Projected W Distance Width Travel Lanes Urban or more Travel Lanes
Traffic Volume @ ill Curb and Gutter Urban Curb and Gutter

(mph) (feet) (feet) (feet) (ADT) (feet) (feet)

Collectors or 25-30 10-12 2. 7-10 <500 SL N/A
Locals with ill
ADT <2.000

500- WOL
2.000 14-16 or

BL5-6

35-40 11-12 2. 8-10 <500 SL BL5-6

500- WOL
2.000 14-16

or BL 5-6

over 40 12 2. .ill BL5-6 BL5-6

Collectors 25-30 10-12 2. 7-10 WOL WOL 14-16 or
or Locals W 14-16 BL5-6
WithADT orBL 5-6
2.000-

5,000
35-40 11-12 2. 8-10 BL5-6 BL5-6

over 40 l2. 2. .ill BL-6 BL

Collectors 25-30 10-12 2. 7-10 BL5-6 BL5-6
or Locals (e)

withADT
5.000-
10.000

35-40 11-12 2. 8-10 BL5-6 BL5-6

over 40 12 2. .ill BL 6 or PS BL60rPS
8 or SUP 8 or SUP

Collectors 30-40 11-12 .1:ilU 10 BL60rPS BL 6 orPS
or Locals 8 or SUP 8 or SUP
withADT

>10.000
and
Artelials

over 40 l2. 14 (b) .illkl BL 6 orPS PS 8 or SUP
8 or SUP
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(SL = shared lane: BL = bicycle lane: WOL = wide outside lane: PS = paved shoulder: SUP = shared use path)

EnzineelinzjudQJl1ent should be used to choose a lane-width. on-road bicvcle facilitv. or shoulder width dimension other than the widths

indicated in the chart. Factors to consider include safety. speed. population/land use. benefit/cost analysis. traffic mix. peak hourly traffic.

farn1 equipment. environmental impacts. terrain limitations. bicvcle traffic. pedestrian traffic. on-street parkinz. intersection and drivewav

sDacinz. rizhts-of-way constraints. vehicle tum lane confiwration. sizht distance. sizht lines. bus routes. other nonmotorized uses.

functional classification. or other factors. Dimensions less than those indicated in the chart require a variance in accordance with parts

8820.3300 and 8820.3400.

(a) One-way tum lanes must be at least ten feet wide. excent 11 feet is required if the design speed is over 40 mph.

(b) Curb reaction distance may be reduced to two feet if there are four or more traffic lanes and on one-way streets.

(c) No parkinz is allowed on streets with six or more traffic lanes or when the posted speed limit exceeds 45 mph.

(dl Curb reaction shall be provided unless on-street parkinz. a bicvcle facility. or a wide outside lane are provided adjacent to the curb.

The dimensions for wide outside lanes include the curb reaction distance.

(e) When creatinz a multimodal design with a combination ofvehicle lane. parking lane. and bikeway lane widths. ifa vehicle lane width

ofless than 11 feet is used. the parkinz and bikewav lanes shall be at least one foot wider than the minimum widths. Enzineerinz judQJl1ent

should be used to choose a vehicle lane width ofless than 11 feet. Additional factors to consider include the types ofvehicles (buses. trucks.

etc.). peak hour counts. turninz movements. population/land use. crash historv/analvsis. terrain limitations. bicvcle traffic. pedestrian

traffic. other nonmotOlized uses. and snow storaze.

(f) In detennininz the parkinz lane width. the roadway ADT and the vehicle mix shall be taken into consideration for residentiaL
commercial and/or industrial areas. or for a mixed use thereof.

One-way streets must have at least two throuzh-traffic lanes.

When a raised median is included in the design ofthe two-wavroadwav. a one-foot reaction distance to the median is required on either

side ofthe median. Minimum median width is four feet.

Urban desizn roadways must accommodate a minimum nine tons stmctural axle load design.

Roadways not on the state-aid sYstem are not subject to the minimum structural design strenzth requirements.

The minimum curb-to-curb width of a new bridze must be the required street width. but in no case less than required per Minnesota

Statutes. section 165.04. RS 2510adinz with AASHTO Standards Specifications or HL-93 loadinz with load and resistance factor design

(LRFD) is required for new or reconstructed bridzes and a minimum ofRS 1810adinz is required for all rehabilitated bridzes. When the new

bridze approach roadwav includes elements for the accommodation ofpedestrians or bicvcles. the new bridze width must also provide for

pedestrians or bicvcles unless pedestrians or bicvcles are otherwise accommodated.

For ADT less than 150. the widths ofbridzes to remain must be at least the sum of the lanes. For ADT zreater than or equal to ISO. the

widths ofbridzes to remain must be at least the sum of the lanes plus one-half the sum ofthe shoulders. parking lane. and curb reaction

distance.

Clearance of 1.5 feet from the face ofthe curb to fixed objects must be provided when the posted speed is 40 to 45 mph. A ten foot clear

zone measured from the drivinz lane must be provided when the posted speed exceeds 45 mph.

For volumes £reater than 15.000 projected ADT. at least four through-traffic lanes are required. unless a capacity analvsis demonstrates

that a different lane confizuration achieves level ofservice D or better.

Structures: Vehicular roadwav bridze and underpass structures when two-waY bicvcle traffic is accommodated: on bridze or underpass

sidewalks. the sidewalk clear width shall be no less than eizht feet. but preferablv ten feet. Whenever practicable. the shoulder/clear zone

ofan off-road shared use path should be carried across bridzes and throU!rh underpasses. The minimum structure clear width must be 12
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feet. When the surface width plus shoulder/clear zone full width ofthe apmoach shared use path is iITeater than the proposed clear width

ofthe structure. a lead-in bicvcle safetvrailing is required at each end ofthe bridge or underpass. As an altemative to lead-in bicvcle safety

railing. the surface width ofthe approach shared use path mav be narrowed at a I :50 taper while maintaining minimum surface width and

shoulder/clear zone through the structure.

8820.9946 MINIMUM DESIGN STANDARDS, URBAN; RECONDITIONING PROJECTS.

Subpart 1. Two-way streets. In the following design chart, total width is from face-to-face ofcurbs.

Reconditioning projects for two-way urban roadways must meet or exceed the minimum dimensions indicated in the chart.

NlUnber of Total Width Total Width Total Width Proposed

Through Lanes, with No Parking with Parldng with Parking Structural

Functional Class, on One Side on Both Sides Design

and Present Strength

Traffic Volume

(feet) (feet) (feet) (tons)

2-Lane Collector 26 32 38 (b) 9
or Local with

ADT < 10000

4-Lane Collector 44 52 60 (b) 9
or Local with

ADT < 10000

2-Lane Collector 26 32 42 9
or Local with

ADT e" 10000 or

2-LaneArterial (a)

4-Lane Collector 44 54 64 9
or Local with

ADT e" 10000 or

4-Lane A1terial

6-Lane Collectors 66 (c) (c) 9
or Arterials

Engineeringjudgment may be used to choose a lane-width or shoulder-width dimension other than the widths indicated in the chart for

roadways. Factors to consider~ include safety, speed, population/land use, benefit/cost analysis, traffic mix, peak homly traffic,

f3lm equipment, environmental impacts, terrain limitations, bicycle traffic, pedestrian traffic, other nonmotorized uses, functional classi

fication, or other factors. Widths less than those indicated in the chart require a variance in accordance with parts 8820.3300 and

8820.3400.

(a) Permissible for present traffic volumes less than 15,000 ADT.

(b) WhenADT is less than 5,000, seven tons is allowable.

(c) No parldng is allowed.

When a medi3l1 is included in the design of the two-way roadway, a one-foot reaction distance to the medi3l1 is required on either side

ofthe median. Minimum median width is four feet.

For ADT less than 150, the widths ofbridges to remain must be at least the sum ofthe lanes. For ADT greater than or equal to 150, the
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widths ofbridges to remain must be at least the stun ofthe lanes plus halfthe Sllill ofthe shoulders, parking lane, and curb reaction distance.

Fot lOtl1ldabout dcsign, thc dcsign criteria ofthc CUllcnt edition ofthc Minncsota Statc Aid ROu.1dabout Guidc mc lccommcndcd.

Subp. 2. VIle-way streets. In the following design chart, total width is from facc-to-face of curbs.

Reconditioning projects for one-way urban roadways must meet or exceed the minimum dimensions indicated in thc chart.

Numbcrof Prescnt ADT Total Width Total Width Total Width Proposed

Through Lanes with No with Parking with Parking Structural

and FlUlctional Parking on One Side on Both Sides Design

Class Strength

(feet) (feet) (feet) (tons)

2-Lane Collector <5000 21 29 37 7

or Local with

ADT< 10000

5000-10000 23 31 39 9

2-Lane Collector < 15000 23 31 39 9

or Local with

ADT2: 10000

or 2-lane Arterial

2: 15000 24 32 40 9

3-Lane Arterial All 34 42 50 9

or Collector

For ADT less than 150, the widths of bridges to remain must be at least the Sllill of the lanes. For ADT greater than or equal to 150, the

widths ofbridges to remain must be at least the sum ofthe lanes plus halfthe sum ofthe shoulders, parking lane, and curb reaction distance.

FOI roundabout dCsign, thc design critelia ofthc CttllCllt cdition ofthc :l\finncsota Statc Aid Roundabout Guidv mc lCvonmlcuJcd.

Subp.3. Exception. Any street that was previously built to state-aid or state standards, that was granted a variance to standards in

effect at the time of constmction or reconstruction, or that is a trunk highway tumback, but does not meet current standards, may be

reconditioned regardless of subparts I and 2.

8820.9951 MINIMUM DESIGN STANDARDS. ON-ROAD BICYCLE FACILITIES FOR URBAN: RECONDITIONING

PROJECTS.

The bicvcle facility dcsign standard in this part applics whcn the road authority has dctcnnincd that thc roadway will be specificallv

designed to include an on-road bicvcle facility. and onlv ifthe roadway surface is paved.

Reconditioning projects for urban roadways must meet or exceed the minimum dimensions indicated in the following design chmi.
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1= .lI!.

UtJl

Number of DesiQJ1 Lane Parking Proposed Bikeway DesiQJ1

ThroulZh Lanes. Speed Width Lane Structural

Functional Class. Width DesiQJ1

and Present UD Stremrth

Traffic Volume

(mph) (feet) (feet) (tons) (ADT) (feet)

Two-Lane 25-30 10-12 (d) 7-10 2Jbl <1.000 SL

Collectors or

Locals with

ADT<10.000

1.000-5.000 WOL 14-16

orBL 5-6

5.000-10.000 BL5-6

35-40 11-12 8-10 9 (b) <500 SLorBL 5-6

500-10.000 BL5-6

oyer 40 11-12 10 2Jbl <10.000 BL5-6

Two-Lane 25-30 10-12 (d) 7-10 .2. >10.000 BL5-6

Collectors or

Locals With

ADT>10.000

or Two-Lane

Alierials (al

35-40 11-12 8-10 .2. >10.000 BL 5-6 orPS 8

oyer 40 11-12 lQ .2. >10.000 PS 8 or SUP

Four-Lane 25-30 10-12 (d) 7-10 2Jbl <10.000 WOL 14-16 or

Collectors or BL5-6

Locals with

ADT <10.000

35-40 11-12 8-10 2Jbl <10.000 BL5-6

I QYITAQ 11-12 lQ 2Jbl <10.000 BL6

Four-Lane 30-40 11-12 lQ .2. >10.000 BL 60rPS 8

Collectors or or SUP

Locals with

ADT>10.000

oyer 40 11-12 lQ .2. >10.000 BL 60r PS 8

or SUP

Six-Lane 12 W .2. Not Allowed SUP

Collectors or

Arterials
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(SL = shared lane: BL = bicvcle lane: WOL = wide outside lane: PS = paved shoulder: SUP = shared use path)

Em,ineeringjudgment should be used to choose a lane-width. on-road bicvcle facility. or shoulder width dimension other than the widths

indicated in the chart. Factors to consider include safety. soeed. population/land use. benefit/cost analvsis. traffic mix. peak hourlv traffic.

fanTI equipment. environmental impacts. telTain limitations. bicycle traffic. pedestrian traffic. on-street parkin". intersection and drivewav

spacing. ri"hts-of-wav constraints. vehicle tum lane configuration. sight distance. si"ht lines. bus routes. other nonmotorized uses.

functional classification. or other factors. Dimensions less than those indicated in the chait require a variance in accordance with parts

8820.3300 and 8820.3400.

(a) A road may be reconditioned under this part if present traffic volumes are less than 15.000 ADT.

(b) When ADT is less than 5.000. seven-ton axle load structural desien strencth is allowable.

(c) No parkin" is allowed for six-lane collectors or arterials.

(d) When creating a muitimodal desien with a combination ofvehicle lane. parking lane. and bikewav lane widths. ifa vehicle lane width

ofless than II feet is used. the parking alld bikewav lanes shall be at least one foot wider than the minimum widths. Eneineeling iudgment

should be used to choose a vehicle lane width ofless than II feet. Additional factors to consider include the types ofvehicles (buses. trucks

etc.). peak hour counts. turning movements. population/land use. crash historv/analvsis. terrain limitations. bicycle traffic. pedestrian

traffic. other nonmotorized uses. and snow storage.

(e) In determining the parking lane width. the roadwav ADT and the vehicle mix shall be taken into consideration for residentiaL

commercial and/or industlial areas. or for a mixed use thereof.

A minimum curb reaction ofone foot shall be provided unless on-street parking. a bicycle facility. or a wide outside lane are provided

adjacent to the curb. The dimensions for wide outside lanes include the curb reaction distance. When a raised median is included in the

desien ofthe two-wav roadwav. a one-foot reaction distance to the median is required on either side ofthe median. Minimum median width

is four feet.

For ADT less than ISO. the widths ofbJidges to remain must be at least the sum ofthe lanes. For ADT "reater than or equal to 150. the

widths ofbridges to remain must be at least the sum of the lanes plus one-half the sum of the shoulders. parking lane. and curb reaction

distance.

RENUMBERING INSTRUen0 N. The revisor ofstatutes shall renumber the provisions ofMinnesota Rules. part 8820.0100. listed in

columnA to the references listed in column B. The revisor shall also make necessarY cross-reference changes in A1innesota Rules consistent

with the renumbering.

(Cite 37 SR 707)

ColmnnA

Old Subpart Number

1
1J!
2,

2a

2c

2e

2i

ColumnB

New Subpart Number

1
.3.
.4
5.
1
.8.
2.
.ill
II
11
1.3.
14

15.
16.
11
1£
12.
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..2.b. 20
10 21

lOa 23

11 24
12 25

12a 26
.ll 27
J3a 29
J3b 30
Be 31
14 32

14a 35
li 36
15e 37
15d 38
l6. 39

11 40
17b 41
17e 42
20 43
2.l 44
22 45
23 2,

24 Q
25 22
26 28
27 33
28 34
29 46
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395 John Ireland Boulevard
Saint Paul, Minnesota 55155-1899

November 27,2012

The Honorable James E. LaFave
Administrative Law Judge
Office of Administrative Hearings
600 North Robert Street
P.O. Box 64620
Saint Paul, Minnesota 55164-0620

Re: In the Matter of the Exempt Adopted Rules of the Department of Transportation, Chapter
8820, Relating to local State-Aid Route Standards Financing: Minnesota Rules, Chapter 8820 OAH
Docket No. 60-3000-23088-1; Governor's Tracking No. AR 2001

Dear Judge laFave,

On September 13,2012, the above-entitled rules were approved by the Office of Administrative
Hearings. (See enclosed OAH approval documents.) The rules have subsequently been published in the
State Register and were adopted on November 5, 2012.

After the publication of the rules, the staff at MnDOT noted an inadvertent omission of a number from
the design chart in part 8820.9941. In the design chart in part 8820.9941, the 6 foot lane width
number is missing for bike lanes with Average Daily Traffic (ADT) 2,000-5,000 with design speeds over 40

To illustrate the omission, I have enclosed the rule documents that were submitted to the OAH for
review on August 30,2012. I have highlighted in the documents the rule part where the 6 foot
reference was omitted. In enclosed OAH rule submission, please see the highlighted section on
page 9, line 9.27 of the rules. In the last column on line 9.27 it reads "BL" stands
Bike Lane.) The rule should read "Bl6."

The 6 foot reference was unintentionally dropped from the department draft the rules were
submitted to the Revisor's office for formatting and therefore was not included in the Revisor's
formatted version. However, up until this point in the process, department rule did contain
the 6 foot reference in 8820.9941. These prior rule drafts were reviewed the statutorily
mandated Rules Committee. (See para. 4 of the enclosed Proposed regarding the
advisory committee.) There were no comments from the Rules Advisory Committee concerning the 6
foot bike lane width dimension therefore the requirement met the approval of the Rules Advisory
Committee.

In addition, the department's Proposed Order contemplates the use ofthe 6 foot width for the bike lane
for particular traffic and speed levels. Please see paragraph 5 of the enclosed Proposed Order.
Paragraph 5 refers to the MnDOT Bikeway Facility Design Manual, including Table 4-1 which was

An equal opportunity employer



attached to the Proposed Order. The standards for the rule are based on the information in Table 4-1.
Table 4-1 shows a 6 foot Bike Lane in the 2,000-5,000 column for speeds over 40 mph. (See highlighted
areas in enclosed Table 4-1.)

The department would like to correct the omission of the 6 foot reference by publishing an Errata in the
State Register which would include the 6 foot width dimension in the design chart of part 8820.9941.
Based upon the prior review of the rules by the Rules Advisory Committee and the Office of
Administrative Hearings, the department believes that this corrective action is reasonable.

Please let me know if the proposed publication of the Errata in State Register is an acceptable
corrective measure or if you need any additional information in this matter. I can be reached at 651
366-3066 or laura.nehl-trueman@state.mn.us

;{CUlM/1~ flA.JJ--d ---/..

Laura Nehl-Trueman
MnDOT Staff Attorney/Rules Coordinator
395 John Ireland Blvd. MS 130
St. Paul, MN 55155

Enclosures



Tr:ln":t',n.-t:>:It'l'1,n Building
395 John Ireland Boulevard
Saint Paul. Minnesola 55155-1$99

August 2012

The Honorable Raymond
ChiefAdministrative La\vJudge
Ofllce ofAdministrative Hearings
600 North Robert Street
P.O. 64620
Saint Paul, Minnesota 55164-0620

Re: the Matter Exempt Aa()pt(~a L1ep:artrnel1t ofTransportation, Chapter
8820, to Local State-Aid Standards; Financing, KCIi,{UC:::>l

Approval ofExempt Rules Under Min.nE~solta :::;:tatultes, :;e<:tlO'l1
Tracking #AR 2001

Dear Chief Judge Krause:

The IVlinnesota DepmimC'Ilt ofTransportation proposes to adopt the above-named eXEml1)t rules
governing Local State~Aid Route Standards: Financing, Chapter 8820, The requests
that the Office Hearings and the rules
Statute::;, section 14.386;

Enclosed your review are the documenls reclul1red Rules, 1400,2400, subpart 2:

(1)
(2)

Revisor's approval.
Adopting

have questions about
me at 651 =366-3066,

enclaS~:d d{)cmnents 01' pwposed eXE:ffiI)t rules, contact

After completing correspondence to me at following adclress:

Laura·Nehl=Trueman
Mi:nm:~soj!a Department

John Ireland
MN 155

An equal opportunity employer



Nehl-Trueman L t-~t "l
Rule Coordinator
Chief

Department
Financing

Attached for
Proposed

approval is a certifiE;d
Adopl:fng Exempt Rules.

of the ab()Ve-entitIE~d and

the proposed Order Adopting Exempt Rules provides, department Was
authority to the State Aid rules using the Exempt rulemaking process
Statutes, section 14.386. (Laws of Minnesota 2012, chapter 287, article three, section 12.)

As required by Minnesota Statutes, sections I u~.u.o:;. subd.
department has sought the advice the Rules Advislorv COlmrr1itt€~e in the de\irelopment
the rule amendments. At this time, the Division of State Afd Local Transportation is
ready to proceed With the SUbmittal of the rules Office Administrative
review and approval.

An Equal Opportunity Employer



PROPOSED 'U'",,-""'""""""-"

1. The Minnesota Department of Transportation has complied with all notice and procedural
requirements for adopting exempt rules in Minnesota Statutes, chapter 14, specifically
Minnesota Statutes, 14.386, Minnesota Rules, chapter 1400, and other applicable law.

2. The authority to adopt exempt rules is contained in Laws of Minnesota 2012, chapter 287,
article three, section 12. Section 12 amends Minnesota Statutes, section 162.155 by adding
paragraph (c) as follows:

"(c) The rules adopted by the commissioner under this section, and sections
162.02; 162.07, subdivision 2; 162.09; and 162.13, subdivision 2, are exempt
from the rulemaking provisions of chapter 14. The rules are subject to section
14.386, except that, notwithstanding paragraph (b) of that section, the rules
continue in effect until repealed or superseded by other law or rule." (Effective
August 1, 2012)

The rule amendments in this rulemaking are adopted by the commissioner under Minnesota
Statutes, sections 162.02, subdivision 2 and 162.09, subdivision 2.

3. Minnesota Rules, Chapter 8820 are being revised to include standards for on-road bicycle
facility for state-aid routes. The standards will guide designers as they balance
accommodation of all roadway users including commuters, shippers, emergency vehicle
operators, bicyclists, pedestrians, transit carriers, and businesses.

4. Pursuant to Minnesota Statutes, sections 162.02, subdivision 2 (relating to counties),
and 162.09, subdivision 2 (relating to cities), the rules are required to be developed
with the advice of a Rules Advisory Committee. Members of the Committee are
selected by the Association of Minnesota Counties, the Minnesota County Engineers
Association, the League of Minnesota Cities, and the City Engineers Association of
Minnesota and composed of members from each state highway construction districts.

As required, MnDOT's State Aid for Local Transportation Division met with the State
Aid Rules Advisory Committee to seek their advice on the draft rule standards. The
Department also worked with committees of the City Engineers Association
Minnesota and the Minnesota County Engineers Association as well as bicycle
advocates to facilitate the development of the rules regarding on-road bicycle facility
design standards. December, 2010 and November 2011, draft standards were
emailed for review and comment to all county engineers and city engineers of cities

1



P(1)U!ElHon, as well as severa] bicycling advocacy
repn:sentati'I'es other interested The State Advisory

25,2012, to review, discuss, and revise the standards,
"._T-""'T' should act to adopt the rules as propo,;eo.

5.

vUH ...·"~ standards
state rules differentiate roadway standards by vs. urban) and additionally
ne\v/reconstruction vs. reconditioning (improvement ofpavement structure no significant
change to cross-section or alignment).

For new/reconstruction bicycle the existing rural design tables are
amended slightly, specifically a minimum 4 1 shoulder width;
induding bridge and underpass requirements.
For rural reconditIoning project \'"ith bicycle facilitatioll l the primary revision is to
recommend to designer "the current MnDOT Facility Design ManuaP'.

b) URBAN: For urban bicycle facilitation., ne\\, rule parts were created:
.. ~820.9941 MINlr.ilUM DESIGN STANDARDS: ON-ROAD BICYCLE FACILITY

FOR URBAN; NEW OR RECONSTRUCTION 1.L'<.'-?<1D,... .l

8820.9951 MINIMUIVillESIGN STANDARDS; '--'J~-J."-V·.r'.LI'

FACILITIES FOR URBAN; RECONDITIONrNG PROJECTS.

The standard within proposed pati 8820,9941 tor urban new and roadways is
similar to part 8820.9936, Minimum Design Standards, Urban; New or Reconstruction
Projects1 in that row and headers are two additional COJlUrrmS

bikeway design hvo additional speed range rows. The additions are based on, SinlH(lr
to~ Table ofthe 1vinOOT Facility The lane
several narrower allovved 8820.9936, is reasonable
design speeds, maneuvering v\"1thin lanes adjacent lanes are not occupied (pal'ti(atl2lrly
the case ofbicyde lanes parking lanes); and
v>lidth. notable break from 8820.9936 is

design speed is 25 considering l~gal velniC!es
including 9" for

blc:yc:le lanes
notllble break

standards in part 8820.995 i for urban reconditioning are Sil]lli1~lr

MinirnUl11 Des!gn, Standards, Reconditioning Projects, in
headers are similar except additional for bj«lew~~y

range rows. are based Oll, and to, Table
Im(eVlray Facility Design l\ihnual. lane \vidths nalTmyer Umn
allowed in part 8820.9946, \vhich is reasonable due to design speeds, ma,n~'Llv~~rit1lg

lanes ,vhen ildjacent lanes are in case
adjacent to parking lanes)1 the limitation road

2



torrm1HTlum lane width where design IS
\vide not including side miI]'oI'S, thereby

from part 8820,9946 standards is
30 mph, legal vehicles
leaving 9" either for trucks to \;'ander.

In the development of pl'Oposed lane-width design criteria for aCCOfl11110datiol1;

the tbHowing vehicle dirneY1S!<ms and practical 1;vere considered:
a)

1. Bicycle per Facility Design Manual; Table 1

Qlttp:I/\v\vw.dot.state.mn.us/bike/des!gnrnaulIal.htmI) ;;;;; 2.00'wide

Bicycle \vitb Facility Design Manual,

"" 3.70' wide
Large trucks (legal): Mimiesota section 169.80

= not
or equal to 45

or equal to

ofrearview mirrors or load securement devices
c) American Association ofState Highway and Transportation Officials

A on Geometric of Highways Streets, 6th
bdHion. (Green Book) (2011)
https:/lbookstore.tmnsportation.om./coJlection detaiLaspx?ID=t.l{)

i. Passenger Cal' === 7' wide (page 2-4)
Single = g' ,vide (page
f.},,,."'i,,,cr Lane (Colleetots page 6-13 ; Art,eria:ls page

1. Urban Conectors:
a. Residential = 7' to 8; "vide

b, Commercial{[ndustrial "" Jr to 11'
2. Urbari. T to passenger cars

Distance travel lane face (CoIlectors page

Arterials page 1-30

L = l' to 2'
2. Speed

3. Arterials Speed (greater

l' to

standards 81520.9920, oU~'V.;'7L..V. <;>'r;>"<'''''.7':>' ..1'\), OOLeV.3'7"'t'J.

refer designers the Min!lt;so~ta

removed rule the
M~Il1l.'U;'l.1 which is a more appropriate venue



COlllmissionel'Thomas K.
Department

in the Revis:or"s foml dated August, 2 > are adopted under
a.ulJ!,ority in lWnnE:soita Statutes, 162.02, subdivision 162.09, subdivision 2;
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70 Chapter 4: On-Road Bikeways

<500 500-1,000 1,000-2,000 2,000-5,000 >10,000

N/A N/A 2,000-4,000
4,000- 10,000-

>20,000
10,000 20,000

Sl WOl WOL WOL BL = 5 ft
Not

Applicable

WOL BL=5ft BL = 5 ft Bl = 6 ft BL::: 6 ft

WOL BL = 5 ft BL::: 5 ft BL = 6 ft BL = 6 ft
BL::: 6 ft or
PS::: 8 ft

45;nph'~nd'
BL = 5 ft BL::: 5 ft BL::: 6 ft 8L::: 6 ft BL = 6 ft or SUPor

'.. ,";g?~~t~r;; PS = 8 ft PS::: 10ft

BL::: Bicycle Lane, SL::: Shared Lane, WOL ::: Wide Outside Lane, SUP::: Shared-Use
Path, PS ::: Paved Shoulder

.~~,,~:' . '~~"··;~"ir. <:' 1,000- 2,000- 5,000-
2 U'l~\" > '. <. ". <500 500-1,000' 2000 5,000 10000 >10,000

\",~",~.,,'~ '·.,~."".J8 : , :.. , ,

"."",

;.' PS =4 ft*
'f?fl:lP'h .'. or SL

... -:;; I': .. ··;t···; .

'.?.ofurh .' PS =4 ft*
;.:.. '," ",-","': or SL

PS ::: 4 ft'
orSL

PS::: 4 ft*
orWOL

PS::: 4 ft*
orWOL

PS::: 4 ft'
orWOL

PS = 4 ft*

PS::: 6 ft

PS::: 4 ft*

PS = 4 ft*

PS ::: 6 ft

PS = 4 ft*

PS::: 6 ft

PS ::: 6 ft

>20,000

Not
Applicable

PS::: 6 ft

PS ::: 8 ft

* See discussion in Section regarding rumble strips on 4-foot shoulders.
PS::: Paved Shoulder,SL::: Shared Lane, SUP::: Shared-Use Path, WOL::: Wide Outside Lane

Refer to Section 4-2.1 for additional geometric and operation factors.

Mn/DOT Bikeway Facility Design Manual March Z007



08121112 REVISOR

1.3

1.4

1.5

1.6

1.10

1.11

1.12 Research Board ofthe, National Research Council, Was~ington, D.c. The definition is

1.13

L14

us

U6 is contiguoJ.,ls to the regularlv lraveledportion of the highway and iSollthe.same level

1.17

1.18

U9

.20

1.21

L22
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2.1 Subp. 29. Wide outside lane. "Wide outside lane" means outside lanes which

2.2 accommodate bicycles and motorists in the same lane with a lane width of 14 to 16 feet.

2.3 For accommodating bicyclists,. the wide outside lane dimension shall be to the face of curb.

2.4

2.5

2.6 When the road authority has determined that the roadway will be specifically

2.7 designed to include on-road bicycle facilities, and only if the roadway surface is paved,

2.8 the appropriate design criteria in the current MnDOT Bikeway Facility Design Manual are

2.9 recommended for design purposes.

2.10 New or reconstructIon projects for rural and suburban undivided roadways must meet

2.11 or exceed the minimum dimensions indicated in the following design chart.

2.12

2.13

2.14

2.15

2.16

2.17

Projected Lane
ADT Width
(a)

Shoulder In-
Width slope

(b)

Clear
Zone (c)

Design Sur
Speed facing
(d)

Structural
Design
Strength

Bridges
to
Remain
(e) Width
Curb to
Curb

rise:
run feet

2.18

2:19

2.20

2.21

2.22

2.23

2.24

2.25

2.26

2.27

2.28

2.29

2.30

feet

0-49 11

50-149 11

150-299 12

300-749 12

750-1499 12

1500 and
over 12
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3.1 Engineering judgment~ should be used to choose a lane-width, on-road bicycle

3.2 facility, or shoulder-width dimension other than the widths indicated the chart for .

3.3 roadways. Factors to consider may be: include safety, speed, population/land use,

3.4 benefit/cost analysis, traffic mix, peak hourly traffic, farm equipment, environmental

3S impacts, terrain limitations, bicycle traffic, pedestrian traffic, on-street parking, intersection

3.6 . and driveway spacing, rights-of-way constraints, vehicle tum lane configuration, sight

3.7 distance, sight lines, bus routes, other nonmotorized uses, functional classification, or

3.8 . other factors. \\/fdths Dimensions less than those indicated the chart require a variance

3.9 in accordance parts 8820.3300 and 8820.3400.

3.10 For fj1ral divided roadways, use the geometric design standards of the MnJDOT

3.11 Road Design Manual, with a minimum ten tons structural design and minimum 40 mph·

3.12 design speed.

3.13 (a) Use the existing traffic for highways not on the'state-aid system.

3.14 (b) Applies to slope within the clear zone only.

3.15 (c) Culverts with less than 3D-inch vertical height allowed without protection

3.16 the clear zone.

3.17 Guardrail is required to be installed at all bridges where the design speed exceeds

3.18 40 mph; and either the existing'ADT exceeds 400 or the bridge clear width is less than

3.19 sum of the lane and shoulder widths.

3.20 Mailbox supports must be accordance with chapter 8818.

3.21 For roadways suburban areas as defined part 8820.0100, the clear zone may be.

3.22 reduced to a width of ten feet for proje~ted under 1,000 and to 20 feet for projected

3.23 of 1,000 or over. Wherever the legal posted speed limit is 40 mph or less, the clear

3.24 zone may be reduced to a width ten feet.

3'.25 (d) Subject to terrain. suburban areas, the minimum design speed may be equal to

3.26 the current legal posted speed where the legal posted speed is 30 mph or greater.

8820.9920 . 3
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4.. 1 (e) Inventory rating of 15 is required: A bridge narrower than these widths may

4.2 remain in place if the bridge is not deficient structurally or hydraulically.

4.3 (f) Shoulders are re'quired to be a minimum width of elght feet for highways classified

4.4 as minor arterials and principal arterials with greater than 1,500 ADT projected, at least

4.5 two feet of which must be paved. If the roadway is designated as a bicycle facility by the

4.6 road authority, at least four feet of the shoulder shall be paved.

4.7 (g). Except within municipal corporate limits, ten-ton staged structural design must be

4.8 ' able to carry ten-ton axle loads except during spring load-restriction periods, or year-round

4.9 if needed for system continuity. Roadbed width must accommodate ultimate ten-ton

4.10 pavement overlay thickness and ultimate 1:4 sideslope. Within' municipal corPorate limits,

4.11 minimum structural design must support nine-ton axle 'strength.

4.12 Approach sideslopes must be 1:4 or flatter when the ADT exceeds 400.

4.13 HS 25 ~oading with -A.ASHTO Standard Specifications or HL-93 loading with load

4.14 and resistance factor design (LRFD) is required for new or reconstructed bridges. HS 18

4.15 loading is required for all rehabilitated bridges. The curb-to-curb minimum width for new

4.16 ' or reconstructed bridges must be no less than either the minimum required lane plus

4.17 shoulder widths or the proposed lane plus shoulder widths, whichever is greater, but no

4.18 case less than the :rpinimum lane widths plus four feet, and in no case less than required

4.19 per Minnesota Statutes, section 165.04.

4.20 'For rouildabout dc.sign, the dc.sigil cilteda of the eurrcnt edition of the 1finnesota:

4.21 State Aid Roundabout Guide arc recommended.

4.22 Vehicular roadway bridge and underpass structures when two-way bicycle traffic is

4.23 accommodated: on bridge or underpass sidewalks, the sidewalk clear width shall be no

4.24 le'ss than eight feet, but preferably ten feet. Whenever practicable, the shoulder/clear zone

4.25 of an' off-road shared use path should be carried across bridges and through underpasses

4.26 and the minimum structure clear width must be 12 feet. "When the full width of the

4.27 approach shared use path (surface width plus shoulder/clear zone) is gr~ater than the

8820,9920 4
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5.1 proposed clear width of the structure, then lead-in bicycle safety railing is required at

5.2 each end of the bridge or. underpass. As·an alternative to lead-in bicycle safety railing,

5.3 the surface width of the approach shared use path may be narrowed at a 1:50 taper while
.' .

5.4 maintaining minimum surface width and shoulder/clear zone through the structure.

5.5

5.6

H.""•.L'Jl..L"Jl.U.l.VJl. DESIGN STANDARDS: Jl."''UJl.'UCJl..Jl..J AND u'U.lI.."".,Uc'-.AJ'L ....L

RECONDITIONING

. 5.7 . Subpart 1. Milllmum reoondlit1(IIDIlg SIanClanlS Reconditioning projects for rural

5.8 or suburban undivided roadways must meet or exceed the minimum dimensions indicated

5.9 . in the following design chart. See part 8820:0100, subpart 13b, for the description of

5.10 activities allowed.

5.11

5.12

5.13

5.14

5.15

5.16

5.17

Existing ADT Statutory or Lane Width (Paved) Combined Lane
Regulatory Posted (Paved) and Shoulder
Speed Width ,

1-749' Under 50 mph 10 feet 11 feet

1-749 . 50 mph or over 10 feet 12 feet

750 and over Under 50 mph 10 feet .12 feet

750 and over 50 mph & over 1 feet 14 feet

5.18 When the road authority has determined that the roadway will be specifically

5.19 designed to include on-road bicycle facilities, and only if the roadway surface is paved,

5.20 the appropriate design cnteria in the current MnDOT Bikeway Facility Design' Manual are

5.21 recommended for design purposes.

5.22 Engineenng judgment fi'i:ftjt should be used to choose a lane-width, on-road bicycle

5.23 facility, or shoulder width dimension other than the Hl1rlthc indicated in the chart ferr

5.24 faaer-Nays. Factors to consider include safety, speed, population/land use, benefit/cost

5.25 analysis, traffic mix, peak hourly traffic, farm equipment, environmental impacts, terrain

5.26 limitations; bicycle traffic, pedestrian traffic, oil-street parking, intersection and illiveway

5.27 spacing, rights-of-way constraints, vehicle turn' lane configuration, sight distance, sight

5.28 lines, bus routes, other nonmotorized uses, functional classification, or other factors.

8820.9926 5
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6.1 ¥!idths Dimensions less than those indicated in the chart require a variance in accord'ance

6.2 with parts 8820.3300 and 8820.3400.

6.3 Widths' of bridges to remain in place must equal roadway pavement width. Bridges

6.4 narrower than these widths may remain in plac.e. provi4ed that the bridge does not qualify

6.5 for federal-aid bridge funds. 15 inventory rating is requ.ired.

6.6 Any highway that was previously built to state-aid or state standards, that was granted

6.7 a variance to standards in effect at the time of construction or reconstruction, or that is a

6.8 highway turnback, may reconditioned.

6.9 The proposed structural design strength must be accommodate a minimum of seven

6.10 tons per axle.

6.11 For l'Otlfidabolit dcsign, the des~gfi criteria .of the eunent edition of the Minnesota:

6.12 State Aid Roundabout Guidc MC fvCo:m:IfiLmdcd.

6.13 Subp. 2. [Repealed, 23 SR 1455]

6.14

6.15

8820.9936 MINIMUM DESIGN
RECONSTRUCTION PROJECTS.

NEW

6.16 New or reconstruction projects for urban roadways must meet or exceed the minimum

6.17 dimensions in~iicated in the following design chart.

6.18

6.19

6.20

6.21

6.22

6.23

6.24

6.25

6.26

6.27

6.28

6.29

Functional .. Design Speed ILane Width Curb Parking Lane
Classification and (a) Reaction Width
Projected Traffic Distance
Volume (e)

mph feet feet feet

Collectors or Locals 30-40 (b) 11 2 8
with ADT < 10000

over 40 12 2 10

Collectors Locals 30-40 (b) 11 (c) 4 10
with ADT;:;: 1000.0 and
Arterials

over 40 12 (c) 4 Cd)

8820.9936 6
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7.1 Engineering judgment rp.ay be used to choose a lane-width dimension other than the

7.2 widths indicated in the chart for roadways. Factors to consider may be include safety,

7.3 speed, populationJIand use, benefit/cost analysis, traffic mix, peak hourly traffic, farm

7.4 equipment, environmental impacts, terrain limitations, bicycle traffic, pedestrian traffic,

7.5 other nonmotorized uses, functional classification, or other factors. Widths less than .

7.6 those indicated in the chart require a variance in accordance with parts 8820.3300 and

7.7 8820.3400.

7.8 (a) One-way turn lanes must be at least ten feet wide, except 11 feet is required if

. 7.9 the design speed is over 40 mph.

7:10 (b) Wherever possible, lane widths of 12 feet, rather than feet, should be used.

7.11 (c) May be reduced to two feet if there are four or more traffic lanes and on one-way

7.12 streets.

7.13 (d) No parkillg is allowed for six or more traffic lanes or when the posted speed

7.14 limit exceeds 45 mph.

7.15 (e) Curb reaction must be provided only where park:illg is not provided.

7.16 One-way streets must have at least two through-traffic lanes.

7.17 When a median is included the design of the two-way roadway, a one-foot reaction

7.18 distance to the median is required on either side of median. Minimum median width is

7.19 four feet.

7.20 Urban design roadways mu'st be a minimum nine tons structural axle load design.

7.21 Roadways not on the state-aid system are not subject to minimum structural

7.22 design strength requirements.

7.23 The minimum curb-to-~urb width of a new bridge must be.the r~quired street width,

7.24 in no case less than required Minnesota Statutes, section 165.04.. HS 25 loading

7.25 AASHTO Standard Specifications or HL-93 loading with load and resistance factor

7.26 . design (LRFD) is required for new or reconstructed bridges and a minimum of HS 18

7.27 loading is required for all rehabilitated bridges. Where the new bridge approach roadway

8820.9936 7
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8.1 includes elements for the accommodation of pedestrians or bicycles, the new bridge

8.2 width must also provide for pedestrians or bicycles unless pedestrians or bicycles are

8.3 otherwise accommodated.

8.4 For ADT less than 150, the widths of bridges to remain must be at least the sum of

8.5 the lanes. For ADT greater than or equal to 150, the widths of bridges to remain must

8.6 be at least the sum of the lanes plus half the sum of the shoulders, parking lane, and

8.7 curb reaction distance.

8.8 Clearance of 1.5 feet from the face of the curb to fixed objects must be provided when

8.9 the posted speed is 40 to 45 mph. A ten-foot clear zone measured from the driving lane

8.10 must be provided when the posted speed exceeds 45 mph.

8.11 For volumes greater than 15,000 projected ADT, at least four through-traffic lanes

8.12 are required, unless a capacity analysis demonstrates that a different lane configuration

8.13 achieves level of service D Or better.

8.14 "Level of servicc" has the meaning gh-en it in the llighw2\:Y C2\:pacity 19£2\:002\:1, Special

8.15 Report 209, as revised ziJid published by the T,umsportafton Re3cMch BOMd of the Natiollal

8.16 Resca:rch Council, Washington, D.C. The definition is incorporated by reference, is not,

8.17 subject to freqaeLlt change, and is located at the Minnesota State Law Library, 25 Rc:.y. D1.

8.18 'Mtlftin Luther King Jr. Blvd., St. Paul, Millllcsota 55155.

8.19 For roundabout design, the design criteria of the ,",uncnt edition of the ~filmesotfr

8.20 State Aid Roundabout Guide artreeOlnntended.

8.21

, 8.22

8.23 The bicyde facility design standard in this part 'applies when the road authority has

8.24 determined that the roadway will be specifically designed to include an on-road bicycle

8.25" facility and only if the roadway sUrface is paved.

8.26 New or reconstruction projects for urban roadways must meet or exceed the

8.27 dimensions indicated in the following design chart.

8820.9941 . 8-
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9.1

9.2

9.3

9.4

95

9.6

9.7

9;8

9.9

9.10

9.11

9.12

9.13

9.14

9:15

9.16

9.17

9.18.

9.19

9.20

9.21

9.22.

9.23

9.24

9.25

9.26

9.27

9.28

9,29

9.30

9.31

9.32

9.33

9.34

9.35

Functional Design Lane .Curb Parking Bikeway Design Bikeway
Classifi- Speed Width Reaction Lane Roadways with Two Design
cation and ill Distance Width Travel Lanes Urban Roadways
Projected @ ill Curb and Gutter with Four or
Traffic more Travel
Volume Lanes Urban

Curb and
Gutter

(mph) (feet) (feet} (feet) (ADT) (feet) (feet)

Collectors . 25-30 10-12 2 II- <500 SL N/A--
or Locals .@2
with ADT .
<2,000

500- WOL
. 2,000 14-16 or

BL5-6

35-40 11-12 2· 8-10 <500 . SL BL 5-6--
500- WOL
2,000 14-16 or

BL5-6

over 40 12 . 2 10 . BL 5-6 BL5-6

Collectors 25-30 10-12 2 7-10 WOL WOL 14-16 or--
or Locals ill. 14-16 or BL5-6
WithADT' BL 5-6
2;000-5,000

35-40 11-12 2 8-10 IBL 5-6 BL 5-6

over 40 12 2 10 BL-6 i~

Collectors 25-30 10-12 2 IT . BL 5-6 BL 5-6!..:.....;::...;

or T.()~:::l1~ .@2
with ADT
5,000-
10,000

35-40 11-12 2 8-10 BL 5~6 BL5-6

over 40 111 2 10 BL 6 or PS BL 6 or PS 8 .

8 or SUP or SUP

8820.9941 9
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10.1

10.2

10.3

10.4

10.5

10.6

10.7

10.8

Collectors 30-40. ! 11-12 4 (b) . 10 BL 6 orPS BL 6 or PS 8-
or Locals 8 or SUP or SUP
with ADT
>10,000
and
Arterials

over 40 12 4 (b) lQ.ill BL 6 orPS PS 8 or SUP-
8 or SUP

10.9 (SL == shared lane; BL == bicycle lane; WOL == wide outside lane; PS == paved shoulder;

10.10 SUP == shared use path)

1.0.11 Engineering judgment should be used to' choose a lane-width, on..:road bicycle facility,

10.12 or shoulder width dimension other than the widths indicated in the chart Factors to

10.13 consider include safety, speed, population/land use, benefit/cost analysis, traffic mix, peak.

10.14 hourly traffic, farm equipment, environmental impacts, terrain limitations, bicycle traffic,

. 10.15 pedestrian traffic, .on-street parking, intersection and driveway spacing, rights-of-way

10.16 constraints, vehicle tum lane configuration, sight distance, sight lines, bus routes, other

10.17 nonmotorized uses, functional classification, or other factors. Dimensions less than

10.18 those indicated in the chart require a variance in accordance with parts 8820.3300 and

10.19 8820.3400.

10.20 (a) One-way tum lanes must be at least ten feet wide, except 11 feet is required if

10.21 the design speed is over 40 mph.

10.22 (b) Curb reaction distance may be reduced to two feet if there are four or more traffic

10.23 lanes and on one-way streets.

10.24 (c) No parking is allowed on streets with six or more traffic lanes or when the posted

10.25 speed limit exceeds 45 mph.

10.26 .(d) Curb reaction shall be provided unless on-street parking, a bicycle facility, or a

10.27 . wide outside lane are provided adjacent to the curb. The dimensions for wide outside

10.28 lanes include the curb reaction distance.

8820.9941 10 .
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ILl (e) When creating a multimodal design with a combination ofvehicle lane, parking

11.2 lane, and bikeway lane widths, if a vehicle lane width of less than 11 feet is used, the

11.3 parking and bikeway lanes shall be at least one foot wider than the minimum widths.

11.4 Engineering judgment should be used to 'choose a vehicle lane width of less 'than 11 feet.

11.5 Additional factors to consider include the types of vehicles (buses, trucks, etc.), peak hour

11.6 counts, turning movements, population/land use, crash history/analysis, terrain limitations;

11.7 bicycle traffic, pedestrian traffic, other nonmotorized uses, and snow storage.

11.8 (f) In determining the parking lane width, the roadway ADT and the vehicle mix

11.9 . shall be taken into consideration fat residential, commercial and/or Industrial areas, or

11.10 for a mixed use thereof. .

11.11 One-way streets must have at least two through-traffic lanes.

11.12 When a raised median is included- in the design of the two-way roadway, a one-foot

11.13 reaction distance to the median is required on either side of the median. Minimum median

11.14 width is four feet.

11.15 Urban design roadways must accommodate.a minimum nine tons structural axle

11.16 load design.

11.17 Roadways not on the state-aid system are not subject to the minimum structural

11.18 design strength requirements..

11.19 The minimum curb-to-curb width· of a new bridge must be the required street width,

n.20 but in no case less than required per Minnesota Statutes, section 165.04. HS 25 loading .

11.21 with AASHTO Standards Specifications or HL-93 loading with load and resistance factor

11.22 design (LRFD) is required for new or reconstructed bridges and a minimum of HS 18 .

11.23 loading is required for all rehabilitated bridges. When the new bridge approach roadway

11.24 includes elements for the accommodation of pedestrians or bicycles, the new bridge

11.25 width must also provide for pedestrians or bicycles unless pedestrians or bicycles are

11.26 otherwise accommodated.

8820.9941 11
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12.1 For ADT less than 150, the widths of bridges to remain must be at least the sum of

12.2 the lanes. For ADT greater than or equal to 150, the widths of bridges to remain must

12.3 be at least the sum of the lanes plus one-half the sum of the shoulders, parking lane,

12.4 and curb reaction distance.

12.5 Clearance of 1.5 feet from the face of the curb to fixed obiects must be provided when

12.6 the posted speed is 40 to 45 mph. A ten foot clear zone measured from the driving lane

12.7 . must be provided when the posted speed exceeds 45 mph.

12.8 For volumes greater than 15,000 projected AnT, at least four through-traffic lanes

12.9 are required, unless a capacity analysis demonstrates that a different lane configuration

12.10 achieves level of service D or better.

12.11 Structures: Vehicular roadway bridge and underpass structures when two-way bicycle

12.12 traffic is accommodated: on bridge or underpass sidewalks, the sidewalk clear width

12.13 shall be no less than eight feet, but pref-erably ten feet. Whenever practicable, the

12.14 shoulder/clear zone of an off-road shared use path. should be carried across bridges and

12.15· through underpasses. The minimum structure clear width must be 12 feef. When the

12.16 surface width plus shoulder/clear zone full width of the approach shared use path is greater

12.17 than the proposed clear width of the structure, a lead-in bicycle safety railing is required at

12.18 each end of the bridge or underpass. As an alternative to lead-in bicycle safety railing, .

12.19 the surface width of the approach ·shared use path may be narrowed at a 1:50 taper while

12.20 maintaining minimum surface width and shoulder/clear zone through the structure.·

12.21 DESIGN
12.22

12.23 Subpart 1. I nTln~'t'~>lV streets. In the following design chart, total width is from

12.24 face-to-face of curbs.

12.25 Reconditioning projects for two-way urban roadways must meet or exceed the

12.26 mininium dimensions indicated in the chart.

8820.9946 12
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13.1

13.2

13.3

13.4

Number of Through Total Width
Lanes, Functional Class, with No
and Present TraJfic Volume Parking

Total Width with Total Width with Proposed
Parking on One Parking on Both Structural
Side . Sides Design

Strength

13.5

13.6

'13.7

13.8

13.9

13.10

13.11

13.12

13.13

13.14

13.15

13.16

13.17

2-Lane Collector or Local 26
with ADT < 10000

4-Lane Collector or Local 44
with ADT < 10000

2-Lane Collector or Local 26
with ADT ;::: 10000 or
2-Lane Arterial

4-Lane Collector or Local 44
with ADT;::: 10000 or
4-Lane Arterial

6-Lane Collectors or 66
Arterials

32

52

"32

" 54

(c)

38

60

42

64

(c)

(b) 9

(b) 9

9

9

9

13.18 Engineering.judgment inay be used to choose a lane-width or shoulder-width

13.19 .dimension other than the widths indicated in the chart for roadways. Factors to consider

13.20 may be includesafetj, speed, populatiorilland use, benefit/cost analysis, traffic mix, peak

13.21 hourly traffic, farm equipment, environmental impacts, terrain limitations, bicycle traffic,

13.22 pedestrian traffic, other nonmotorized uses, functional classification, or other factors.

13.23 Widths less than those indicated the chart require a variance in accordance wit4 parts

13.24 8820.3300 and 8820.3400.

13.25 "(a) Permissible for present traffic volumes less than 15,000

13.26 (b) When ADT is less than 5,000, seven tons is allowable;

13.27 (c) No parking is allowed.

13.28 When a median is included in the design of th"e two-way roadway, a one-foot reaction

13.29 distance to the median is required on either side of the median. Minimum median width is

13.30 feet.

8820.9946 13
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14.1 For less than 150, the widths of bridges to remain must be at least the sum of

14.2 the lanes. For ADT greater than or equal to 150, th~ widths of bridges to remain must

14.3 be at least the' sum of the lanes plus half the sum of the shoulders, parking lane, and

14.4 curb reaction distance.

14.5 For i'oundabout dcsign, the dcsign ctiteria of the current edition of the Minllesota

14.6 State Aid Roundabout Gaidc are reeonimcnded.

14.7 Subp. 2. the following design chart, total width is from

14.8 face-to-face of curbs.

14.9 . Reconditioning projects for one-way urban roadways must meet or exceed the

14.10 minimum dimensions indicated the chart.

14.11

14.12

14.13

14.14

14.15

14.16 .

14.17

14.18

14.19

14.20

14.21

14.22

14.23

14.24

14.25

14.26

14.27

14.28

14.29

Number of PresentADT Total Width Total Width Total Width Proposed
Through Lanes with No with Parking with Parking Structural
and Functional Parking on·One Side on Both Sides Design
Class Strength

(feet) (feet) (feet) (tons)

2-Lane < 5000 21 29 37 7
Collector or
Local with
ADT < 10000

5000-10000 23· 31 39 9

2-Lane < 15000 23 31 39 9
Collector or
Local

~ 10000 -
or 2-lane
Arterial

1

~ 15000 24 32 40 9

3-Lane Arterial IAIl . 34 42 50 9
or Collector

14.30 For ADT less than 150, the widths of bridges to remain must be ~t least the sum of

14.31 the lanes.

8820.9946
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15.1 be at least the sum of the lanes plus half the sum of the shoulders, parking lane, and

15.2 curb reaction distance.

15.3 For roundabout dcsign, the. dcsign critcria of tl!c current edition of thc Minnesota

15.4 State Aid Roundabout Guide MC recomnlcnde.d.

15.5 Subp. 3. J:!;x1cep,tion. Any street that was previously built to state-aid or state

15.6 _standards, that was granted a variance to standards in effect at the time of construction or

15.7 reconstruction, or that is a trunk highway turnback, but does not meet current standards,

15.8 maybe reconditioned regardless of subparts 1 and 2.

15.9 - 8820.9951 MINIMUM DESIGN STANDARDS, ON~ROAD BICYCLE FACILITIES
15.10 FOR URBAN; RECONDITIONING PROJECTS.

15.11 The bicycle facility design standard in this part applies when the road authority has

15.12 determined that the roadway will be specifically designed to include an on-road bicycle

15.13 facility, and only if the roadway surface is paved.

15.14 Reconditioning pro;ects for urban roadways must meet or exceed the minimum

15.15 dimensions indicated in the following design chart.

15.16

15.17

15.18

15.19

15.20

15.21

15.22

15.23

15.24

15.25

15.26

15.27

15.28

15.29

15.30

Number of Design Lane Parking Proposed Bikeway Design
Through Lanes, Speed Width Lane Structural
Functional- Width (e) - Design
Class, and Strength
Present Traffic
Volume

(mph) (feet) (feet) (tons) (ADT) (feet)

Two-Lane 25-30 10-12 (d) L 2.ili <1,000 L--
Collectors or
Locals with
ADT<lO,OOO

1,000-5,000 Iwor. 14-16 or
BL 5-6

5;000- BL 5-6
10,000

8820.9951 15
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16.1

16.2

16.3 .

16.4

16.5

16.6

16.7

16.8

16.9

16.10

16.11

16.12

16.13

16.14 .

16.15

16.16

16.17

16.18

16.19

16.20

16.21

16.22

16.23

16.24

16.25

16.26

35-40 11-12 8-10 9 (b) . <500 SL or BL 5-6--
500-10,000 BL5-6

over 40 11-12 10 2JQl <10,000 BL5-6

Two-Lane 25-30 . 10-12 (d) 7-10 9 >10,000 BL5-6-
Collectors or
Locals With
ADT >10,000
or Two-Lane
Arterials (a)

35-40 111-12 8-10 9 >10,000 BL 5-6 or PS 8.

over 40 11-12 10 9 >10,000 PS 8 or SUP

Four-Lane 25-30 1O-J2 (d) 17-10 9 (b) <10,000 WOL 14..:16 or
Collectors or BL5-6
Locals with
ADT<lO,OOO

35-40 11-12 8-10 2JQl <10,000 BL5-6

over 40 11-12 10 9 (b) <10,000 BL6

Four-Lane 30-40 11-12 10 9 >10,000 BL 6 or PS 8-
Collectors or or SUP
Locals with'
ADT >10,000

over 40 11-12 IlQ 9 >10,000 BL 6 or PS 8
or SUP

Six-Lane 12 1£l 9 Not Allowed SUP- - --
Collectors or
Arterials

16.27 (SL := shared lane; BL := bicycle lane; WOL := wide outside lane; PS := paved shoulder;

16.28 SUP:= shared use path)

16.29 Engineering judgment should be used to choose a lane-width, on-road bicycle facility,

16.30 or shoulder width dimension other than the widths indicated in the chart. Factors to

16.31 consider include safety, speed, populationJIand use, benefit/cost analysis, traffic mix, peak
. .

16.32 hourly traffic, farm equipment, environmental impacts, terrain limitations, bicycle traffic,

16.33 pedestrian traffic, on-street parking, intersection and driveway spacing, rights-of-way

8820.9951 16
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17.1 constraints, vehicle turn lane 'configuration, sight distance, sight lines, bus routes, other

17.2 nonmotorized uses, functional classification, or other factors. Dimensions less tha~

17.3 those indicated in the chart require a variance in accordance with parts 8820.3300 and

17.4 8820.3400.

17.5 (a) A road may be reconditioned under this part if present traffic volumes are less

17.6 than 15,000 ADT.

17.7 (b) When ADT is less than 5,000, seven-tori axle load structural design strength is

17.8 allowable.

17.9 (c) No parking is allowed for six-lane collectors or arterials.

17.10 (d) When creating a multimodal design with a combination of vehicle lane,'parking

17.11 lane, and bikeway lane widths, if a vehicle lane width of less than 11 feet is used, the

17.12 parking and bikeway lanes shall be at least one foot wider than the minimum widths..

17.13' Engineering judgment should be used to choose a vehicle lane width of less than 11 feet.

17.14 Additional factors to consider include the types of vehicles (buses, trucks, etc.), peak hour

17.15 counts, turning movements, populationJland use, crash history/analysis,' terrain limitations,

17.16 bicycle traffic, pedestrian· traffic, other nonmotorized uses, and snow storage.

17.17 (e) In determining the parking lane width, the roadway ADT and the vehicle mix

17.18 shall be taken into consideration for residential, commercial and/or industrial areas, or

17.19' for a mixed use thereof.

17.20 A minimum curb reaction of one foot shall be provided unless on-street parking, a

17.21 bicycle facility. or a wide outside lane are provided adjacent to the curb. The dimensions

17.22 for wide outside lanes include the curb reaction distance. When a raised median is

17.23inc1uded in the design of the two-way roadway, a one-foot reaction distance to the median

17.24 is required on either side of the median. Minimum median width is four feet.

17.25 For ADT less than 150, the widths of bridges to remain "must be at least the sum.·of

17.26 the lanes. For ADT greater than or equal to 150, the widths of bridges to remain must

8820.9951. 17
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18.1' be at least the sum of the lanes plus one-half the sum 'of the shoulders, parking lane,

18.2 and curb reaction distance.

18.3 RENUMBERING INSTRUCTION. The revisor of statutes shall renumber the

18.4 provisions of Minnesota Rules, part 8820.0100, listed in column A to th~ references listed

18.5 in column B. The revisor shall also make necessary cross-reference changes in Minneso~

18.6 Rules consistent with the renumbering.

18.7

18.8

'18.9

18.10

18.11

18.12

18.13

18.14

18.15

18.16

18.17

18.18

18.19'

18.20

18.21

'18.22

18.23

18.24

18.25

18.26,

18.27

18.28

18.29

8820.9951

Column A

Old Subpart Number

1

2

2a

2c

2e

2f

3

3a

3c

4

2
6

7

8

9a

9b

lOa

18

New Subpart Number

1 '

3

4

5

·7

8

9

o

24 '
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19.1 25

19.2 12a 26

19.3 27

19.4 ' 29

19.5 30

19.6 .13e

19.7 32

19.8 14a 35

19.9

19.10

19.11 15d 38

19.12 16 39

19.13 17 40

19.14 17b

19.15 17e 42

19.16 20 43

19.17 21 44

19.18 22 45

19.19 23, 2

19.20 24 6

19.21 25 22

19.22 26 28

19.23 27 33

19.24 28 34

19.25 29

8820.9951 19
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600 North Robert Street
Saint Paul, Mim1esota 55101

Mailing Address:
P.O. Box 64620
St. Paul, Minnesota 55164-0620 2

Voice: (651) 361-7900
TTY: (651) 361-7878
Fax: (651) 361-7936

Staff
Department of Transportation

395 John Ireland t:SOlJleV'ard
Mail Stop 100
St. Paul, MN 899

Re: the Matter of the Adopted Rules Department of Tralns,oo!tat,ron
Chapter 8820, Relating to Local State-Aid Route Standards; Fin1an,cin:G,
to Local State-Aid Route Standards Financing: Minnesota Rules, (;ha/Jter
OAH 60-3000-23088; Governor's Tracking

Dear Ms. Nehl-Trueman:

in
Enclosed and served

above-entitled matter.
or courier service is

Enclosures

[4104/1]



OAH 60-3000-23088
Governor's Tracking 2001

In the Matter of the Exempt Adopted
Rules the Department
Transportation, Chapter 8820,
Relating to Local ~"r"lT,,",,_.u

Standards I-'n,<:>n,,....'n',.,·

Minnesota Rules, Chapter 8820

This matter came before Administrative Law Judge James LaFave upon the
application of the Minnesota Department of Transportation for a legal review under
Minn. Stat. § 14.386.

On September 2, the Minnesota Department Transportation
documents with the Office Administrative Hearings seeking review and approval of
the above-entitled rules under Minn. Stat. § 14.386 and Minn. 1400.2400.

No comments were received the public during the comment period.

On September 13, 1 Office of Administrative Hearings approved
The rules were subsequently Pur)IISlled in the State Register were adc)ptE;d

on November 5,2012.

upon a
contents of the

IMrl1'rt:>n submissions

1. The Minnesota Department Transportation
Register an Errata which will include 6-foot lane width dimension in



Dated: December 12, 2012

Commissioner Thomas K Sorel's Order of August 31,
there should be a 6-foot lane width for bike lanes with with design
speeds over 40 mph. The 6-foot reference in the design chart was unintentionally
dropped from the Department's draft when the rules were submitted to the Revisor's
office for formatting. The 6-foot reference was therefore not included in Revisor's
formatted version.

The missing integer in the design chart is in the nature a typographical error.
Because the regulatory choice was made by the Department and the
Office of Administrative' Hearings, the appropriate cure is an Errata in the
State Register.
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